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Unbeaten Huricanes ready for ‘the big test’ against Boston Bruins 

By Chip Alexander 

Want to make the Carolina Hurricanes a little edgy? 

Two words can do it: “Boston Bruins.” 

Any mention of the Bruins can conjure up thoughts, mostly 
negative ones, of the Canes’ losses to Boston in the Stanley 
Cup playoffs in both 2019 and 2020. The Bruins were 
stronger, tougher, better. 

It conjures up the thought of the Bruins’ Brad Marchand 
curling his stick blade around the neck of Justin Williams, the 
Canes’ captain in 2019, and then mocking him when 
Williams retaliated and was called for a penalty. 

It conjures up Bruins defenseman Charlie McAvoy yanking 
off Jordan Staal’s helmet and tossing it across the ice in 
2020, a saucy move. 

Or the Canes’ Andrei Svechnikov tangling with defenseman 
Zdeno Chara, then with the Bruins, in the 2020 playoffs and 
awkwardly falling backward. It looked gruesome for 
Svechnikov but it wasn’t. It was a high ankle sprain and not a 
knee injury, as many feared, although it did keep Svechnikov 
out of the playoff series as the Bruins won in five games. 

The Canes and Bruins did not play last season in the NHL’s 
divisional configuration. They’ll get together again Thursday 
for a game at PNC Arena, with the Canes undefeated at 5-0 
and looking for a different result against the B’s, their 
nemesis. 

“I think we’ve still got another level to get to,” Canes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour said Wednesday after practice. “Tomorrow 
will be the big test. Tomorrow will be a team that knows how 
to win and gets it and does it right. 

“I think everybody else, there are so many teams like 
ourselves still trying to figure that out. We haven’t got there 
and these guys have.” 

The Bruins bring a 3-2-0 into the game after a 4-1 road loss 
Wednesday against the Florida Panthers. They’ll come into 
PNC Arena to complete the back-to-back with many faces 
familiar to many of the Canes. 

There’s still the so-called “Perfection Line” to contend with as 
Patrice Bergeron centers Marchand and David Pastrnak. 
There’s still McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk on the back end. The 
Bruins have added Erik Haula, the former Canes forward 
who became a protagonist for the Canes and their fans while 
playing for the Nashville Predators last season, especially in 
the playoffs. 

One familiar face will be missing: goalie Tuukka Rask, who 
continues to rehab from offseason surgery and remains a 
free agent. 

The Bergeron line has stood the test of time. Asked 
Wednesday if the Canes can slow down the Bruins’ top line, 
Brind’Amour smiled and said, “I wish.” 

“They’re a great group and they have been for a long time,” 
he said to the media. “It’s not just the talent that they have. 
They work at it. You watch how they play. You talk about 
doing it right, they do it right. 

“They have that commitment to how hard they do it. That’s 
why they’ve had success for a long time.” 

Brind’Amour, with the last change at home, should counter 
with Jordan Staal’s line, with wingers Nino Niederreiter and 
Jesper Fast. Brind’Amour is loathe to call it his checking line 
but it is his best defensive line. 

“They have such a high elite team with a lot of skill,” 
Niederreiter said Wednesday to the media. “They’ve been a 
top group the past few years, and we know what to expect 
from them and how good they are. 

“The biggest thing is to outwork them and play smart and do 
the little things right. I think that’s been clicking for our line so 
far. We have to play simple and make the plays when they 
are there and we get the pucks when we have to, and I don’t 
think it’s going to be any different.” 

As for the Canes, defensemen Brett Pesce said the game 
plan is basic: “Be in their face all night.” Behind the D could 
be goalie Frederik Andersen making a sixth straight start 
after winning the first five games. 

The flip side is that the Bruins must try and slow the Canes’ 
top line. Sebastian Aho, Svechnikov and Teuvo Teravainen, 
back together again, have combined for 11 goals and 22 
points. Aho and Svechnikov have five-game point streaks 
and Teravainen has points in four of the past five games. 

After the Bruins game, the Canes host the Chicago 
Blackhawks on Friday and then Arizona on Sunday to 
complete a four-game homestand that began with a 4-1 win 
Monday over Toronto. 

“We’ve just got to ride the wave,” Neiderreiter said. 

BOSTON BRUINS AT CAROLINA HURRICANES 

When: Thursday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/Radio: Bally Sports South, WCMC 99.9 FM. 
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Hurricanes goalie split, Andrei Svechnikov’s pace, Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s next contract and 
more: Bag of Jerks 

By Sara Civian  

The Hurricanes are 5-0-0, and the vibes are good. But after a 
few breaks in between games already this season, they’re 
about to enter a tough test with three games in four days. 

Will they break a franchise record and extend their season-
opening win streak to 6-0-0? Will those yet to make their 
debuts pop in throughout the weekend? Do we have to 
overanalyze the power play? (No.) 

Read on. 

(Note: Some questions have been edited for clarity and 
length.) 

How long can the Canes keep Seth Jarvis without playing 
him? How long should they? On a related note, why is 
Brendan Smith still with the Canes instead of Chicago? — 
Matthew N. 

It’s your lucky day, Matthew, because we just checked in on 
both of those situations with Rod Brind’Amour after 
Wednesday’s practice. 

Will Jarvis get in on this back-to-back? 

“Maybe,” Brind’Amour said. “Maybe.” 

And what about Smith? 

“I want to get him in. It’s a tough situation for him because 
he’s such a quality guy and player,” Brind’Amour said. “But 
changing the lineup is hard right now.” 

Brind’Amour famously subscribes to two ideologies: 

1. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. 

2. Players should actually play, and at a certain point, they 
should go to the minors and play if they aren’t getting reps 
with the NHL club. Don’t sit in a press box. 

Winning takes priority over individual success, so the Canes 
find themselves in an undefeated situation where, for now, 
they aren’t fixing what “ain’t broke.” But they have three 
games in four days looming. It’s highly likely either one or 
both of the aforementioned players gets in at least one of 
them, whether it’s due to a loss, wear-and-tear prevention or 
an injury. 

Hi Sara, absolutely loved the article with the media team. 
How did you decide on wanting to take that angle? And are 
there any other moments from your career where you wish 
you had that level of access to some area of the behind-the-
scenes operation? — Aoife B. 

Thanks so much, Aoife! It’s funny, you never really know 
which stories are going to hit and which will flop. Credit to my 

editor for putting an idea in my head weeks ago that we 
should do something about the off-ice battle between the 
Hurricanes and the Canadiens. I think that struck a chord 
with me because the questions to the actual players and 
coaches about all of this over the years have been so 
overdone — Sebastian Aho told us earlier in the season he 
was asleep when they matched his offer sheet, for instance. 

If I was going to cover this, I was done being corny and 
making these players and coaches talk about something they 
clearly don’t actually care about. So who actually cares? The 
fans, maybe some front-office members, the marketing and 
social teams. I’d always been interested in what the 
conversations between Tom Dundon, Don Waddell and the 
marketing team have been like, so I decided to reach out to 
the awesome Mike Forman and Dan LaTorraca. 

I figured at worst, at least I wouldn’t be doing the same thing 
as everyone else. I’m grateful they went above and beyond 
to give us a peek behind the curtain. 

Would you rather the Canes play on a bones day or a no 
bones day and why? — Cody S. 

I love and respect Noodle in all forms, and I like to live my life 
according to his status, as if he’s the moon. That said, I’d 
rather the Canes play on a bones day so I can be alert and 
motivated during the game, and I’d prefer to also have no 
bones on no bones days. 

Your editor asks you to research and write a deep dive into 
one Canes player and their life/family/journey before playing 
for Carolina. Who do you pick? — Peter W. 

We’ve already got Andrei Svechnikov covered, so I’ll take 
him out of contention. 

I have become fascinated with Finnish culture ever since I 
started covering the NHL and was introduced to people from 
Finland. So there’s that. Then there’s how important Aho is 
to this Hurricanes team. Then there’s the relationship he has 
with his dad, who is an executive with the high-profile team 
Karpat in Finland’s top league, Liiga. He also watches almost 
all of Aho’s games and will text him after the games. I’d love 
to dive into that. 

Can you explain what financial obligation the Canes have 
next season to Jesperi Kotkaniemi? I’ve read that his salary 
next year must be at least as much as his salary this year, 
but other stories intimate that there is a “deal” for a multiyear 
contract at a lower number. What’s the real story? — Bill B. 

I swear they make these rules and refuse to expand on them 
just to confuse us, Bill. This has been explained to me a few 
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times in different ways, so I could still be wrong about the 
“why.” But from what I’ve gathered, his salary next year only 
had to be as much as it was this year if he had signed a 
multi-year deal. The one-year term throws everything off. 
What I do know for certain is that the Hurricanes don’t have 
to re-sign him for $6.1 million, even if I’ve heard multiple 
confusing explanations as to why that is. 

Is Freddie Andersen going to get the heavy majority of the 
starts? Or will it be like the Petr Mrazek-Curtis McElhinney 
era? — Zachary N. 

I think we’re going to see Andersen get the majority of the 
starts, but I wouldn’t say “heavy” majority. There are so many 
things to keep in mind, between the Olympics, the 
condensed schedule because of the Olympics and gearing 
up for an anticipatedly deep playoff run. You have to let Antti 
Raanta take some of the regular-season brunt. 

I realized no Hurricane goaltender has worn No. 30 since 
Cam Ward. Is that just the goalies’ choice or is there an 
unspoken rule not to wear it? — Danielle P. 

There’s no unspoken rule about it, but there haven’t been 
many goalies to pass through the Hurricanes system and 
none of them have wanted 30. Regardless, I’d imagine 
Ward’s jersey gets retired at some point soon. 

The power play has been productive, but has it been good 
thus far? It’s very reminiscent to last season — scores goals 
during the most of regular season, but dries up at the end. — 
Pat C. 

I love you, Pat, but I hate this question. 

We spend so much of our lives analyzing power plays to 
death, when in reality the elements of luck and effort are so 
heightened in these situations. Like, the reason the power 
play will dry up at the end of the season and the playoffs is 
that the other team’s penalty kill is either: 

1. Trying harder, because the team is making a playoff push 

2. Trying harder, because the team is in the playoffs and the 
game means more 

3. Just better, because the teams in the playoffs are good 

I think the power play is good, and the personnel on the 
power play is good. And I wouldn’t start to worry about it until 
it isn’t scoring goals. I will end this with an interaction with 
noted second-unit quarterback Brett Pesce earlier today: 

Civian: How is life on the power play? 

Pesce: It’s nice, yeah. It’s fun. It’s exciting. 

Me: I heard Dave Ayres is getting a Disney movie. Who do 
you want to play you? 

Pesce: Joe Pesci would be nice. He’s a little old, though. 

With all that said, there’s no harm in giving Ethan Bear a shot 
quarterbacking the second power-play unit and seeing what 
happens. 

Only six games in, but the D hasn’t been the best. What 
changes could be done to shore things up? I know 
Brind’Amour likes an aggressive defense, but there have 
been some breakdowns and Freddie has had to bail the 
team out. Who is Rangoon’s overperformer so far? — 
Howard H. 

I agree that there has been some sloppiness, Howard, but I 
think this is more of rust wearing off than it is personnel 
issues. I also say this because basically everyone on the 
defense has had an “oopsie” moment or two thus far. There’s 
no one, really, to promote or demote. As we discussed 
above, it’s almost time to give Smith a shot and see if he 
sticks. 

Rangoon (my kitten, for the uninitiated) would love Warren 
Foegele because she loves when things on the TV go fast in 
all sorts of directions. But since he’s not here, Rangoon’s first 
star of the season is Teuvo Teravainen. She loves dry 
humor. 

So how have the Tony DeAngelo and Kotkaniemi signings 
been in the first five games? — Dennis P. 

Dennis, you’ve come to the right place. Here are my 
longwinded opinions on both. 

Do you think Svech can keep up his scoring pace? — Nick 
S. 

I honestly think he can do even better. His game is so elite in 
terms of scoring and passing, and he tries harder than most 
people I’ve come across in life. I want to be on the record 
saying Andrei Svechnikov will score 100 points this year. 

Sara … how much of your articles does your boyfriend 
dictate to you? — T.B. 

Bold of you to assume he knows how to read. 
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Putting It All Together: Meeting Expectations & The Message 

by Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC - Wednesday morning the Carolina 
Hurricanes practiced at PNC Arena, preparing for their first 
back-to-back set of games that will begin tomorrow night. 

The team's undefeated start of 5-0-0 has given plenty of 
reason to be happy, but of course there's 77 games 
remaining to be played. 

Following Monday night's win over Toronto, Head Coach 
Rod Brind'Amour said that he was most proud of his team's 
work ethic through the opening stretch, believing that that's 
been the high point and most defining factor in getting them 
to their flawless record thus far. 

Practice days of course serve a purpose, however, some 
may wonder what goes into a day like today, when the team 
is winning and the hard work has been evident. There's 
always small details that can be worked on. There's pre-
scouting that goes into examining the future opponents, but 
not something that alters the entire iteration of a team's 
practice. When prompted what it will take to be successful 
against seemingly any incoming team, the response always 
seems to be some form of "we just need to play our game". 
So, how does a team that hasn't lost try and get better, while 
also attempt to find the balance of remaining focused on the 
task at hand, yet knowing what's ahead of them? 

"[Finding] that is the trick of sports and especially with the 
way we play so many games in such a short amount of 
time," Brind'Amour answered. "You always hype that 
[upcoming] game and then less than a minute after that 
game is over, you're already talking about the next game." 

Of the games that the team has played, there've been 
games within the games, if you will, in over more than half of 
them. The bench boss said himself leading up to it, there's 
always nerves leading into opening night. The team didn't roll 
out an entire dress rehearsal during their four preseason 
contests, so the October 14 contest against the Islanders 
was the first time that the team was able to see what they 
had when all together as a unit. They got the job done there, 
showing an output of six goals. A week later they were in 

Montreal, where the saga surrounding Jesperi Kotkaniemi 
reached its peak. The team got the job done for him and he 
scored to boot. Monday night Frederik Andersen took on 
friends and former teammates. Despite allowing an early 
goal, he then dialed it in and the team provided ample 
support for another win. 

Some would say that the team has risen to the occasion 
when necessary. The Canes players and staff would tell you 
though that there's no need to "rise" to the level they have, 
that it's merely the expectation they have every game, every 
day. 

"You have to understand that, take pride in the fact that that's 
your job and I think that's what this group has done well," 
Brind'Amour continued. "It's been a short sample size, but 
they've done it well." 

Message instilled from the top down, it's just another 
example of the culture that the former team captain turned 
head coach has cultivated amongst the group. A clear 
reflection of the man that headed the locker room to the 
organization's brightest day in 2006. 

"It's everything," Brett Pesce began with. "Ever since the first 
day he started coaching our team four years ago, that was 
what he preached. As long as we come to work and work 
hard every day, he doesn't have the problem with the 
outcome of any game. Guys have taken that to heart." 

Of course, everything is easier to see and discuss when the 
team is off to the start that they are. But you can't stop 
watering the grass just because it's green one day, right? 
There's room to highlight what is going right here, no matter 
how well documented Brind'Amour's culture is and what the 
rewards of it have been so far. 

"Personally, I've learned that that creates success. As you 
see, we've made it to the playoffs, and I think now we're 
closer to achieving our [ultimate] goal more than ever. That 
starts with that message." 
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Boston Bruins to face Carolina Hurricanes on the road 

Boston Bruins (3-2-0, seventh in the Atlantic) vs. Carolina 
Hurricanes (5-0-0, second in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Thursday, 7 p.m. EDT 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -131, Bruins 
+110; over/under is 5.5 

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes host the Boston 
Bruins. 

Carolina went 36-12-8 overall in the 2020-21 season while 
going 20-3-5 at home. The Hurricanes were called for 198 

penalties last season averaging 3.5 penalties and 7.4 penalty 
minutes per game. 

Boston went 33-16-7 overall and 15-9-4 on the road during 
the 2020-21 season. The Bruins averaged 2.9 goals on 33.3 
shots per game last season. 

The matchup Thursday is the first meeting this season for 
the two teams. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: None listed. 

Bruins: Craig Smith: day to day (undisclosed), Anton Blidh: 
day to day (upper body). 
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Hurricanes put perfect mark on line vs. Bruins 

By FLM  

The Carolina Hurricanes have made it through five games 
unscathed. 

They will aim for the first 6-0-0 start in franchise history when 
they oppose the Boston Bruins on Thursday night in Raleigh, 
N.C. 

"It's very hard to win in this league," Hurricanes center 
Steven Lorentz said. 

So far, the formula has worked for the Hurricanes, whose 
coach has embraced a simple concept. 

"I like how hard we're playing, to a man," Carolina coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. 

The Bruins are in a bit of a strange part of their schedule. A 
two-game trip comes with matchups against undefeated 
teams on back-to-back nights. It didn't go well for Boston on 
Wednesday night during a 4-1 loss to the Florida Panthers, 
who improved to 7-0-0. 

"Two undefeated teams that we're going to have to use 
everybody and trust everybody," Bruins coach Bruce 
Cassidy said of the approach. 

Part of that was putting Jack Studnicka as the center for the 
second line. The 22-year-old rookie came through when the 
Bruins took a 1-0 lead in Florida, providing his first point of 
the season with an assist on Charlie Coyle's goal. 

Boston is assessing options with the lineup. 

"You talk about your depth all year," Bruins center Patrice 
Bergeron said. "That's something that I think we have in 
Boston. ... There's a system that we have in place." 

For both teams, this matchup reflects part of a set of games 
on back-to-back nights for the first time this season. 

It's the back end for the Bruins. The Hurricanes will play the 
third game of a four-game homestand on Friday night 
against the Chicago Blackhawks. 

For the Hurricanes, a busier schedule is bound to mean a 
change in the goal crease at some point. Frederik Andersen 
has played every minute in Carolina's goal through the first 
five games. With three games in the next four days, expect 
to see Antti Raanta in action soon. 

"We're getting to it now where we're definitely going to start 
rolling two goalies out," Brind'Amour said. 

Andersen, who like Raanta is in his first season in the 
Carolina organization, is the first goalie in franchise history 
with a victory in each of his first five decisions. 

Andersen said he hasn't paid much attention to past goalie 
patterns used by Brind'Amour. Instead, "whenever the goalie 
coach tells me to play" he'll be out there, Andersen said. 

The Hurricanes are bracing to deal with the Bruins' top line, 
which has tormented them often in past years (though the 
teams didn't meet last with the reconfigured divisions). 

"They're a great group and they have been for a long time," 
Brind'Amour said. 

The Hurricanes have posted 22 goals, with their average of 
4.4 per game ranking fourth in the league. They lead the 
NHL in fewest goals allowed per contest, 1.6. The Bruins are 
in the middle of the pack on both lists. 

For Carolina defenseman Jaccob Slavin, the Thursday game 
is a chance to begin another streak. He had gone parts of 45 
consecutive games without being sent to the penalty box 
until a tripping infraction Monday night against the Toronto 
Maple Leafs. His streak lasted more than 1,074 minutes of 
ice time. 

Penalty issues have turned out fine for the Hurricanes for the 
most part as they've successfully killed 90 percent of their 
opponents' power plays. 

--Field Level Media 
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NHL Power Rankings: Which Undefeated Team Can Sustain Perfection the Longest? 

By Kate Yanchulis 

Four teams remain undefeated after the first two weeks of 
the season. The Blues and Oilers continue to shoot up the 
standings, while the Hurricanes and Panthers remain firmly 
entrenched at the top. 

While other would-be contenders, including the Lightning and 
Avalanche, are still finding their footing, the Sabres and 
Flames have maintained their surprisingly strong starts—
though their sustainability remains uncertain. Here’s where 
every team stands. 

32. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 32 
Record: 0-5-1 

One of two winless teams remaining in the NHL, the Coyotes 
have just one player who has scored multiple goals so far 
this season—23-year-old center Clayton Keller, who has 
three. And as bad as their offense has been, their defense 
has been even worse, allowing a league-high 4.83 goals per 
game. 

31. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last week: 27 
Record: 0-5-1 

The Blackhawks have not held the lead once in their first six 
games. That adds up to 360 minutes and 57 seconds of 
game time, the longest season-opening stretch without a 
lead since the start of the 1979–80 season. 

30. Anaheim Ducks 

Last week: 31 
Record: 2-4-1 

The Ducks had the lead entering the final 90 seconds 
against the Jets on Tuesday, and they looked set to snap 
their three-game losing streak. Instead, they allowed two 
goals in 19 seconds to Winnipeg winger Nikolaj Ehlers and 
took their fourth consecutive loss. 

29. Montreal Canadiens 

Last week: 26 
Record: 1-6-0 

The Canadiens finally managed to get their first win, and an 
impressive one at that, as a Mathieu Perrault hat trick 
powered them to a 6–1 victory against the Red Wings. But 

they promptly followed the win with another loss, falling 5–1 
to the Kraken on Tuesday. 

28. Los Angeles Kings 

Last week: 21 
Record: 1-4-1 

Since starting the season with a win against the Golden 
Knights, the Kings have dropped five straight games, 
including their last two against the Blues. Star center Anze 
Kopitar was kept off the score sheet in both losses in St. 
Louis. 

27. Ottawa Senators 

Last week: 22 
Record: 2-4-0 

The team has placed Matt Murray on injured reserve after he 
took a knee to the head in Saturday’s loss to the Rangers. 
The starting goalie has a .936 save percentage this season; 
neither of his backups, Filip Gustavsson nor Anton Forsberg, 
has a save percentage greater than .900. 

26. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last week: 29 
Record: 4-2-0 

Patrik Laine did not flourish under former Blue Jackets coach 
John Tortorella, but the forward has turned over a new leaf 
this season with new coach Brad Larsen. He has six points 
in six games, including two overtime game-winners against 
the Islanders and Kraken. 

25. Seattle Kraken 

Last week: 25 
Record: 2-4-1 

The Kraken ended a four-game skid with their first home win 
Tuesday, a 5–1 rout of the Canadiens at a sold-out Climate 
Pledge Arena. Brandon Tanev led the way with two goals; 
the winger paces the team with five this season. 

24. Detroit Red Wings 

Last week: 28 
Record: 3-2-1 

Tyler Bertuzzi remains unvaccinated, so the 26-year-old 
forward could not travel with the Red Wings to Canada for a 
game in Montreal. Detroit missed its goals and points leader 
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in the 6–1 drubbing, and it will miss him again Saturday as 
the team embarks on a two-game Canadian road trip. The 
Red Wings have eight games remaining in Canada this 
season. 

23. Buffalo Sabres 

Last week: 30 
Record: 4-1-1 

The Sabres continue to defy expectations, following up their 
first rocky stretch of the season (a 4–1 loss to Boston and 
then a 2–1 overtime loss to New Jersey) with a 5–1 win 
against the two-time defending champion Lightning. 

22. San Jose Sharks 

Last week: 23 
Record: 4-2-0 

With six points in six games, two-time Norris Trophy winner 
Erik Karlsson has been strong so far for San Jose, but his 
comparatively weak possession stats and high PDO could 
spell a regression in his future. 

21. Vancouver Canucks 

Last week: 19 
Record: 3-3-1 

Elias Pettersson entered the season with a new, three-year 
contract worth $7.35 million annually, but the center has just 
one goal through the first seven games, a worry for the 
Canucks. 

20. Nashville Predators 

Last week: 20 
Record: 3-4-0 

After a slow start, the Predators have started to find their 
footing behind the playmaking of defenseman Roman Josi, 
who had six points combined (one goal and five assists) in 
back-to-back wins against the Wild and the Sharks. 

19. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last week: 16 
Record: 2-1-1 

Even with points in three of four games so far, the Flyers find 
themselves at the bottom of the competitive Metropolitan 
Division. Still, their offense has been clicking. Philadelphia 
has scored no fewer than four goals in each game and 
averages 4.50 goals per game, tied for fourth in the league. 

18. New Jersey Devils 

Last week: 18 
Record: 3-2-0 

The Devils’ third-string goalie in Nico Daws, called into action 
after injuries to Mackenzie Blackwood and Jonathan Bernier, 
allowed three goals on seven shots in Tuesday’s 5–3 loss to 
Calgary. Blackwood could be close to a return, which would 
provide New Jersey with a much-needed boost. 

17. Winnipeg Jets 

Last week: 17 
Record: 3-2-1 

SI Recommends 

Pierre-Luc Dubois has four goals and three assists in 
Winnipeg’s last five games. That puts him on track to 
surpass his totals from last season, when he had eight goals 
and 12 assists in 41 games. 

16. Calgary Flames 

Last week: 24 
Record: 4-1-1 

The Flames have four straight wins, and center Elias 
Lindholm has five goals during the streak, including a hat 
trick in Saturday’s 4–3 overtime win against the Capitals. 

15. Dallas Stars 

Last week: 13 
Record: 3-3-0 

The Stars are scoring just 1.83 goals per game, second to 
only the Canadiens (1.67). They are being kept afloat by 
goalie Braden Holtby and his .939 save percentage. 

14. New York Rangers 

Last week: 15 
Record: 4-2-1 

Kaapo Kakko remains on injured reserve after sustaining an 
upper-body injury in the Rangers’ third game of the season, 
but the 20-year-old winger is expected back in time for the 
team’s game Friday against Columbus. 

13. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last week: 7 
Record: 2-4-1 

The Maple Leafs have a league-low 5.5 shooting percentage 
and a save percentage in the bottom third of the league, 
which makes Toronto one of the unluckiest teams so far but 
also a prime candidate for a rebound in the near future. 

12. New York Islanders 

Last week: 12 
Record: 3-2-1 

The Islanders are still playing catchup from their slow start, 
but they have managed back-to-back shutouts of the 
Coyotes and Golden Knights. 

11. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last week: 6 
Record: 2-4-0 

Special-teams problems plague Vegas, which remains the 
only team yet to score a power-play goal at 0-for-11 on the 
season. 

10. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last week: 11 
Record: 3-1-2 

No Crosby, no Malkin, no Rust, no Letang, no problem? 
Even with forwards Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Bryan 
Rust out with injuries, and defenseman Kris Letang out after 
a positive COVID-19 test, the Penguins had not lost a game 
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in regulation until their 5–1 defeat Tuesday against the 
Lightning. 

9. Minnesota Wild 

Last week: 9 
Record: 5-1-0 

The Wild suffered their first loss Sunday against the 
Predators but bounced back with a 3–2 road win Tuesday 
against the Canucks. Defensemen Jonas Brodin and 
Mathew Dumba scored their first goals of the season in the 
victory. 

8. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last week: 4 
Record: 3-3-1 

After an ignominious 5–1 loss Monday in Buffalo, the 
Lightning flipped the script Tuesday with their win in 
Pittsburgh. Still, the two-time defending champions remain in 
search of consistency on both ends of the ice. 

7. Colorado Avalanche 

Last week: 3 
Record: 2-4-0 

Last season, Colorado had 10 power-play goals in its first six 
games. This season, they have two in 20 opportunities. The 
Avalanche need to find a way to convert on their man-up 
opportunities. 

6. St. Louis Blues 

Last week: 14 
Record: 5-0-0 

At the top of the Central Division, the Blues lead the league 
with 5.00 goals per game through their perfect start, helped 
by 23-year-old forward Jordan Kyrou, who has two goals and 
six assists so far. 

5. Washington Capitals 

Last week: 8 
Record: 4-0-2 

Vitek Vanecek was selected by the Kraken in the expansion 
draft this summer, but the Capitals sent a second-round pick 
to Seattle to bring the 26-year-old goalie back in a trade. The 
move has paid dividends as Vanecek has been a steady 
presence in net for Washington. 

4. Edmonton Oilers 

Last week: 10 
Record: 5-0-0 

The undefeated Oilers are scoring on a league-high 47.1% of 
their power plays for a league-leading eight power-play 
goals. They also have a shorthanded goal and a respectable 
88.2 penalty-kill percentage. 

3. Boston Bruins 

Last week: 5 
Record: 3-1-0 

Despite a strong start, the Bruins are still in search of a 
signature win. They could grab one Wednesday when they 
face their Atlantic Division rivals, the Eastern Conference–
leading Panthers, on the road. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last week: 2 
Record: 5-0-0 

Behind goalie Frederik Andersen, who has a .946 save 
percentage and has played every minute for Carolina so far, 
the Hurricanes have allowed just 1.60 goals per game, the 
fewest in the league. 

1. Florida Panthers 

Last week: 1 
Record: 6-0-0 

Eight Panthers players have at least two goals so far this 
season. That depth makes Florida a force to be reckoned 
with no matter who is on the ice. 
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Hurricanes Prospect Profile: Bryce Montgomery 

By Matthew Somma  

Now that the OHL season is underway for the first time since 
March 2020, I can do this profile. Bryce Montgomery was 
one player that I had on my list for profiles when I covered 
some of the other members of the 2021 draft class, but there 
wasn’t any film available on his draft year since the OHL 
didn’t have a season. Now, we’re three games into 
Montgomery’s season, and I’m ready to give you all my 
analysis on the Hurricanes’ sixth round (170th overall) pick. 

Size and Strength 

What stands out about Montgomery from the first second you 
watch him play is how much of an imposing presence he is 
on the ice. Montgomery stands at 6-foot-4 and 216 pounds, 
making him one of the biggest and strongest OHL skaters at 
18-years old. That size gives him an advantage in the 
defensive zone, allowing for Montgomery to cover a larger 
area with his stick, get in the shooting and passing lanes with 
greater ease and cover distances quickly.  

He can use his strength to push players off of the puck and 
win battles in front of the net, denying any chance at a 
rebound opportunity. Teams covet having a big defenseman 
that can shut down the opposition, and Montgomery could be 
that player. I’ll talk more in depth about Montgomery’s 
defense a little later. First, I have to talk about his skating. 

Skating 

We’ve heard Hurricanes Assistant GM Darren Yorke say that 
in order for a defenseman to be able to play in today’s NHL, 
they have to be able to play with pace and move the puck. 
Montgomery plays with a ton of pace and, with a little 
development, will be able to move the puck confidently as 
well. I believe that Montgomery’s skating is a strength, which 
is rare for a defenseman of his size. Most big defensemen 
are below average to average skaters at 18, but Montgomery 
skates with the poise and confidence of a veteran. His top 
speed is above average, he can make quick turns with and 
without the puck on his stick and he can skate backwards 
with ease.  

I would say that Montgomery makes skating look effortless at 
times, with a smooth stride and calm demeanor. There’s 
something to be said about a player with very little panic in 
his game. Every defense needs that stabilizing force on the 
back end, as we’ve seen with players such as Jaccob Slavin 
and Ian Cole on this year’s Hurricanes team. Montgomery’s 
strong skating allows for better gap control, sealing plays off 
along the boards before they have a chance to develop into 
a legitimate scoring chance.  

With development, Montgomery will be able to execute more 
controlled breakouts and even join the rush on occasion. He 
shows a lot of promise as a player that will get the puck out 
under any circumstances, and if there’s a turnover in his own 
end, he’ll be able to react and recover quickly enough to 
prevent a chance. Once Montgomery gets to a level where 
he isn’t an anomaly in terms of size and strength, his skating 
will be the trait that stands out over other players his size. 

Defense 

Montgomery plays a stay at home, shutdown style and is 
relied upon heavily on the penalty kill. Have a five minute 
major that you have to kill off? Montgomery can help you 
prevent any sort of offense from getting started. One of your 
top defensemen is out? That’s ok, Montgomery can fill in and 
take some extra PK ice time. Montgomery will be utilized in 
all defensive situations for London and should be one of their 
top four defensemen for the remainder of his time in the OHL 
due to his strong defensive play. 

You don’t want to notice a shutdown defenseman because 
typically, when you do, it’s because they’ve done something 
wrong. Montgomery isn’t going to make those spectacular 
plays like Jaccob Slavin does just yet, but what he will do is 
make the right play. He’ll get his stick in a passing lane, 
block a shot, break up an odd man rush, et cetera. There’s 
potential for those moments of brilliance that we see from 
defensemen like Slavin and Pesce due to Montgomery’s 
skating and hockey sense, but right now, it’s good to see 
Montgomery making the simple plays and doing a good job 
of it.  

Part of what makes Montgomery such a tough player on the 
ice is his hockey sense and his ability to track the puck and 
know where a pass is going to next. He can read a play and 
know when the attacking player will pass and then strike at 
the right time to create a turnover and kill an offensive rush 
for the opposition. Those plays make it difficult for teams to 
get past Montgomery, and when you add the size and 
skating to the mix, you’re getting a player that is a wall on 
defense. That sort of skill in the defensive zone could push 
Montgomery to the NHL. 

Areas In Need of Improvement 

No prospect is perfect and very few sixth-round picks are 
complete players. The same is true for Montgomery. The 
defensive side of his game is solid and will continue to 
improve as the season goes along, but the offensive side of 
his game is lacking. There’s very little offensive upside in his 
game and you’re likely looking at a pure shutdown 
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defenseman moving forward. I’m talking between 10-20 
points a season maximum at the NHL level.  

That’s not to say that he’s a bad offensive player, it’s just not 
how he’s used in London’s system. And who can blame 
them? They have a strong defender that can kill penalties 
and play at five on five effectively. Why give him many 
offensive zone starts? Montgomery could surprise me over 
the course of the next few seasons and become a more 
confident passer and shooter in the offensive zone, but for 
now, he’s going to stick with what he knows best. 

Montgomery’s breakouts are a work in progress, and I’ve 
seen more good than bad this season. At the Prospects 
Showcase, I noticed that Montgomery would occasionally 
cave under pressure with the puck on his stick and turn the 
puck over in his own end, leading to extended zone time for 
the Hurricanes. I’ve seen less of that through Montgomery’s 
first three games with London this season, which is to be 
expected. There was always going to be an adjustment 
period after over a year without OHL hockey, and I believe 
that Montgomery will improve on his breakout passes as the 
year goes along.  

Finally, I would like to see some more physicality from 
Montgomery. He has a very active stick and defends well 
with it, but sometimes he could stand to make a play with the 
body to knock a player off of the puck or take a player out of 
screening the goalie. There are times when I’ll see some 
physical play from Montgomery, but I’d like to see a little 
more from him, especially in puck battles.  

Projection and Summary 

Montgomery is going to take time to develop, as most late 
round picks do. It’s likely that he’s five or more years away 
from the NHL, but if he does make it to the NHL, you’re 
looking at a reliable third-pairing defenseman that can kill 
penalties. Anything higher than third pairing would be 
wonderful, but I believe that Montgomery will fill a similar role 
as Ian Cole’s current role with the Hurricanes if he makes it 
to the NHL. That’s a long time out, though, and there’s a lot 
of development that needs to happen between now and 
then. Montgomery is in a good place and will get to work with 
some of the best developmental staff in the league.  

From the games that I’ve watched, it’s clear what the 
Hurricanes see in Montgomery. They see a big defenseman 
with strong skating skills and the potential to become a top 
shutdown player. Prospect development doesn’t happen 
overnight and very few prospects have success in the NHL 
immediately after they are drafted. It’s a long road for most 
prospects, as we’ve seen with players such as Steven 
Lorentz, Haydn Fleury and plenty others over the years.  

It’s a long and difficult road, but with the right development 
and growth, Montgomery can make it to the NHL and 
become a Carolina Hurricane. I spoke with a scout for his 
perspective on Montgomery. On what stands out to him: 

“What stands out to me about Bryce’s game other than his 
size is his poise is his patience under pressure with the puck 
is something a lot of players lack, let alone having it while 
being 6’5 and a strong skater. Can it get him into trouble at 
times with holding it too long, yes, but that is something he is 
working on in London.” 

On possible comparisons for Montgomery: 

Comparisons are always difficult, but I can see Bryce’s game 
being compared to the likes of Tyler Myers or Erik Johnson. 
This is no easy feat as they are both top-15 NHL Draft picks, 
but I believe when Bryce reaches his potential, he could 
have a that kind of impact from the blueline. 

On what might be a little underrated about Bryce in the public 
scouting sphere: 

Every year I watch Bryce, his mistakes on the ice are 
becoming less and less, every year he seems to be figuring 
out a little more what his game is and what he needs to do to 
help his team succeed, and by extension, himself succeed. 
And if he continues to play a smart brand of hockey, with his 
frame, skating, and poise, his ceiling could be very high. 

The Hurricanes’ scouts saw a player at the Erie Showcase 
and decided that they wanted him in their system despite the 
fact that he hadn’t played in many games during his draft 
year. It’s a tremendous vote of confidence for Montgomery 
and it shows you how high the Hurricanes are on him. It’ll be 
a slow cook in terms of development for Montgomery, but 
this pick could pay off nicely down the road.  
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Metropolitan Division Weekly Roundup: Canes Stay at Top of Crowded Division 

By Zeke Lukow  

1. Carolina Hurricanes: 10 Points (5-0-0) 

The Carolina Hurricanes continued their good run of play to 
open the season undefeated through their first five games. 
While this keeps the Canes at the top of the division, in the 
Metro there is no wiggle room, so they haven’t pulled away 
from any team. There are five teams within two points of the 
Canes at the top, granted the Canes have games in hand 
over all of them. This is the exact difference that we have 
seen between being able to win a division like last year and 
having to claw for a wild card later in the season like the two 
previous Metro experiences. 

The Canes have kept the lineup exactly the same since the 
first game and there is no reason to think that they should 
change that up against a Boston Bruins team that has been 
quick out of the gates but will be playing in a back-to-back. 
The Canes and Rod Brind’Amour will want to see what they 
have in Antti Raanta, Brendan Smith and Seth Jarvis. Jarvis 
is on the juniors' schedule that says he can only play nine 
games before having to be sent back down or stay in the 
NHL full time.  

While he hasn’t seen game time, it is good experience to be 
around the NHL to see what is required night in and night 
out. However, it won’t benefit his development to sit out 
games. These players should see action this weekend as the 
Canes have three games in four days. Two of the games 
come against bottom feeders in the Chicago Blackhawks and 
Arizona Coyotes. It would benefit the Canes to add some 
desperation in the lineup in players fighting to prove they are 
worthy of more playing time. 

2. Washington Capitals: 10 Points (4-0-2) 

Alex Ovechkin is off to another quick start on the scoresheet. 
He has seven goals in just six games played, along with five 
assists. His 12 points are just one behind Connor McDavid 
for the league lead. Despite two goals in their last game 
against the Ottawa Senators, he did not lead the team in 
goals. That was TJ Oshie, who recorded a hattrick. The most 
surprising thing about the Cap's 4.33 goals for per game is 
the fact most have come at even strength. The Caps 
normally have a good amount of their offense come with a 
man advantage, but so far this season they only have an 
11% success rate for three goals while on the power play.  

An interesting player to keep an eye on is Anthony Mantha, 
who the Caps traded for at the deadline last season. Mantha 
is a good player, but the Caps traded Jakub Vrana, Richard 
Panik, a first-round pick and a second-round pick in 2022. 
Mantha has been playing 14:45 a game which ranks just 
sixth for Caps Forwards. Mantha has been playing on the 
second forward line and the second power-play line which 
would explain the discrepancy between his time and TJ 
Oshie’s TOI of 17:34 despite being on the same forward unit.  

3. New York Rangers: 9 Points (4-2-1) 

The New York Rangers welcomed forward Ryan Strome 
back to the lineup in Monday’s 5-1 loss to the Calgary 
Flames. Strome was out on the COVID list for the Ranger's 
previous four-game road trip which saw them go 4-0-0. 

Kaappo Kakko also returned to practice from an upper-body 
injury, but likely won't play this week as he is skating with a 
non-contact jersey. It will be worth keeping an eye on him to 
see if he makes the Ranger's upcoming West Coast road trip 
that starts Sunday and runs through all next week. 

On Tuesday, head coach Gerard Gallant expressed 
frustration with Alexis Lafreniere and explained his demotion 
to the third line saying “Laffy needs to do more.” The 
frustration comes as Gallant feels that his anticipation and 
ability to win 50/50 battles have taken a step back from last 
season. There is no doubt that Lafreniere can make game-
changing plays, he already has two game-winning goals in 
the young season but has struggled to stay in the game flow. 
This reminds me of the way that Brind’Amour treated Andrei 
Svechnikov often playing him on the third line until he was 
comfortable with the game.  

4. Pittsburgh Penguins: 8 Points (3-1-2) 

The Pittsburgh Penguins' start to the season has certainly 
gone better than most have expected. This included an 
opening night win against the Tampa Bay Lightning and a 7-
1 win against the Stanley Cup hopeful Toronto Maple Leafs 
last weekend without five of their main starters. It took them 
six games until they lost their first game in regulation 
Tuesday night. 

The Penguins will continue to be thin in their lineup. There is 
still no timetable for return for both Sidney Crosby and 
Evgeny Malkin, but Crosby has returned to skating. Bryan 
Rust is still listed as week-to-week with a lower-body injury 
and Kris Letang confirmed positive for COVID-19. With those 
major absences, other players have had to step up. Last 
night, John Marino, logged 26 minutes of ice time.  

5. Columbus Blue Jackets: 8 Points (4-2-0) 

The Blue Jackets bounced back after their loss to the 
Carolina Hurricanes with a 4-1 win over the Dallas Stars. The 
main switch in the lineup was moving Gregory Hofmann to 
the top six which immediately paid off for Hofmann who 
ended up with the Game Winner on Monday. Alexander 
Texier, who Hofmann replaced in the top six, also recorded a 
goal on Monday. 

The Blue Jackets have been led by Elvis Merzlikins to start 
the season. He has earned a 4-0-0 record that has a .952 
save percentage and just 1.47 goals against. Both lead the 
league for goalies that have played three or more games. 
The Blue Jacket’s two losses came with backup goaltender 
Joonas Korpisalo in net, including the game against the 
Hurricanes on Saturday. Merzlikins said before the season 
started that he was driven to win the Vezina Trophy this 
season and he is certainly playing that way to start the 
season.  

6. New York Islanders: 7 Points (3-2-1) 

The New York Islanders have put goaltender Corey 
Schneider on waivers, likely to clear cap and roster space for 
Semyon Varlamov. The 33-year-old Russian goaltender 
started the season on injured reserve with an undisclosed 
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injury and has yet to play a game this season. In his 
absence, Ilya Sorokin has started every game this season 
earning a 3-2-1 record. He will be happy to get some rest 
soon. The first start for Varlamov could be as late as Nov. 7 
on a back-to-back set but could see earlier action if he is 
ready to go. 

Sorokin has found his form with back-to-back shutouts 
against the Arizona Coyotes and the Vegas Golden Knights. 
Neither team is in form, but the ability to win in shutout 
fashion against both during the month-long season starting 
road-trip shows the focus of the team. The Islanders will 
head to Nashville this weekend before heading to Canada to 
face the Montreal Canadiens and the Winnipeg Jets. It's very 
reasonable they could earn four to six points on this leg of 
the trip which should help them catch up in the division 
standings. 

7. New Jersey Devils: 6 Points (3-2-0) 

Since Jack Hughes was placed on Injured Reserve last 
Thursday, the New Jersey Devils have a 1-2-0 record. 
Hughes suffered a dislocated shoulder in last Tuesday’s 
game against the Seattle Kraken and did not return. The plan 
is to reevaluate the young center this Thursday to see when 
he can return to the lineup. The good news for the Devils 
now is they are off until Saturday when they open a back-to-
back set against the Penguins. This gives him extra time to 
potentially come back from his dislocated shoulder and in the 
best case only miss three games. 

The Devils were already thin at the center position, and this 
has forced Nico Hischier into the top line position and 
Dawson Mercer into the top six. Mercer has recorded a goal 
and an assist since the Hughes injury. The Devils are also 
hoping to get goaltender Mackenzie Blackwood back from a 
heel injury that he had treatment on in the offseason. 
Blackwood is also planning to be fully vaccinated in the next 
two weeks so he will be ready to travel and play with the 
Devils when they head to Canada to play Winnipeg Jets on 
Dec. 3.  

8. Philadelphia Flyers: 5 Points (2-1-1) 

The Philadelphia Flyers are missing new acquisition and top-
pairing defenseman Ryan Ellis. Ellis has been day-to-day 
with an undisclosed injury and missed last Saturday’s 4-2 
loss against the Panthers. Ellis is traveling with the team for 
their three-game Western Canada road trip but has not 
practiced and is expected to miss tonight’s game against the 
Edmonton Oilers. With Ellis out, Rasmus Ristolainen has 
been taking reps on the second power-play unit in practice.  

A larger role for Ristolainen is not ideal. So far he ranks 18th 
out of 20 skaters in possession with a 40.54% Corsi and 
ranks fifth to last in goals for with 25%. His expected goals 
for is just a tiny bit better but still ranks third to last on the 
team with a 30.91% goals for. Even with these bad numbers 
his relative Corsi ranks fourth out of seven Flyers 
defensemen at -1.2. With Ellis out, everyone else has to shift 
up in the lineup which puts Ristolainen on the second 
pairing.  
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Svech playing up to his contract, other takeaways from the Canes’ undefeated start  

By Rachel Umbach 

Hockey season is back in full force and the Carolina 
Hurricanes are currently just one of four undefeated teams 
remaining. Beginning their season at home against the New 
York Islanders, the Canes (5-0-0) then hit the road for three-
straight appearances against the Nashville Predators, 
Montreal Canadiens and Columbus Blue Jackets before 
returning home to face the Toronto Maple Leafs. Let’s take a 
look at a few key takeaways from these first few games of 
the year: 

Andrei Svechnikov 

Over the offseason, Canes’ right wing Andrei Svechnikov 
signed an eight-year, $62 million contract to extend his stay 
in Raleigh, and many were questioning if this was the right 
move or if he was paid too much.   

Well, just five games into his fourth season, Svechnikov is off 
to prove he is worth the price, currently leading the team in 
goals and points. With five goals in five games, including two 
on opening night, Svechnikov not only leads the Canes but is 
tied for ninth in the entire NHL and with four assists raising 
his points total to nine, he just barely edges out teammate 
Sebastian Aho to lead the Hurricanes, and is tied for sixth 
league-wide as well.  

Svechnikov is a game changer offensively, and if it wasn’t 
obvious enough already through his first few NHL seasons, 
is a large portion of what makes this Canes team so special. 
There’s a long way to go before it can be determined 
whether or not this contract was worth it, but Svechnikov is 
already starting to rack up a list of reasons as to why it was. 

Power play 

Another aspect of the game that was essential for the Canes 
to work on this season was their power play, which seemed 
to struggle at the end of last year.  

The Canes capitalized on two of five power-play 
opportunities against the Islanders but struggled against the 
Predators, being unable to score a goal with four different 
chances. The matchup against the Blue Jackets was a 
different story as the Canes took advantage of three of their 
six opportunities.  

Scoring on the only power-play opportunity against the 
Canadiens, it seemed as if the Canes’ powerplay was getting 
back on track, but going 0 for 3 in opportunities against the 
Maple Leafs, it’s clear to see that this still just isn’t as 
consistent as it should be for Carolina.  

Newcomers making impacts 

It was another busy offseason for the Hurricanes, as they 
added a number of new players including a couple of key 

defensemen in the hope of replacing Dougie Hamilton who 
signed as a free-agent with the New Jersey Devils.  

Ethan Bear has been making himself at home on the 
Hurricanes defense, averaging 18:55 per game with two 
assists to start the season. There’s also right wing Jesper 
Fast who already has three goals during his time in Raleigh 
including a key goal to open the scoring against Columbus. 
Also of note is Tony DeAngelo who was the most 
controversial acquisition, but has already managed to grab 
four assists in his first five games. 

The newcomers can’t be discussed without including Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi, who signed an offer sheet to come to Raleigh 
from the Canadiens. He had a slower start to begin his 
season, but notched a huge goal in his return to Montreal, 
tipping in a shot from defenseman Brady Skjei to give the 
Hurricanes back their two-goal lead. He also grabbed 
another point in the following game against Columbus, 
assisting center Jordan Staal’s power play goal in the second 
period.  

Will any of these players fill the hole that Hamilton left in this 
defense? Or were these all the right pieces to add to the 
Carolina offense? It's still much too early to tell, but one thing 
that can be said is that they’re all chipping in and making an 
impact which is what is so important for the Canes 
throughout this season.  

Goaltending 

Goaltending was another concern for the Canes during the 
offseason but in the short-term it seems as if those decisions 
have paid off. Fresh from Toronto, Frederik Anderson has 
been a powerhouse protecting the net these first five games 
and only seems to be getting better as the season goes on. 
He let up three goals opening night against the Islanders, but 
held the Predators to only two the game after and has not let 
up more than one goal in the past three games, including 
making some spectacular saves against his former team.  

We have yet to get a look at other newcomer Antti Raanta, 
but if Anderson keeps playing the way he has been of late, 
the Canes seem to be in a good position with goaltending.  

Looking ahead 

The Canes have three more games at home before hitting 
the road again in early November. First, they’ll face their 
biggest test of this next stretch of games, the 3-1-0 Boston 
Bruins before hosting the Chicago Blackhawks and Arizona 
Coyotes who are both still winless on the year. Carolina has 
clearly had an excellent start to this young season, but every 
game serves as an important test and these next few can 
really show just how great this team can be. 
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Baumgartner and Aucoin named to AHL Hall of Fame 

The American Hockey League announced Tuesday the four 
people who have been selected for induction into the AHL’s 
Hall of Fame as the Class of 2022. 

Former Wolves defenseman Nolan Baumgartner, who 
captained the 2012 Midwest Division champions, and former 
Wolves forward Keith Aucoin, who served as an assistant 
captain for the 2014 Midwest Division titlists, join high-
scoring center Dave Creighton and legendary front office 
executive Bill Torrey in this year’s group that will be inducted 
on Monday, Feb. 7, as part of the AHL’s All-Star Classic 
festivities. 

Baumgartner, the Washington Capitals’ first-round pick in the 
1994 NHL Draft, joined the Wolves organization in 2011 for 
his 16th and final season as a professional. Not only did the 
Calgary native provide peerless leadership, Baumgartner 
posted two goals and 20 assists in 60 regular-season games 
and two assists in five Calder Cup Playoff contests. Along 
the way, Baumgartner played in his 1,000th professional 
game on Feb. 24, 2012, and the Wolves celebrated the 
occasion the following day with a special pregame ceremony 
and tribute video. 

After completing his playing career in 2012, Baumgartner 
was hired to serve as a Wolves assistant coach working with 

head coach Scott Arniel. In 2017, Baumgartner was hired by 
the Vancouver Canucks and is in his fifth season as a 
Canucks assistant. 

Aucoin, an undrafted free agent despite averaging a goal per 
game for Div. III Norwich University, enjoyed one of the 
greatest careers in AHL history with several NHL stints 
sprinkled in. Aucoin joined the Wolves in 2013 for his 13th 
and final professional season in North America. The 
playmaking center finished second on the team with 43 
points (11G, 32A) during the regular season, then added two 
goals and four assists in nine Calder Cup Playoff games. 

Aucoin finished his AHL career ranked fifth on the league’s 
all-time list for assists (613) and seventh in points (857). The 
two-time Calder Cup champion (2009 and 2010) then went 
overseas and played four more years in Switzerland and 
Germany before retiring in 2008 at the age of 39. 

The Wolves return to the ice at 6 p.m. Wednesday when they 
travel to face the Grand Rapids Griffins to start a three-game 
road trip. The Wolves are back at Allstate Arena on 
Saturday, Nov. 6, when they host the Manitoba Moose. To 
get the best deals on tickets for any of Chicago’s seven 
home games in November, contact a Wolves ticket 
representative here or call 1-800-THE-WOLVES. 

Wolves win third in a row 

Rookie goaltender Eetu Makiniemi stopped 25 shots for his 
first North American shutout as the Chicago Wolves earned 
a 3-0 victory over the Grand Rapids Griffins Wednesday 
night at Van Andel Arena. 

Forwards C.J. Smith, David Gust and Jack Drury scored for 
the Wolves (3-1-0-0), who won their third straight game to 
move into a share of the Central Division lead. Captain 
Andrew Poturalski added two assists as he produced points 
in all four games. 

The Wolves needed just 5 minutes and 20 seconds to get on 
the board. After the Griffins (1-3-0-0) committed the game’s 
first penalty, Poturalski set up the power play and fed the 
puck to forward C.J. Smith at the point. 

Smith spied Drury open on the doorstep and threaded a pass 
to the crease that Drury appeared to tip past goaltender 
Calvin Pickard for his first professional goal in North 
America, but Smith was credited with a goal for the fourth 
game in a row. 

Chicago pumped its lead to 2-0 at 18:19 of the first when 
Ryan Suzuki won a faceoff in the offensive zone and drew it 

back to the top of the right circle for Gust, who immediately 
rifled a wrister past Pickard for the Orland Park native’s 
second goal in as many games. The Wolves have built a 2-0 
lead in all four of their games this season. 

Drury, a 21-year-old Winnetka native, finally earned his first 
pro goal in North America with 3:23 left in regulation. 
Poturalski cruised down the left wing with the puck, paused 
to open a passing lane and fed Drury in the slot for a missile 
past Pickard’s glove into the corner of the net. 

Makiniemi (2-0-0) made several sterling saves late to 
preserve his whitewash. The 22-year-old from Vantaa, 
Finland, has yet to give up an even-strength goal this season 
while Pickard (1-2-0) finished with 29 saves. 

The Wolves continue their three-game road trip with a visit to 
Milwaukee at 7 p.m. Friday. The team returns to Allstate 
Arena to face the Manitoba Moose at 7 p.m. on Saturday, 
Nov. 6, for Hockey Night in Chicago. To get the best seats 
for Military Appreciation Weekend, visit ChicagoWolves.com 
or call 1-800-THE-WOLVES. 
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The perfect ‘Canes come face to face with the Perfection Line  

By Todd Gibson  

RALEIGH, N.C. (WNCN) – The Carolina Hurricanes are 
making hockey look easy. The Canes have won five straight 
games to start the season. Four of those wins have been by 
at least three goals. 

“It’s always a lot of fun, I mean when you win everything is a 
lot easier,” said Nino Niederreiter, Carolina Hurricanes 
forward. “We’ve just got to ride the wave and make sure we 
play the game we know how to play.” 

The Hurricanes have outscored their opponents 22 to 8. 
Veteran goalie Frederik Andersen has been a rock in the net. 
The Canes have yet to be challenged. 

But before we label this team a juggernaut, let’s see how 
they do on Thursday when the Boston Bruins come to town. 

“They’re a great group and have been for a long time,” 
gushed Carolina head coach Rod Brind’Amour. “It’s not just 
the talent they have, the obvious stuff, they work at it.” 

The Bruins are led by their top line-the Perfection Line. 
Patrice Bergeron, Brad Marchant, and David Pastrnak have 
been terrorizing the NHL for years. So, just how good is the 
trio? 

Brind’Amour has seen a lot of great lines both as a player 
and a coach, but none better than this. 

“No, just the fact that they’re so consistent,” noted 
Brind’Amour. “They’re on the same page. It’s fun to watch 
when you’re not playing them that’s for sure and it’s a 
challenge when you are.” 

On the flip side, the Bruins know they’re in for a challenge of 
their own. The old-established regime facing the young up-
and-coming Canes. 

The two teams square off Thursday at 7 p.m. at PNC Arena. 

 

Veteran goalie Frederik Anderson is off to a flying start in Carolina  

By Todd Gibson  

RALEIGH, N.C. (WNCN) – Frederik Andersen is injury-free 
and long gone from the pressure cooker that is Toronto 
hockey.  

Andersen spent the past five seasons in Toronto before 
signing a two-year contract with Carolina in the offseason. 

On Monday night, Andersen led his new team to a 4-1 win 
over his former team. 

“I’m feeling like I’m in a good spot right now, got a good 
groove going,” said Andersen. “It’s really special when the 
guys played like they did tonight. It’s special when you come 
together like that.” 

The Hurricanes raised some eyebrows in the offseason 
when they decided to move on from injury-prone Petr Mrazek 
as well as their perceived goalie of the future, Alex 
Nedeljkovic. 

Those decisions are looking pretty go so far. Andersen and 
the Canes have won five straight games to begin the season. 

“Freddy has just been a rock,” gushed Hurricanes forward 
Steven Lorentz. “We knew coming in he had that calm, cool, 
collective demeanor about him. 

“Watching him go into the net tonight and play against his old 
team and get a win that’s very special for him. We’re happy 
for Freddy.” 

It’s unusual for Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind’Amour to 
rely on one goalie and at some point during the team’s 
current four-game homestand, Antti Raanta will get his 
chance in goal. 

“The way the schedule is set up for us early in the season, 
we’re getting into it now where we will roll two goalies,” said 
Brind’Amour. 

For Andersen, beating his former team didn’t seem to give 
him any extra satisfaction. 

“I was trying to not think too much about it,” Andersen 
admitted. “I think it was tough mentally to shut that off and 
not try to analyze every play and what they might do and just 
kind of react to it.” 

Andersen might get his first rest of the season on Thursday 
when the Hurricanes host Boston. If not the Danish goalie 
will try to keep his early-season magic going. 
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Hurricanes’ perfect start far from perfect, but that’s the beauty of it  

 

BY LUKE DECOCK  

UPDATED OCTOBER 27, 2021 3:09 PM 

 

Despite their perfect start to the season, the Carolina Hurricanes’ play 
has been far from perfect. That’s actually the beauty of it. 

They have found ways to protect leads, to recover from early mistakes, to 
capitalize on special teams in critical moments — not always strengths in 
the past. 

Monday’s 4-1 win over the woeful Toronto Maple Leafs was a good 
example of that: Frederik Andersen gave up a soft early goal to leave the 
Hurricanes behind after a first period they mostly dominated, but neither 
Andersen nor the Hurricanes ever flinched. 

Five games is only five games, and the Hurricanes haven’t exactly seen 
the creme de la creme of the NHL yet, but there’s a lot to be said for 
starting the season with five wins, and not only for the 10 points. Despite 
all the turnover and all the changes and all the uncertainty surrounding 
this team, the Hurricanes have risen above it completely and found the 
kind of groove that usually takes months to emerge. 

Andersen, who has started all five games in a jarring departure from Rod 
Brind’Amour’s past practice, has given up a bad goal or two but then 
carried on as if nothing happened, entirely unflappable. The Hurricanes 
have fed off that. The calm radiates out from the net. 

It’s been a few years since the Hurricanes were relying on sub-
replacement-level goalies who would collapse like a pup tent after giving 

up a howler, but even in the playoffs last year you could see the team 
seize up like the grim old days when its confidence in its netminder 
started to wane. 

That has not happened with Andersen — not in the opener and not 
Monday night — and he has quickly earned the confidence not only of his 
coach but his teammates far faster than ever could have been expected. 

Jaccob Slavin talked Monday night about the Hurricanes’ ability to finish 
games, to see things through to the end, not only a big reason why they 
are 5-0-0 but another early-season confidence-booster. There have been 
times where their performance, if not their effort, has wavered, but they 
have still found ways to win. 

“You learn how to win games early in the year and finish off games,” 
Slavin said. “I feel like in the past we’ve struggled that, so to finish off 
games — finished off the game in Montreal, finished off the game in 
Columbus and again tonight — and play all the way to the whistle and 
not give them any hope, it’s huge.” 

It helps to have Andrei Svechnikov and Sebastian Aho at their best, 
playing like two of the best forwards in the NHL, but if anything the 
Hurricanes’ depth has been as big a factor as their top-end skill. 

Some of this is not despite the new players, but because of them. The 
retooled fourth line has been a considerable upgrade. Ethan Bear, 
despite a few hiccups with the puck Monday night, has solidified the 
Hurricanes’ top two defensive pairings in the wake of Dougie Hamilton’s 
departure. 

Whatever Tony DeAngelo’s defensive deficiencies may be, Ian Cole has 
covered them up. The arrival of Jesperi Kotkaniemi has not only 
upgraded the Hurricanes’ skill up front but helped put Jesper Fast and 
Nino Niederreiter in matchups they can dominate playing on the third line 
with Jordan Staal. 

Without any reason to change things up, Brind’Amour hasn’t even felt the 
need to see Antti Raanta in net or rookie Seth Jarvis or veteran 
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defenseman Brendan Smith, although it seems likely all three will get a 
shot Friday against the dismal and disgraced Chicago Blackhawks. 

First, though, the Hurricanes host their bete noire, the Boston Bruins, on 
Thursday night. Unlike the Maple Leafs, the Bruins will be the best test 
yet of just how far the Hurricanes have come. 
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Civian: What I believe and what I know about the Hurricanes after 5 
games 

 

Sara Civian 

9-11 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

The Hurricanes matched their franchise record for the best start to a 
season at 5-0-0 with Monday’s 4-1 win over the Maple Leafs. 

Are they going 82-0-0? I won’t be the one to crush your dreams, but it’s 
not exactly likely. Through these five games, though, we’ve learned a lot 
about a team that looked almost unrecognizable after the offseason 
roster turnover. Primarily, it seems like not much has changed for the 
worse. 

“I just like how hard we are playing,” head coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
“To a man, I feel like everybody is not always going to be perfect, and 
you don’t expect them to be. But the effort is there. It’s making up for a lot 
of the mistakes that we are making. The compete level has been really 
good. If you ask me the one thing that stands out, I love the work effort of 
the group.” 

Sounds like any team Brind’Amour has coached in the past four years. 
Then you have Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe singing their 
praises. 

“You’re playing against the Carolina Hurricanes. They set the standard, 
really, in the league in that regard (effort),” he said after Toronto’s loss. 
“Playing on the road here in Carolina, it’s a different animal … it’s eye-
opening.” 

Effort hasn’t been an issue, but Brind’Amour also referenced mistakes — 
mostly of the sloppy-giveaway variety. 

How much are those little mistakes just shaking off rust? And how much 
of this early success are we seeing through 5-0-0-colored glasses? 
Here’s what I believe and what I know about the team at this point. 

What I believe: The team is as good as last year. 

It’s OK to believe the Hurricanes might be as good as they were last year 
and also believe the players they let go in the offseason are good. A lot 
of the talk surrounding the Canes early in the season has been so binary. 
You’re either Team “The Canes had a stupendous offseason, Dougie 
Hamilton has always sucked and this management team has never done 
anything wrong, ever.” Or, early on before goalie developments, maybe 
you were Team “What the heck are they doing in net? Alex Nedeljkovic 
and Hamilton were cornerstones of this franchise. Season’s over.” 

And in these first five games, it has seemed like many are looking way 
too hard for evidence to support their own initial binary opinions. Folks, it 
doesn’t have to be this way. 

What if I told you, despite some of you turning purple in the face, that I 
think Hamilton is going to have a career year, I never had much of a 
problem with his efforts on defense and I think the Hurricanes are still a 
good team without him? What if I told you I was particularly worried about 

the power play in his absence but that Tony DeAngelo seems to have 
filled that hole with four power-play assists, adding smooth zone entries 
and nice puck movement, and that both units have been great? What if I 
also told you I think DeAngelo has blown it multiple times in his own end 
and that should be a concern down the road but that Brind’Amour is 
managing this by putting him on the third pairing instead of the first? 

Point is, it isn’t helpful to exaggerate Hamilton’s flaws and DeAngelo’s 
strengths — or Hamilton’s strengths and DeAngelo’s flaws — when we 
evaluate this team. In a lot of ways, the team went for depth and quantity 
over potential quality in constructing this season’s roster, and it has 
resulted in some hard matchups for other teams and scoring from 
everywhere. 

The Hurricanes have the second-best goal differential in the league at 
plus-14, have allowed the fewest goals at eight and are tied for fifth with 
an average of 35 shots per game. They have won most of their games by 
multiple goals, and the scoring is coming from each of their lines. 

Maybe depth is the way, and maybe the team’s young core is entering its 
true prime. 

What I know: The team has to be better than last year to take a step 
forward. 

Sebastian Aho was absolutely dejected at the end of the Hurricanes’ last 
playoff run, a second-round exit at the hands of the eventual winners. 
Talk to any of the Canes during that run and you know they believed they 
had what it took to go all the way. But that extra step was missing to 
compete against a juggernaut like the Lightning, and the lack of 
secondary scoring — or anything less than perfect goaltending, 
depending on how you want to look at it — proved lethal. 

The Canes’ depth at every position is working well right now, but the 
playoffs are the true test of the eventful offseason. And treading water 
just isn’t good enough anymore — for the franchise, the fans and the 
players themselves. 

What I believe: Jesperi Kotkaniemi will fit in wonderfully with this 
Hurricanes team Antti Raanta nicknamed the “Finnish Mafia.” 

What I know: Fitting in wonderfully doesn’t mean “earning $6.1 million in 
one year,” and ultimately this will be a criticism of the team if it doesn’t 
make it far in the playoffs. Notice I said “the team,” not “Kotkaniemi.” 
People get it wrong there, I think. If you’re going to expect him to play like 
he’s worth a $6.1 million average annual value, you’re setting yourself up 
for disappointment. The Canes don’t think he’s worth that much, either; 
you win an offer sheet by overpaying, duh. 

You should expect Kotkaniemi to play a moderate to big part in the 
team’s overall success, though. I think that’s fair. So far, so good. 

What I believe: Freddie Andersen is going to be fine as long as the 
Hurricanes defense is fine. This is fine, everything’s fine, etc. 

Andersen owns a 1.60 goals-against average and a .946 save 
percentage through five games. That includes three straight games with 
just one goal allowed. And he’s leading all goalies who have played at 
least five games in save percentage and goals-against average. 

He hasn’t just been fine; he’s carried the team at five-on-five at times and 
he’s made some wild saves. 

Every year we are bombarded with essentially meaningless stats about 
each NHL franchise, but these tidbits from Hurricanes PR stand out: 
Andersen is the first goaltender to win his first five decisions with the 
franchise, the second goaltender (with Petr Mrazek) to start five straight 
games since Brind’Amour became the head coach in 2018-19 and the 
first goaltender since Cam Ward to start the team’s first five games of a 
season. 

Why? 

“Well, it’s pretty obvious,” Brind’Amour said. “He’s obviously played pretty 
well. He’s real calm in there. And then the way the schedule is set up 
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early in the season. We’re getting to it now where we are definitely going 
to start rolling two goalies out. We’ve got to get (Raanta going). But early 
on I just felt like there was no reason.” 

People around the hockey world seem to be losing their minds that noted 
slow-starter Andersen is having a great October. Sort of like *checks 
notes* the way folks lost their minds when Mrazek had that strong start to 
his first season with the Canes, or how James Reimer and Curtis 
McElhinney appeared 10 years younger in Carolina Red. 

This isn’t rocket science; this is creating your team from the defense out. 

What I know: Raanta has to be fine, too, for all of this to work. 

Unless you have Andrei Vasilevskiy in net, you need more of a 1A-1B 
tandem than a No. 1-No. 2 tandem these days in the NHL. With the 
return of the 82-game season, the Olympics and the condensed season 
because of the Olympics, the Hurricanes can’t ride Andersen forever. 
Committing too much to one goalie hasn’t been their thing since 
Brind’Amour took over, either. So at some point — probably during the 
upcoming three games in four days — the Canes are going to have to 
play Raanta. 

He doesn’t have to be perfect; he doesn’t even have to be really good. 
But for the Hurricanes to have their best shot at success, he has to play 
well and stay healthy for as long as possible. 

What I believe: Jordan Staal is Benjamin Button. 

What I know: Brind’Amour said during training camp that Staal led the 
team with his fitness test results, and five games in, we know how 
important that was. Staal has been a part of so many little moments that 
turned into big moments already this season. Jesper Fast is off to a huge 
start of his own, obviously, with three goals in five games, but the 
prowess of that Nino Niederreiter–Staal–Fast line starts in the center. 
Staal has also been at the other end of a few fantastic power-play looks. 
This 33-year-old isn’t slowing down just yet. 

What I believe: Andrei Svechnikov is a special person who will keep 
surprising us in new ways throughout his career. 

What I know: Andrei Svechnikov is a special person who will keep 
surprising us in new ways throughout his career. There will also be a lot 
of empty-netters. 
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Bruins had no answers for goalie Sergei Bobrovsky and the Panthers 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff 

Updated October 27, 2021, 9:54 p.m. 

 

From the top line on down, the visitors didn’t have the puck-moving 
magic that brought them wins in three of their previous four games. 
Boston was credited with 15 shots on goal over the final two periods, 
seven of those in the final three minutes with goalie Linus Ullmark pulled. 

Sergei Bobrovsky (30 saves) didn’t need that kind of defensive help. The 
Florida netminder, typically boom-or-bust, is boomin’. A third-period 
blocker save on Erik Haula, and a second-period robbery of Brad 
Marchand, lifted him to his fifth win to start the season. He’s never had 
such good numbers this early (5-0-0, 1.79 GAA, .946 save percentage). 

The Panthers, up by a goal after two periods, struck for the dagger with 
7:20 left. With the Bruins changing, defenseman Ekblad fired a long 
outlet up the boards that eluded Charlie McAvoy. Perhaps the fastest 

Panther, winger Anthony Duclair, scooted in, caused Ullmark to hit the 
deck, and tucked it past his far-side pad. 

Ullmark, who left for an extra skater with 3:11 to go, stopped 23 of 26 
shots. The Bruins couldn’t solve Bobrovsky in the waning minutes, and 
Florida’s Radko Gudas knocked over Marchand with a stand-up check on 
a late rush. 

Owen Tippett fired home the empty-netter with 25.4 seconds to go. 

“I thought we fought hard,” McAvoy said. “Maybe a couple bounces in the 
net for us and it’s a different game. It’s early. There’s so much to build 
on.” 

Giveaways and lost battles had the Bruins behind, 2-1, against their red-
hot opponent after 40 minutes. They outshot the Panthers, 15-5, in the 
first period, but that flipped to 14-2 against them in the second. 

Despite grabbing an early lead with some puck luck, the Bruins retreated 
to their dressing room tied at 1 after one period. The play saw Charlie 
Coyle and Derek Forbort lose a puck battle to Sam Reinhart in the 
corner. Taylor Hall was on the wall, unable to cover Mason Marchment. 

The Panthers third-line winger, streaking off the bench in a line change, 
caught Reinhart’s backhand saucer pass in stride and fired past Ullmark 
at 14:16. It was not a sharp goal allowed by Ullmark, who has fought the 
puck at times so far. 

“A hardworking goal by them,” Cassidy said. “We don’t eat the puck, 
close quick enough . . . and we don’t get a save. 

“You want to see that stop. There’s a lot of hockey left. That gives them a 
bit of life. There can’t be one of those every game.” 

The Bruins will turn to Jeremy Swayman on Thursday in Carolina, which 
enters at 5-0-0. 

Marchment’s goal erased a lucky lead for the Bruins, who made it 1-0 at 
10:37 after Coyle tossed a puck in front that deflected in off a 
backchecking Tippett. Young linemate Jack Studnicka, newly promoted 
to the second line, created the opportunity by forechecking hard. The 
rookie had another quality chance near the end of the first, smacking a 
feed from Coyle into Bobrovsky’s pads. 

Cassidy’s review of the 22-year-old: “He’s had better games … their line 
didn’t have much going.” 

In a game that saw both teams’ stars cancel each other, Boston’s No. 1 
line had a quiet night (0-0--0, nine shots combined, each player minus-2). 

Pastrnak’s toe-drag around Mackenzie Weegar nearly made it 2-0 
minutes after Coyle’s opening score. Pastrnak made Weegar, who 
earned Norris Trophy votes last year, look like a call-up. But his floater of 
a pass to an unaware Marchand, on a second-period power play, 
clanked off his linemate, and led to Marchand taking a hooking penalty 
and the Panthers breaking 2 on 1. 

“All the things we did well in the first period — specifically, manage the 
puck well against a good offensive team — we did the exact opposite in 
the second,” Cassidy said. “Below the goal line. Breakouts. Got pinned in 
our own end. Forcing plays. Mismanaging pucks. Power play, our skill 
guys on their backhand, turning pucks (over) . . . it snowballed on us.” 

Another Panthers third-liner, Eetu Luostarinen, scored at 2:06 of the 
second after the Bruins lost more battles. Reinhart beat Forbort around 
the net, and Luostarinen, from his knees, was left alone by Connor 
Clifton. The defenseman couldn’t box out, and the Finn chipped home a 
centering feed. 

The Panthers are plenty good. They’re the 14th NHL team to start a 
season 7-0-0. They have certainly earned the Bruins’ respect. 

“They’ve put pieces in place here,” Cassidy said. “We’ve got a lot of good 
pieces in place. We got outplayed a little. It wasn’t like one team 
dominated. We each had our way in a period. In the third, they did what 
they had to do to put the game away.” 
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Bruins, Panthers to honor Jimmy Hayes before Saturday’s game at TD 
Garden 

 

By Andrew Mahoney Globe Staff 

Updated October 27, 2021, 4:35 p.m. 

 

The Bruins and Florida Panthers will honor and remember Jimmy Hayes 
with moment of silence when the two teams meet at TD Garden on 
Saturday. 

Each team will wear special jerseys during warmups that read “HAYESY” 
and “BROADWAY,” two nicknames Hayes was called by his teammates, 
friends, and family. Both sets of jerseys will be available for auction via 
the Boston Bruins and Florida Panthers’ foundations with the funds 
benefitting a charity to be determined by the Hayes family and the two 
teams. 

Hayes died at 31 on Aug. 23. His family recently revealed that he died 
with fentanyl and cocaine in his system. 

In addition to playing for the Bruins (2015-17) and the Panthers (2013-
15), the Dorchester native played for the Chicago Blackhawks (2011-
2013) and New Jersey Devils (2017-18), appearing in 334 NHL games. 
Prior to his time in the NHL, Hayes was a standout at Boston College. 
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Jack Studnicka gets his shot on Bruins’ second line against Panthers 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff 

Updated October 27, 2021, 3:09 p.m. 

 

SUNRISE, Fla. — Jack Studnicka got a look on the Bruins’ second line 
against one of the hottest teams in the NHL. 

The 22-year-old forward, recalled amid injuries to three veterans, 
centered Taylor Hall and Charlie Coyle in Wednesday’s 4-1 loss to the 
Panthers. He recorded an assist, two shots, two hits, and was 5 for 7 on 
faceoffs in 10:17. 

Coach Bruce Cassidy felt Studnicka’s line, which was on for a goal for 
and against, “didn’t have much going.” With Curtis Lazar reentering the 
lineup and the Bruins starting a back-to-back set, Cassidy wanted to 
balance the lineup, believing Lazar could make a stronger fourth line with 
Trent Frederic and Tomas Nosek. Lazar, who had good pace, was 
promoted to the third line by game’s end. 

But the lineup shuffle was largely about getting a look at Studnicka in a 
top-six role. If Studnicka remains there in Carolina on Thursday, Cassidy 
wants to see more impact. 

”He just has to play his game,” the coach said pregame. “He’s a guy who 
was driving some offense in the preseason by shooting the puck and 
playing a north-south game. 

“Both his wingers can really move, so he’s going to have to have his legs 
under him. Hopefully he picks the right time to distribute the puck and/or 
shoot it.” 

Studnicka, clearly energized by the move, said he’s gotten better at his 
decision-making. 

”Maybe a year or two ago, I would defer,” he said. “I think I’ve grown as a 
player to where I’m confident to go in there and play my game. They’re 
really good players, so they’ll be able to read off that.” 

Studnicka called Coyle “one of the better teammates I’ve ever played 
with,” and said he’s enjoyed his video study with Hall. 

Patrice Bergeron, who broke in as an 18-year-old in 2003, remembers 
what it was like to be a rookie. 

”Early on, when you come in, you want to make sure you please 
everyone, especially on your line,” Bergeron said. “You want to make 
sure they get their touches. Sometimes you force plays because of that. 
You have to be yourself, and that’s what he’s doing right now.” 

Netminder Jeremy Swayman, set to back up Linus Ullmark Wednesday 
and start in Carolina Thursday, cut some swirling lines into the practice 
ice. Swayman, in full goalie gear, hopped from edge to edge and 
performed a few half-twisting jumps, to the amusement of his teammates. 

When the Bruins and Panthers play Saturday at TD Garden, they will 
honor the late Jimmy Hayes by wearing “Hayesy” and “Broadway” — his 
nicknames — across the backs of their warm-up jerseys. Proceeds from 
the sale of the game-worn jerseys will go to a charity chosen by Hayes’s 
family and the two teams … Connor Clifton landed a game-high nine hits 
... Erik Haula, who had a couple of glittering scoring chances, was 11 for 
13 on draws ... The Bruins’ power play was an unimpressive-looking 0 for 
2 (five shots) ... The penalty kill didn’t allow a shot during Florida’s lone 
power-play chance. 
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Bruins fall in Florida, 4-1 

 

Steve Conroy 

5-6 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Now the Bruins know what they’re up against with the Florida Panthers, 
who are quickly establishing themselves as the class of the reunited 
Atlantic Division. 

A good start by the B’s fizzled after the first period and the Panthers 
produced all the offense they needed to capture a 4-1 victory at BB&T 
Center on Wednesday. 

“All the things we did well in the first period — specifically manage the 
puck well against a good offensive team — we did the exact opposite in 
the second,” said coach Bruce Cassidy. 

Sergei Bobrovsky made 28 saves to lead the Panthers to a sparkling 7-0-
0 record, but it was the way the skaters in front of him frustrated the B’s 
in the second and third periods that marked the victory. 

For the first time this year, the B’s top line was held off the scoresheet. 
While both David Pastrnak and Brad Marchand each had good scoring 
chances, the trio did not have much sustained pressure. A case in point 
came in the third period with the B’s down 2-1. Pastrnak and Marchand 
had a 2-on-1 and could not get a shot off. That doesn’t happen too often, 
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“I think both teams’ high end players weren’t as involved as they (usually 
are) — (Jonathan) Huberdeaus, the (Sasha) Barkovs, the Pastas, the 
Marchands,” said Cassidy. “It came down to their depth outplaying ours 
in terms of finishing.” 

The Bruins dominated the first period, outshooting the Panthers 15-5, but 
had to settle for a 1-1 tie going into the first break. 

One of the more intriguing storylines going into the game was the 
elevation of Jack Studnicka to the second line between Taylor Hall and 
Charlie Coyle and the young center came out of the gate like he wanted 
to stick with the Boston roster. He helped the B’s get on the board at 
10:37 when his dogged forecheck deep in the Florida zone caused a 
turnover behind the Panther net. The puck squirted over to Coyle, who 
tried to throw the puck in front but it went off a back-checking Owen 
Tippett and past Bobrovsky. 

Cassidy was less impressed with the line as the game went on. 
Studnicka only played two shifts in the third period. 

The Panthers got even with a goal that the B’s should not have allowed 
later in the first. With the Panthers making a line change, Sam Reinhart 
was able to beat Coyle and Derek Forbort in a puck battle, then fed an 
oncoming Mason Marchment, who in turn beat goalie Linus Ullmark on a 
wrister from the right circle that the goalie should have had. 

“You want to see that first stop in the first period. There’s a lot of hockey 
left but that one sort of gives them a bit of life. And there can’t be one of 
those every game. That’s where I want to see Linus make the saves 
you’re supposed to, then do what you have to do to get the win” said 
Cassidy. 

Ullmark was better in the second, but the rest of the B’s were not and the 
Panthers did not waste time in seizing the lead. 

On the go-ahead goal, Reinhart carried the puck along the right boards 
and deep into the corner before his centering pass got through Forbort to 
Eetu Luostarinen at the top of the crease. Luostarinen was able to beat 
Connor Clifton for position and he chipped it over Ullmark for the 2-1 lead 
just 2:06 into the middle period. 

Bobrovsky had to make an excellent save off a Marchand one-timer from 
the slot early in the second, but the B’s mismanaged the puck for much 
of the period. They were outshot 14-2 in the frame. On a power play, the 
B’s turned over the puck at the blue line and needed Ullmark to make a 
save on Jonathan Huberdeau on a 2-on-0, but Marchand took a penalty 
back up ice to wipe out the B’s man advantage. 

But they very nearly evened up the game before the period was out. After 
Curtis Lazar took a big hit from Radko Gudas in the neutral zone, Erik 
Haula was sprung for a breakaway. Haula did just about everything he 
wanted to, going to his backhand to open up Bobrovsky’s pads and he 
slid it through the opening but the puck went just wide. 

The B’s picked up their play a bit in the third, but they still had a heck of a 
time getting through the neutral zone or sustaining pressure. And at 
12:40, the Panthers cashed the insurance goal. After Charlie McAvoy got 
caught up ice, Anthony Duclair had a 2-on-1 with Carter Verhaeghe with 
Matt Grzlecyk the lone man back. Duclair had the puck down low on the 
right side and, with Grzelcyk defending the potential pass back to 
Verhaeghe, Duclair took the puck straight to the net and tucked it around 
Ullmark for the 3-1 lead. 

Bobrovsky made several good stops with Ullmark pulled before Tippett 
ended it with an empty-netter. 

The B’s were not up to the tall task that is Florida these days, but they’ll 
have another crack at them on Saturday at the Garden. 
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Bruins Notebook: Jack Studnicka bumps up 

 

Steve Conroy 

6-7 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

After playing Jack Studnicka on a fourth line with Trent Frederic and 
Karson Kuhlman in his first game back in Boston on Sunday, Bruins 
coach Bruce Cassidy chose to put the young center in the kind of spot 
that the coach and B’s management had envisioned for the 2017 second-
round pick. 

On Tuesday, Cassidy had spoken about the lessons young players learn 
when playing in a fourth line role, but for Wednesday’s game against the 
Florida Panthers at BB&T Center, he gave Studnicka the plum 
assignment of playing between Taylor Hall and Charlie Coyle, dropping 
Tomas Nosek back to the fourth line. 

“We put with Freddy and Kuhlie the other day. (Nosek) was good with the 
other group in Buffalo and we wanted to leave it alone,” said Cassidy of 
his reasoning. “At home (against San Jose on Sunday), you can control it 
a little more. On the road against … two undefeated teams (including 
Carolina on Thursday) we’re going to have to use everybody and trust 
everybody, so this gives us a chance to at least start that way. If 
everyone’s on their game, we’ve got some balance and we’ll go from 
there.” 

Cassidy did not want Studnicka to change his game or put too much on 
his shoulders. 

“He just has to play his game. He’s a guy that was driving some offense 
through preseason by shooting the puck and playing a north-south game, 
not slowing the game down at all, just playing a simpler game,” said 
Cassidy. “Both his wings can really move so he’s going to have to have 
his legs under him and hopefully he picks the right time to distribute the 
puck and/or shoot it. It’s an offensive pair of wings he’s got with him that 
can complement him as well. It’s not just about what he’s going to do for 
that line. You’d want Coyle and Hall to be the drivers of that line. They’ve 
been in the league longer than Jack. Jack just has to make sure he does 
his part as a centerman in our end and away from the puck.” 

Studnicka had a strong training camp and performed well in the 
preseason. While Coyle slowly worked his way back into the lineup after 
offseason knee surgery, Studnicka saw some time centering Hall and the 
currently injured Craig Smith, the spot Coyle was expected to hold. 

Once Coyle returned, and with Studnicka’s waiver exempt status, the 
center became a numbers casualty when the B’s had to get down to the 
23-man roster limit. But with early season injuries to Nick Foligno, Anton 
Blidh and Smith, the call went out for Studnicka. 

“Just be positive and be proud of what I was able to do in camp. Just try 
to keep it going, play my game down there and wait for the next 
opportunity. And I’m thankful that it came pretty early,” said Studnicka of 
his mindset when he was sent to Providence. 

He said the two established veterans on his wings have been helpful. 

“They’ve been awesome off the ice,” said Studnicka. “Charlie is one of 
the better teammates I’ve ever played with. I think communication is 
going to be big. Playing with Hallsy in preseason, getting the iPad out 
and talking things through, it’s definitely a big thing for the chemistry.” 

Studnicka also thinks he’s in a better mind frame to play with players like 
Hall and Coyle. 

“I would say maybe a year or two ago, I was someone who would maybe 
defer, but I think I’ve grown as a player to where I’m confident to just go 
in there and play my game,” he said. “They’re really good players and 
they’ll be able to read off that. Maybe a while ago (deferring) would have 
been an issue, but right now I think I’m just ready to play my game. 
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Quenneville to meet with Bettman 

Panthers coach Joel Quenneville, who was the coach of the Chicago 
Blackhawks in 2010 when an alleged case of sexual abuse by a video 
coach against a player occurred, led his team in the morning skate at 
BB&T Center and was expected behind the bench for the game. In a 
statement before his morning press briefing, he declined to comment on 
the findings released by investigators on Tuesday. He did say he had a 
meeting with Commissioner Gary Bettman on Thursday, which he 
believes will be in New York. 

Quenneville also said a Panther team meeting was held in which the 
situation was addressed. When asked if he stood by his comment from 
July when he denied knowledge of the alleged abuse until earlier last 
summer, Quenneville said “I do, but I can’t comment on it.” 

That would be in direct contradiction to the report, which placed 
Quenneville in a May 2010 meeting with Blackhawk brass in which the 
abuse was addressed. 

Both GM Stan Bowman and vice president of hockey operations Al 
MacIsaac were ousted on Tuesday as a result of the investigation, which 
found that the organization did not act in an appropriately swift manner to 
address the allegations. 

Asked about the situation, Cassidy, who was drafted by the Hawks in 
1983 and was an assistant coach for Chicago in 2005-06 season under 
Trent Yawney, said he did not know enough about the situation to 
comment to any extent. 

“The league looks like they’re handling it in an appropriate manner and 
hopefully whoever that player was is doing OK,” said Cassidy 

Said Patrice Bergeron: “You have to make sure you handle things the 
right way and in a timely manner as well. Hockey’s one thing, but 
obviously there are more important things in life. You have to prioritize 
those things.” … 

Curtis Lazar, who suffered an elbow injury in the last preseason game on 
Oct. 6, was cleared to make his regular season debut against the 
Panthers…. 

The Bruins and Panthers will honor Jimmy Hayes on Saturday when the 
two teams meet again at the Garden. There will be a moment of silence 
and the teams will wear special jerseys in warmups that read “HAYESY” 
and “BROADWAY,” two of the nicknames that teammates called the 
former Bruin and Panther. The jerseys will be available via auction at 
www.BruinsAuctions.org and www.FlaPanthers.givesmart.com. Proceeds 
will go to the charity of choice of the Hayes family, the Bruins and 
Panthers. The Dorchester native died suddenly on Aug. 23 at the age of 
31. 
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Bruins-Panthers takeaways: Second period slumber dooms Boston 

 

by Jake Levin 

 

It all started so promising for the Boston Bruins on Wednesday night. 

Charlie Coyle chipped in a backhander from behind the net off of Florida 
Panthers' forward Owen Tippett and goalie Sergei Bobrovsky for the 
game's first goal, part of an opening onslaught in which the B's outshot 
the home team, 13-3, over the first 13 minutes of regulation. 

Boston never capitalized any further on its momentum, however, 
suffering through a particularly frustrating second period in a 4-1 setback 
to the still-unbeaten Panthers. 

Four different skaters scored for Florida (7-0-0, NHL-leading 14 points), 
which won despite being outshot by the Bruins, 30-27. Here are our key 
takeaways from the game: 

The Panthers' fourth goal was an empty netter, but breakdowns on each 
of the team's first three goals were completely preventable. 

Mason Marchment tied the game at 14:16 of the first period on a feed 
from Sam Reinhart, who was the lone Panther in the offensive zone prior 
to Marchment's entry on a line change. 

It was the first goal of the season and just the third of the 26-year-old 
Marchment's career. 

Eetu Luostarinen scored his first goal of the season 2:06 into the period 
on another dish from Reinhart, moving into space left vacant by Connor 
Clifton in front of the net. 

Ullmark came up with two big saves to keep it a one-goal deficit for the 
Bruins in the middle period, a frame in which Florida outshot Boston 15-
4. 

With the Bruins on the power play with 14:44 to go in the second, Ullmark 
made a stop on Jonathan Huberdeau on a 2-on-0 breakaway for the 
Panthers following an errant pass from David Pastrnak to the point. 
Moments later, Ullmark slammed the door on Reinhart following a Matt 
Grzelcyk giveaway in the defensive zone. 

Florida's third goal, scored by Anthony Duclair at 12:40 of the third, came 
as he skated past Coyle up the right wing, continued into the offensive 
zone past Charlie McAvoy and beat Ullmark in front as Grzelcyk rushed 
in from behind too little, too late. 

Grzelcyk and Clifton each finished as a minus-2 for the night and Forbort, 
McAvoy and Mike Reilly were minus-1. 

Ullmark has now allowed three goals in back-to-back games after giving 
up just one in his team debut. Jeremy Swayman will get the start against 
the Carolina Hurricanes Thursday, head coach Bruce Cassidy said 
earlier Wednesday. 

Studnicka, elevated to second line center between Taylor Hall and Coyle, 
had the primary assist on Boston's lone goal of the game, when his 
forecheck led to Coyle's negative-angle goal. 

Studnicka played only 10:17 in the game, taking two shots and winning 
five of seven faceoffs. 

It was the first point of the season for Studnicka, who was drafted by the 
Bruins in the second round in 2017. 

The 42-year-old Thornton, in his first season with Florida, has carved out 
a role as the fourth line center for the Panthers. 

He played 11:33 Wednesday, serving a minor penalty for cross checking 
that led to Boston's second and final power play of the game and finished 
as a minus-1. 

Thornton was originally drafted No. 1 overall in 1997 by the Bruins, 
where he remained until a trade to the San Jose Sharks in November 
2005. He's the second-oldest player in the NHL this season, behind only 
another former Boston captain in 44-year-old Zdeno Chara. 

Plenty of room on Panthers bandwagon 

Nobody had more points (12) than the 6-0-0 Panthers entering play 
Wednesday, but once again, fans are failing to take notice of an exciting 
young team. Through four home games, Florida (68.1) is one of four NHL 
teams filling their rink to less than 70% capacity in 2021-22, ahead of 
only the Ottawa Senators (57.2), Buffalo Sabres (40.9) and New York 
Islanders, who are yet to play a home game while construction on their 
new arena on Long Island wraps up. 
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This is no new trend, either. The Panthers have finished no higher than 
26th in attendance since the 2013-14 season and have finished in the top 
20 just once since the 2004-05 lockout. 

Perhaps Florida fans are waiting for the team to go on a postseason run 
before buying in. Since making it to the Stanley Cup Final in 1995-96 – 
just their third season in the league – the Panthers have made the 
postseason only six times and have failed to win a single series. 
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Talking Points: Boston Bruins Outplayed By Florida Panthers 

 

Published 5 hours ago on October 27, 2021  

By Joe Haggerty 

5-6 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Here are the Talking Points from the Boston Bruins 4-1 loss to the Florida 
Panthers on Wednesday night at FLA Live Arena, the first of two 
measuring stick games that didn’t start well for the Black and Gold. 

GOLD STAR: A couple great passes from Sam Reinhart set up each of 
Florida’s first two goals and got them off and running after the Bruins 
really outplayed the Panthers for most of the opening period. The first 
one was a gut punch to the Bruins as Reinhart won a board battle 
against both Charlie Coyle and Taylor Hall, and then fed to a streaking 
Mason Marchment for the game-tying goal on a blast from the high slot 
that eluded Linus Ullmark. Then Reinhart fed a dish from behind the net 
to Eetu Luostarinen camped out in front after getting great position on 
Connor Clifton. Reinhart finished with two assists, a plus-2 rating and two 
shots on net in 15:53 of ice time that got the Panthers off and on their 
way. It feels like the depth and diversity of scoring is really an area where 
Florida has improved greatly headed into this season. They look like a 
force to be reckoned with. 

BLACK EYE: David Pastrnak finished with six shots on net and 11 shot 
attempts overall, but that was after a flurry of shots in the third period. 
Pastrnak had just two shots on net after the first 40 minutes, somehow 
played a 2-on-1 with Brad Marchand into a nothing play and tried to pull 
off a fancy backhanded move at the offensive blue line during a PP 
possession that turned into a 2-on-1 breakaway for the Panthers. Luckily 
Linus Ullmark bailed them out with a save, but it was indicative of some 
really poor decisions that Pastrnak made with the puck while not playing 
with his usual energy, or any hard plays along the boards. The entire 
Perfection Line was kept quiet by the Panthers throughout the game, but 
Pastrnak definitely looked like he was struggling with less than his best. 

TURNING POINT: The Bruins had a 1-0 lead and were well on their way 
to rolling through a dominant first period when a key mistake late in the 
frame let the Panthers up off the mat. Charlie Coyle and Taylor Hall were 
both beaten by Sam Reinhart in a puck battle along the side boards with 
Hall out of position, and then nobody picked up a streaking Mason 
Marchment, who beat Linus Ullmark with a medium distance shot that the 
Boston Bruins goaltender would like to have back. The Panthers goal 
with a little more than five minutes left in the first period gave Florida life 
where they hadn’t had any and then they controlled the rest of the game 
from that point on. 

HONORABLE MENTION: It’s amazing what a difference a year can 
make for a player on any given team. In this particular case it’s Sergei 
Bobrovsky, who stopped 30-of-31 shots against the Boston Bruins 
including 14 saves in the first period. Sometimes he was lucky as when 
Erik Haula beat him five hole and then simply missed the net with the 
shot after getting it through his leg pads and other times Sasha Barkov 

and the Panthers defense did a stellar job of packing things in around the 
Florida net to support him. But the bottom line is that Bobrovsky is 5-0-0 
with a .946 save percentage and a 1.79 goals against while playing 
behind a deep, well-coached team that’s paying attention to the details. 

BY THE NUMBERS: 5 – the number of hits for Jumbo Joe Thornton still 
throwing his body around at 42 years old in 11:33 of ice time. 
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Game 5: Boston Bruins @ Panthers Lines, Preview 

 

Published 11 hours ago on October 27, 2021  

By Jimmy Murphy 

5-6 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

The Boston Bruins (3-1-0) begin a challenging two-game road trip 
Wednesday in Sunrise, Florida, and will learn a lot about where they 
stand so far in this young season when they play the Florida Panthers 
tonight (NESN, BSFL, TVAS) and the Carolina Hurricanes on Thursday. 

The Panthers are off to their best start in franchise history and sit atop 
the NHL standings and the Atlantic Division at 6-0-0. The Hurricanes are 
5-0-0 and sit atop the Metro Division. 

Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy knows his team is facing a 
lethal Panthers offense that leads the NHL with 27 goals so far. 

“They have a quick-strike offense…they’ve got two goalies that are really 
on their game as well…offense and defense – that’s probably why they’re 
undefeated,” Cassidy said Tuesday morning. 

Bruins captain Patrice Bergeron thinks his team will need to stick to their 
system to counter that offense. 

“For us, we take it a game at a time and work on what we can control and 
build a foundation,” Bergeron said. “There’s a system that we have in 
place, working on those things and improve – we have to improve as a 
team. It’s a great challenge that we should be excited about.” 

Betting Line, Picks:  

The Boston Bruins are +110 underdogs at jackpotcitycasino.com. If you 
really think the Bruins could pull off the upset and want to play some 
online roulette, you take the alternate line (Bruins – 1.5) at +285. 

Boston Bruins Notes 

-Boston Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark will get his third straight start tonight. 
Ullmark is 2-0-0 with a 2.00 goals-against average and .935 save 
percentage. 

-Boston Bruins forward Curtis Lazar is expected to make his 2021-22 
regular season debut after elbow surgery. Lazar will ride the right wing on 
the fourth line with Tomas Nosek and Trent Frederic. 

-Boston Bruins winger Brad Marchand has stormed out of the gate with 
four goals and three assists and registering a point in each of the team’s 
first four games. 

– Boston Bruins forward Craig Smith did not make the trip and remains 
sidelined with an upper-body injury. 

Florida Panthers Notes 
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– Panthers defenseman Aaron Ekblad is playing in his 500th game 
tonight. Our man in FLA George Richards has the detes over at Florida 
Hockey Now. 

– Jonathan Huberdeau leads the Panthers in assists (5) and points (8). 
Sam Bennett leads the team in goals with four lamplighters. 

-Former Boston Bruins captain Joe Thornton is still going at age 42 and 
has a goal in his first four games with the Panthers. Former Boston 
Bruins forward Fran Vatrano has a goal and an assist in six games. 

-The Panthers’ goaltending has been brilliant so far. Sergei Bobrovsky 
has bounced back from a rough 2021 season and is 4-0-0 with a 1.99 
goals-against average and a .942 save percentage. Former Boston 
College goalie Spencer Knight is 2-0-0 with a 2.01 goals-against average 
and .923 save percentage. 
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Haggs: 'Measuring Stick' Games Should Answer Plenty For Boston 
Bruins 
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SUNRISE, FL – While there’s clearly plenty to like about a 3-1-0 start for 
the Boston Bruins in their first four games, there’s also still plenty of 
unknown with a Boston hockey club featuring a lot of new faces. With just 
four games played in the first two weeks of the regular season and 
games against tough-to-read opponents like the Stars, Sharks and 
Sabres that were non-playoff teams last year, there is still much for the 
Black and Gold to prove. 

They get a chance to do that this week with back-to-back road games 
against a pair of undefeated Eastern Conference foes. First the Bruins 
take on the 6-0-0 Panthers at FLA Live Arena on Wednesday night and 
then they travel to Carolina to do battle with a 5-0-0 Hurricanes hockey 
club that’s sitting atop the Metro Division. 

The B’s then get another home date against the Panthers on Saturday 
night meaning all three games this week are against teams that haven’t 
lost yet this season. That’s what is called “measuring stick games” for a 
team like the Boston Bruins still getting a gauge on their goaltending 
situation, their new additions to the back end and a forward group that’s 
grinding it out while missing Nick Foligno and Craig Smith to injuries. 

Jack Studnicka will be centering the second line between Taylor Hall and 
Charlie Coyle for the first time this season and Curtis Lazar makes his 
season debut on the fourth line coming back from an elbow injury. Linus 
Ullmark gets his third straight start after coming out of the gate strong (2-
0-0, 2.00 goals against average with a .935 save percentage) following a 
very unimpressive first training camp with the Black and Gold. 

“For us it’s a measuring stick early on in the year,” said Boston Bruins 
captain Patrice Bergeron of the back-to-back road tilts against the 
Panthers and Hurricanes. “It’s a challenge that you want to get excited 
about. 

“We take it a game at a time and work on what we can control and build 
a foundation. There’s a system that we have in place, working on those 
things and improving…we have to improve as a team. It’s a great 
challenge that we should be excited about.” 

Clearly every NHL team is worthy of respect, but all the Bruins seemed 
especially geared up to play each of the two opponents. The Panthers 
have really built on an impressive playoff series last spring where they 
pushed the eventual Cup champion Tampa Bay Lightning hard in the first 
round, and the Hurricanes are poised to take the step to true contender 
with a core group that’s earned respect and important experience over 
the last few seasons. 

“They have a quick strike offense, their wings are fast, the ability to 
stretch you out and get going the other way,” said Cassidy, who noted 
that Tampa Bay coach Jon Cooper really came away impressed with 
Florida’s improvement in last year’s playoffs in conversations with the B’s 
head coach. “They’re putting pucks in the net so that’s the first thing. 
Then they’ve got D they can get up there and support as well. Then 
they’ve got two goalies that are really on their game as well. They’ll give 
up some chances but when you’re getting saves, you can get going the 
other way and have a little more juice in your game when you’re getting 
those stops. 

“Early in the year it is tough to get a read, you look on the schedule and 
you got Buffalo, you get San Jose; they weren’t very good the year 
before, no one’s picking them and they’re undefeated, right? So, you just 
don’t know with these teams that are undefeated. Carolina, we’ve seen 
every year. They’re right there, so it’ll be a good evaluation of your own 
team.” 

It’s certainly going to be a major test for the B’s defense and goaltending 
with Florida (4.50 goals per game) and Carolina (4.40 goals per game) 
ranking 4th and 5th respectively in the league in offense. 

One would expect a split of the two tough road games given the bodies 
missing from the lineup, the competition and the Bruins still getting 
acquainted with the many new faces up and down the NHL roster. That 
would be respectable and leave the B’s feeling good entering a Saturday 
rematch against the Panthers. 

A sweep would put the B’s at 5-1-0 on the season and vault them into a 
higher NHL tax bracket knocking a couple of the NHL’s hottest teams off 
the unbeaten list after they did the same to the Sabres and Sharks last 
week. 

Losing both ends of the back-to-back road “measuring stick” games? 
That would leave a lot of questions for a Boston hockey club still 
searching for answers about this season’s group at this early juncture of 
the regular season. 

It’s not make-or-break or a must-win situation for the Bruins entering this 
road swing through the NHL south, but we may know a great deal more 
about the Boston Bruins 48 hours from now when the ice chips have 
settled on a couple of tough road tilts. 
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Boston Bruins Studnicka 'Super Excited' For Second Line Center Look 

 

Published 13 hours ago on October 27, 2021  

By Joe Haggerty 

4-5 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

SUNRISE, FL – It felt like it was only a matter of time before rookie Jack 
Studnicka was going to get a real, regular season look at the No. 2 
center spot for the Boston Bruins, and that time has already arrived. The 
22-year-old center will be skating between Taylor Hall and Charlie Coyle 
for Wednesday night’s showdown with the undefeated Florida Panthers 
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at FLA Live Arena as Bruce Cassidy pieces together the forward group 
while missing a pair of injured right wings in Craig Smith and Nick 
Foligno. 

“We’ve got back-to-back games, so we’ll be balancing things out. We’re 
on the road against two undefeated teams where we’re going to need 
everybody and have to trust everybody,” said Cassidy. “It gives us at 
least a chance to start that way and if everybody is on their game then 
we’ve got some balance and we can go from there. 

“He just has to play his game. He was a guy that was driving some 
offense in the preseason by shooting the puck and playing a north/south 
game. Not slowing the game down at all and playing at a higher tempo 
and keeping things simpler. Both of his wingers can really move, so he’ll 
need his legs under him.” 

Studnicka was called up last weekend to center the fourth line and 
finished with a serviceable 11:10 of ice time in a winning effort for the B’s. 
But the return of Curtis Lazar to the fourth line pushed the B’s coaching 
staff to juggle the lines further and allow them to get a regular season 
look at Studnicka in a top-6 role. 

In all honesty, the No. 2 center spot vacated by David Krejci this summer 
is still open for the taker as Coyle (one goal, three points in four games) 
hasn’t completely seized it in the first few weeks of the regular season. 

To his credit, Studnicka shrugged off any disappointment after being one 
of the last training camp cuts and played well in Providence to earn the 
quick promotion to the NHL once injuries began to hit. 

“I’m super excited. I can’t wait to be a part of it playing with two veteran 
wingers that know how to produce in this league,” said Studnicka. 
“Hopefully I’ll be solid defensively for them and things go well. 

“[My mindset coming out of camp] was to stay be positive, be proud of 
what I did during the preseason and just try to keep it going. I played my 
game down there and waited for my next opportunity [in the NHL] and I’m 
thankful that it came pretty early.” 

With Lazar healthy again and ready to go, it will be rookie Oskar Steen 
that will be the odd man out for the Bruins after picking up his first NHL 
point in Sunday’s win over the San Jose Sharks. 

Otherwise, it will be a familiar lineup for the Black and Gold as they take 
on a Panthers hockey club that’s been strong, deep and well-rounded to 
start the season and should be a nice little early season test for the 
Bruins. 

“For us it’s a measuring stick early on in the year,” said Boston Bruins 
captain Patrice Bergeron. “It’s a challenge that you want to get excited 
about” 
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NESN is not traveling with the Bruins, and Jack Edwards is frustrated: 
'They know I’m not going to like it' 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

7-9 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Jack Edwards brings up a scenario. The Bruins are storming through 
center ice. Television viewers are watching the puck carrier, his 
teammates and the opponents defending the rush. A drop pass goes 
back to the point, where a defenseman suddenly appears on screen, 
steps into the puck and lets a one-timer fly. 

When this happens at TD Garden, Edwards, from NESN’s booth on the 
ninth floor, can describe the play perfectly. Because of his panoramic 
view, Edwards sees the entire ice plus both benches. Player identification 
comes naturally. 

But on Wednesday, if this sequence occurs during the Bruins’ road game 
against the Panthers in Sunrise, Fla., Edwards will be as limited as every 
NESN viewer. He will be in Watertown at the network’s studio, calling the 
game off a monitor. 

“Guys, all the time, skate into the frame at 15 miles an hour and crack a 
90-mile-an-hour one-timer,” Edwards said. “And I have no idea who it is.” 

This season, networks have the green light to travel for road games, but 
there is no consensus around the league on whether to do it. 

Bally Sports Sun, for example, is covering Tampa Bay’s away games. 
AT&T SportsNet Pittsburgh, on the other hand, is not traveling with the 
Penguins. 

NESN falls in the latter category, at least for the remainder of 2021. 
Wednesday is the network’s first road game. TNT and ESPN+ had rights 
for the Bruins’ visits to Philadelphia and Buffalo last week. 

“I hear it in many announcers’ voices when they’re calling games from 
the studio. I’m not alone in this,” Edwards said. “It’s frustrating. But as the 
saying goes, that decision is made way above my pay grade.” 

The reason is financial. Edwards understands. (Disclosure: I have been a 
paid contributor to “NESN After Hours.”) That does not mean he agrees. 

“The captains of the ship have determined that this is the way we’re 
going to chart our course,” Edwards said. “I’m going to do the best job I 
can. I have benefited from their acceptance of my protests. They’re doing 
what is best for NESN. That’s their job.” 

Before the pandemic, Edwards usually traveled with six colleagues (color 
announcer Andy Brickley, reporter Sophia Jurksztowicz, director Rose 
Mirakian-Wheeler, senior graphics producer Patrick White, supervising 
producer Brian Zechello and a rotating videographer) on the Bruins’ 
charter to any road game for which NESN owned broadcasting rights. 
NESN would also hire independent contractors and a truck to use as a 
base camp. 

This season for road games, as it has since the NHL’s 2020 return to 
play, NESN is using the world feed supplied by the on-site network. 
Edwards, Brickley and Jurksztowicz will call the games from Watertown. 
NESN will create its own graphics. 

NESN, like other regional networks following the same model, is saving 
considerable resources by keeping its employees home and not hiring 
on-site freelancers. The amount is unknown. NESN declined an interview 
request for president and CEO Sean McGrail. 

“We had done eight hockey games in the previous 10 months. You can 
imagine what that did to the bottom line,” Edwards said, referring to the 
start of the 2020-21 season. “To their credit, NESN laid nobody off during 
the pandemic. That is remarkable humanity, especially in the broadcast 
world, where an entire competitor shut down. NBC Sports Boston 
vanished. Nobody lost his or her job at NESN. I trust them. I respectfully 
voiced my opinion, sometimes too loudly for their ears. But they have the 
best interests of everybody at the network in mind when they take these 
actions. They know I’m not going to like it. But they tolerate me.” 

Edwards was at the Garden for Sunday’s 4-3 win over San Jose. He was 
delighted to ride the game’s waves, from the Bruins’ early dominance to 
the Sharks’ late push. At the Garden, a game becomes a 
multidimensional experience for everyone in attendance, not just the 
announcers. Edwards compares the in-person broadcast to when he and 
his daughter once got up close to the Mona Lisa at the Louvre. 

“It’s a sensual experience that is difficult to describe. The painting has an 
aura about it. We ended up staying so long that the docent asked us to 
leave,” Edwards said. “That, in a nutshell, explains the difference 
between watching a game on TV and being there. Especially for hockey, 
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with all its details, subtleties, raw speed and the violent nature of the 
game and unpredictability of the game. There are so many things going 
on in so many places simultaneously that affect the outcome of the 
game.” 

The trouble is the world feed’s limitations. All the nuances that in-person 
announcers scan during the action — line changes behind the play, 
players hobbling down the tunnel, a coach’s rebukes for a mistake — 
usually do not appear within the shot. On Wednesday, Bally Sports 
Florida, the home network, will be focused on the Panthers, especially on 
replays. Edwards, Brickley and Jurksztowicz will have to match their 
commentary to what appears on the screen. 

Perhaps the most challenging thing for NESN’s broadcast crew to convey 
while parked in Watertown are a game’s twists and turns. 

“I listen to the airchecks. I cannot manufacture that emotion without being 
there,” Edwards said. “Because television is two-dimensional. I have to 
play it safer. There are a lot of guys who call games sensationally off a 
monitor. In my estimation of my own work, I’m not one of them.” 

It leads to greater use of the passive voice, identifying the team rather 
than the player, a general nervousness of getting the call right. On 
“Bruins Overtime Live,” NESN’s postgame show, the network will be 
reliant on the Bruins’ prompt posting of interviews with players and coach 
Bruce Cassidy. 

Keen viewers notice the difference. 

“It’s not going to be the same,” said Bruins president Cam Neely. “They 
only have as much to work on as watching a screen. It’s a little more 
challenging. I give them all the credit in the world to try and do the best 
job they can to entertain the fans and really show the fans what’s going 
on out there. It’s certainly not the same as being live.” 

NESN intends to reassess road travel at the beginning of 2022. Whether 
things will change in a new quarter is unknown. The chatter around the 
industry is that regional networks could strike road travel for good. The 
Bruins hope that is not the case. 

“When you’re watching games live, you see a lot of stuff behind the play 
that you don’t see on TV,” Neely said. “I think that’s what the broadcaster 
— the play-by-play and analyst — will certainly miss. And I think 
ultimately, the fans miss out a little bit on that as well. So hopefully we’ll 
get NESN back on the road here soon.” 
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Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews defend Stan Bowman, while the 
Chicago Blackhawks stars also express sympathy and admiration for 
Kyle Beach 

 

Phil Thompson 

6-7 minutes 10/28/2021 

 

Patrick Kane remains in COVID-19 protocol and didn’t play in the 
Chicago Blackhawks’ 3-2 overtime loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Wednesday night, but he took the unusual step of requesting to speak to 
the media after the game. 

He wanted to address the elephant in the room: former Hawks prospect 
Kyle Beach’s revelation to TSN on Wednesday that he’s “John Doe,” the 
former player who has alleged sexual abuse by former video coach Brad 
Aldrich in 2010 — the same season Kane and Jonathan Toews led the 
Hawks to the Stanley Cup. 

Beach talked about his experiences — in which he said Aldrich forced 
him into an alleged sexual encounter at Aldrich’s apartment in May 2010 
— as well as law firm Jenner & Block’s independent report that implied 
Hawks executives delayed acting on Beach’s allegations about Aldrich to 
avoid jeopardizing the team’s chances at a championship. 

Beach is suing the Blackhawks for negligence. 

“I haven’t watched (the TSN interview) yet,” Kane said, “but just a terrible 
situation and very courageous for him to come out, let him be known to 
the world, after everything he went through.” 

Kane said he didn’t know at the time what was happening to Beach, who 
was brought up to Chicago along with other prospects from the Rockford 
IceHogs as one of the “Black Aces” practice players. 

Kane said he would like to offer Beach his support. 

“I don’t know if he wants to hear from us or not,” he said, “but I’d like to 
reach out to him and say that I wish I knew more at that time in that 
situation, if I could’ve done anything to help him out or not.” 

Beach has said repeatedly in comments and court documents that he 
was bullied and subjected to homophobic slurs by teammates, but he 
hasn’t specified who made the comments or when and where they 
occurred. 

“I didn’t know anything at the time,” Kane said. “Even today, when Kyle 
came out as John Doe, that’s the first time I knew it was him. So as far as 
the bullying and different comments, I don’t remember any of that either.” 

Toews also said that, contrary to other former teammates’ statements 
that “everybody knew,” he didn’t hear about Beach’s alleged abuse by 
Aldrich until the next season, a stance Toews took earlier this summer. 

“I don’t wish to exonerate myself in this situation in any way by saying I 
didn’t know,” Toews said. “But the truth is that I had not heard about it 
until training camp the next year. ... Doesn’t change what happened. It 
doesn’t take that away. ... We wish we could’ve done something 
differently, myself included. My heart goes out to Kyle for what he dealt 
with. I wish I could’ve done something. 

“It’s obviously not an excuse looking back, but the truth is a lot of us were 
just focused on playing hockey and doing what we were doing every 
single day. If you do hear rumors, (it’s) in the back of your mind. Now if 
you look at the detail of it all, it looks ugly and it’s really hard to stomach 
the fact you didn’t dive into something like that a little bit more and take it 
more seriously. 

“It’s always easy to say in hindsight, and obviously it’s a long time ago, 
but at the end of the day, I feel a ton for what Kyle went through and what 
he’s dealing with at this point too.” 

Stan Bowman, the general manager in 2010, was targeted in the report’s 
criticism of management’s handling of Aldrich — suggesting that he and 
other Hawks brass swept the matter under the rug — and the Hawks 
announced Tuesday that Bowman had “stepped aside” from his position 
as president of hockey operations and general manager. 

Toews and Kane, however, declined to vilify Bowman or Al MacIsaac, 
who’s out as senior vice president of hockey operations, and pointed out 
what the two men did for their careers. 

“To me, Stan and Al, make any argument you want, they’re not directly 
complicit in the activities that happened,” Toews said. “It’s not up to me to 
comment on whether they’d like to deal with it differently or not. I just 
know them as people and I’ve had a relationship and friendship with 
them for a long time as being part of the Blackhawks family. 

“People like Al and Stan have made coming to the Blackhawks for 
players around the league, who come here to play on this team, one of 
the special places to play hockey.” 

Toews said he continues to respect both of them. 
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“How the situation went down, what the timeline was, what they knew, I 
can’t really comment on that,” Toews said. “It’s obviously a tough day, 
regardless of mistakes that may have been made, for someone like Stan, 
who has done so much for the Blackhawks — and Al as well — to lose 
everything they care about and their livelihoods as well. 

“I don’t understand how that makes it go away, to just delete them from 
existence and (say), ‘That’s it, we’ll never hear from them again.’” 

Kane said the organization did what it had to do in seeking the removal of 
Bowman, MacIsaac and other senior managers and staff tied to 2010. 

But he also said he knows Bowman “as a great man.” 

“He did a lot for me personally, coming into the league and over the 
course of my career,” Kane said. “I’m sure he probably would’ve handled 
things a little bit differently nowadays. But what happened, happened in 
the past, and I think the organization made the right moves to get the 
Blackhawks going forward in the right steps and making sure we’re 
trending forward.” 

The loss to the Maple Leafs extended the Hawks’ winless start to the 
season to seven games (0-5-2). 
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Kyle Beach reveals he is player suing Chicago Blackhawks 

 

Phil Thompson, Christy Gutowski 

17-21 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Beach, 31, spoke to TSN’s Rick Westhead about the 2010 allegations he 
has made against former Blackhawks video coach Brad Aldrich, which 
are the basis of his lawsuit, as well as the bombshell review of events 
that Chicago law firm Jenner & Block made public Tuesday. 

He told Westhead he felt “just a great feeling of relief and vindication, and 
it was no longer my word against everybody else’s. Because a lot of 
things were made public, a lot of people were interviewed, and I really felt 
like there was a lot of lies told in the media. And it was very special and 
important to me to have that truth come out yesterday.” 

Beach choked back emotion describing how he felt shortly after the 
alleged May 2010 encounter with Aldrich. 

“To be honest, I was scared mostly. I was fearful. I had my career 
threatened. I felt alone and dark,” he said. “And I didn’t know what to do 
as a 20-year-old. I would never dream, or you could never imagine being 
put in this situation by somebody who’s supposed to be there to help you 
and to make you a better hockey player and a better person and continue 
to build your career.” 

He said the first person he told was former Hawks skills coach Paul 
Vincent. Beach said watching Aldrich remain with the team through the 
Stanley Cup playoffs and the championship celebration made him “sick 
to my stomach.” 

“I reported this and I was made aware that it made it all the way up the 
chain of command by ‘Doc’ Gary (former Hawks mental skills coach 
James Gary), and nothing happened,” Beach said. “It was like (Aldrich’s) 
life was the same as the day before. … It made me feel like I didn’t exist. 
It made me feel like I wasn’t important and … he was in the right and I 
was wrong.” 

Beach, whom the Hawks selected with the 11th pick in the first round of 
the 2008 NHL draft, never played in a regular-season NHL game. He 
now plays pro hockey in Germany for a club called the Black Dragons. 

When asked about the impact on his life, Beach said he has struggled for 
a long time, including abusing alcohol and drugs to help him cope. Until 
recently, Beach said, he did not talk about what he said happened and 
he suppressed the memories “to chase my dreams and pursue the 
career that I loved and the game that I love of hockey.” 

“And now that I’m beginning to heal,” Beach said, “I begin to look back 
and it definitely had impacts on my life. I did stupid things, I acted out, I 
snapped. … I did things that I never could imagine doing. I relied on 
alcohol, I relied on drugs and … I’m just so relieved with the news that 
came out yesterday, that I’ve been vindicated, and I can truly begin the 
healing process.” 

He thanked people such as Vincent, former Hawks assistant coach John 
Torchetti, and former players Nick Boynton and Brent Sopel, all of whom 
demanded the results of the investigation be made public. Boynton and 
Sopel have said the allegations involving Aldrich were common 
knowledge on the 2009-10 team. 

“Word spread pretty quick,” Beach said. “I do believe that everyone in 
that locker room knew about it. Because the comments were made in the 
locker room, they were made on the ice, they were made around the 
arena with all different people of all different backgrounds — players, 
staff, media in the presence.” 

Though the TSN interview was the first time Beach agreed to be named, 
he has in recent months answered questions through email for reporters, 
including for the Tribune. 

Beach said he chose to come forward and be identified publicly as part of 
his healing process. So many details of his background had been 
revealed in court documents and the Jenner & Block report, he said, that 
people had identified him already anyway. 

A Sept. 30 court filing by his attorney included his draft position and prior 
play in Villach, Austria. The Jenner & Block report said John Doe was 20 
years old in 2010 and a member of the minor-league Rockford IceHogs 
whom the Hawks called up during the Stanley Cup playoffs to serve with 
the “Black Aces” practice players. 

The Tribune did not publish many of the details about his identity 
previously to protect Beach’s anonymity. 

“More than that, I’ve been a survivor, I am a survivor,” Beach said. “And I 
know I’m not alone. I know I’m not the only one, male or female. And I 
buried this for 10 years, 11 years. And it’s destroyed me from the inside 
out. And I want everybody to know in the sports world and in the world 
that you’re not alone. That if these things happen to you, you need to 
speak up. Because there is support systems …” 

Aldrich later pleaded guilty to criminal sexual conduct with a 16-year-old 
hockey player at Houghton (Mich.) High School whom he had coached in 
2013. Beach apologized to the former high school player — who also has 
sued the Hawks — and said he would like to meet him someday. 

“I’m sorry I didn’t do more, when I could, to make sure it didn’t happen to 
him,” Beach said. “To protect him. But I also wanted to say thank you to 
him. Because ... after a teammate asked me about it when I was playing 
overseas and I decided to Google Brad Aldrich’s name, that’s when I 
found out about the Michigan individual, the Michigan team. And because 
of what happened to him, it gave me the power and the sense of urgency 
to take action, to make sure it didn’t happen to anybody else. So I’m 
sorry, and I thank you.” 

Jenner & Block interviewed 139 witnesses, including Beach and Aldrich, 
who they said gave “wildly divergent” accounts of their encounter and 
whether it was consensual. 

A woman whom Aldrich introduced to John Doe at a Chicago bar told 
Jenner & Block she “recalled being present for and engaging in sexual 
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activity with John Doe and Aldrich in Aldrich’s apartment in Chicago, but 
leaving at a certain point” while John Doe stayed. 

Investigators said her account contradicted parts of both Aldrich’s and 
John Doe’s statements. 

John Doe said he was “blurry” on the exact date of the encounter with 
Aldrich, according to the report, but “he believed that the encounter 
occurred in Chicago at some point after May 9” and the woman was not 
there. 

Regardless of the date, John Doe told investigators that he was 
hungover when he was at Aldrich’s apartment, that Aldrich began 
showing hockey highlights but flipped it to pornography and that Aldrich 
later began touching himself and asked John Doe if he was going to 
touch himself. 

According to the report, John Doe said Aldrich reached into his own 
pants, and John Doe said he was uncomfortable. Aldrich then began 
rubbing John Doe’s leg, the report said. 

“John Doe pushed Aldrich with his left hand as he punched Aldrich on or 
near Aldrich’s eye with his right hand,” the report said. “Aldrich stood up, 
grabbed a souvenir Cubs miniature baseball bat that was on either a 
shelf or window, and told John Doe that John Doe was not going 
anywhere.” 

John Doe recalled that Aldrich said words to the effect of, “If you don’t lay 
down and act like you enjoy it, I’ll make sure you never play in the NHL or 
walk again,” according to the report. 

John Doe told investigators that Aldrich forcibly kissed him and later 
began performing oral sex on him and that he demanded John Doe roll 
over and got on top of him. 

According to the account, Aldrich didn’t penetrate John Doe but 
completed a sexual act on top of him, then said “words to the effect of, 
‘You can’t tell anyone about this; it is our little secret; no one can find out 
or I will make sure you never play in the NHL.’” 

A confidant of John Doe’s interviewed by Jenner & Block said he 
received a call from John Doe days later and he “could barely speak and 
was crying throughout the May 17 phone call.” 

According to the report, “The confidant recalled asking John Doe to 
further explain how he could not fight off Aldrich, and reminded John Doe 
that he ‘fights for a living.’ The confidant recalled that John Doe 
responded that he was in and out of consciousness and mentioned to the 
confidant the possibility of having been drugged.” 

The report said the Hawks senior managers who met May 23 to discuss 
John Doe’s allegations against Aldrich “reported that they only learned 
about the incident at a high level — that Aldrich, a coach, tried to ‘get 
under the sheets’ with John Doe.” 

Moreover, Jenner & Block’s investigators wrote, “none of the participants 
recalled being told about the type of clearly non-consensual sexual 
conduct that is described by John Doe in his lawsuit or was described 
during John Doe’s interview with us.” 

During a public briefing Tuesday about the contents of the report, 
Blackhawks CEO Danny Wirtz said he would instruct his legal team to 
come to a “fair resolution” in Beach’s case. 

The Hawks legal team is scheduled to meet Monday with Susan 
Loggans, Beach’s attorney, according to a source. 

The Hawks issued this statement after Beach’s interview aired: 

“First, we would like to acknowledge and commend Kyle Beach’s 
courage in coming forward. As an organization, the Chicago Blackhawks 
reiterate our deepest apologies to him for what he has gone through and 
for the organization’s failure to promptly respond when he bravely 
brought this matter to light in 2010. It was inexcusable for the then-
executives of the Blackhawks organization to delay taking action 
regarding the reported sexual misconduct. No playoff game or 

championship is more important than protecting our players and staff 
from predatory behavior. 

“The Blackhawks have implemented numerous changes and 
improvements within the organization, including hiring a new leadership 
team that is committed to winning championships while adhering to the 
highest ethical, professional, and athletic standards.” 

Beach said during the TSN interview that the Hawks took “a great step in 
the right direction” but the NHL continues “to try and protect their name 
over the health and the well-being of the people who put their lives on the 
line every day to make the NHL what it is.” 

The fallout of Tuesday’s report — which included the resignation of 
Hawks president of hockey operations and general manager Stan 
Bowman — continued with NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman preparing 
to meet with other former Hawks senior officials named in the report, 
including then-coach Joel Quenneville. 

Meanwhile, Hawks players and coaches picked up the pieces and 
prepared to play a game against the Toronto Maple Leafs on Wednesday 
night at the United Center. 

Here’s a look at other developments involving central figures. 

1. Joel Quenneville will have to account for his role in 2010 with the 
commissioner. 

Quenneville, now the Florida Panthers coach, said he is scheduled to 
meet with Bettman to discuss his role in handling the allegation. 
Quenneville was the Hawks coach at the time. 

“I want to let you know that (Thursday) I’ll be meeting with Gary 
Bettman,” Quenneville told reporters Wednesday morning, adding that he 
believed it would take place in New York, where the league is 
headquartered. 

Quenneville coached the Panthers in a Wednesday night home game 
against the Boston Bruins. 

Bettman will meet with Winnipeg Jets general manager Kevin 
Cheveldayoff, the Hawks assistant GM in 2010, on Monday, according to 
TSN’s Pierre LeBrun. 

Bettman said that four of the Hawks executives in 2010 would have to go 
through him before getting other NHL jobs, hinting there might be 
consequences for Quenneville and Cheveldayoff. 

Bettman said he planned to discuss “their roles in the relevant events as 
detailed in the report. I will reserve judgment on next steps, if any, with 
respect to them.” 

Florida Panthers coach Joel Quenneville looks on from the bench during 
the first period of a game against the Colorado Avalanche on Oct. 21, 
2021, in Sunrise, Fla. 

Quenneville seemed to speak to his vulnerability Wednesday when he 
said, “(I) look forward to continuing to contribute to the process” with the 
Panthers. 

He added, “I respect you all doing your jobs and having your questions 
as well here, but I won’t comment any further until the appropriate time 
after I meet with the commissioner.” 

Quenneville may have to answer for a conflict in his account of 2010. 

On July 13, Quenneville said in a statement released by the Panthers, “I 
first learned of these allegations through the media earlier this summer. I 
have contacted the Blackhawks organization to let them know I will 
support and participate in the independent review.” 

However, Jenner & Block’s report placed Quenneville and Cheveldayoff 
at a May 23, 2010, meeting of senior managers — including then-
President John McDonough, Bowman, Al MacIsaac (removed Tuesday 
from his role as senior vice president of hockey operations), then-
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executive vice president Jay Blunk and mental skills coach James F. 
Gary — to discuss how to handle the allegation against Aldrich. 

Quenneville arrived at the meeting after it started. The law firm said it 
interviewed Quenneville “multiple” times about his recollection of what 
was said in the meeting, but he did not remember specifics. According to 
the report, Quenneville said he “believed that the issue being discussed 
involved a coach doing something improper and that the group was 
meeting to decide whether to ‘make it public.’” 

However, according to the law firm’s interview with the team’s director of 
human resources, whose name was withheld in the report, “Gary said 
that during the meeting, Quenneville appeared angry and was concerned 
about upsetting team chemistry. ... Gary recalled that ‘they’ decided to 
hold off talking to Aldrich about the situation until the season was over.” 

The report said: “Quenneville also said when interviewed that he did not 
recall anyone saying it was hard for the team to get where they were in 
the playoffs, but recalled that his focus was on winning and this meeting 
was unexpected. He said that there was no resolution of the situation at 
the meeting.” 

The report continued: “Bowman recalled that during the meeting, 
McDonough and Quenneville made comments about the challenge of 
getting to the Stanley Cup Finals and a desire to focus on the team and 
the playoffs.” 

Also troubling is Quenneville’s comments in a June 29, 2010, 
performance evaluation that investigators said they found during their 
review of team documents. The evaluations were positive, the report 
said, including the final one Quenneville is believed to have written after 
Aldrich had resigned and the allegations were known. 

“Aldrich did a great job for the coaching staff in preparing us for all our 
meetings and coordinating several tasks that we forward his way. Brad 
has several people relying on him at the same moment and has a way of 
deflecting and accommodating everyone at once … Congrats on winning 
the Stanley Cup!” 

When investigators asked Quenneville about it, he said he did not recall 
writing it. But he did not dispute that he may have written it and said, “the 
review looked to him like something he would write.” 

2. Current coach Jeremy Colliton appears safe in his job for now. 

Entering Wednesday night, Colliton’s team had gotten off to a brutal 0-5-
1 start and looked overmatched at times by even middling teams. 

But there probably is too much upheaval to make a change at coach — 
not that the Hawks were planning to. 

Bowman walked away from his role as president of hockey operations 
and GM, and Kyle Davidson stepped in as interim GM. 

“For me, working with Kyle is not a new thing,” Colliton said Wednesday. 
“Kyle’s been involved with the management group here and someone I 
speak to regularly, and now even more so. 

“We’ve had a bunch of conversations already.” 

Davidson hasn’t spoken with the media in the last two days, but there’s 
little motivation for him to make a drastic change. As someone fresh on 
the job, he has the latitude to be deliberate with his next choices. 

Incidentally, Marc Crawford, a former Stanley Cup-winning coach, would 
be the obvious choice as an interim head coach, but he’s in the COVID-
19 protocol. 

Earlier this week, two players, including captain Jonathan Toews, said 
they “100%” have faith in Colliton. 

3. Interim GM Kyle Davidson has been a fast riser in the organization. 

According to his bio, Davidson was a hockey operations intern in 2010, 
got a full-time job as a hockey analytics/video analyst the next season 
and worked his way up from there. 

Later in 2011, he was promoted to hockey administration coordinator. He 
was named hockey operations manager in 2015, then senior manager of 
hockey operations in 2017 and assistant to the general manager in 2018. 

In his previous role, Davidson worked with Bowman doing “player 
contract research and negotiations, salary-cap management, salary 
arbitration, collective bargaining agreement administration as well as 
scouting at the professional and amateur levels.” 

Colliton said that based on his interactions with Davidson, he’s a “hard 
worker and wants information and likes to have discussions about 
players and how the team’s playing, all those things. 

“Obviously (we’ll) get to know each other a little more now, but it’s not as 
if it’s a brand-new relationship. And I think obviously he’s risen up pretty 
quickly in our organization. It says a lot about what he brings to the 
table.” 
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Patrick Kane, Jonathan Toews address Kyle Beach story after 
Blackhawks lose to Maple Leafs 

 

Ben Pope 

3-4 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

The Blackhawks played a hockey game Wednesday, losing 3-2 in 
overtime to the Maple Leafs — their seventh loss in as many games to 
start the season. 

With the dark cloud of reckoning hanging over the organization, however, 
the game didn’t seem as significant. 

Captain Jonathan Toews, who was activated from the NHL COVID-19 
protocol shortly before warmups, and Patrick Kane, who spoke from 
COVID protocol at home, addressed former Hawks forward Kyle Beach’s 
interview about his sexual-assault experience. 

“I knew Kyle pretty well,’’ Kane said. ‘‘He seemed like a happy-go-lucky 
guy. I wish back then we could’ve done some different things or known 
some different things to help him.” 

Kane said he never heard about Beach’s 2010 experience but did recall 
hearing some “vague rumors” about former video coach Brad Aldrich’s 
departure from the organization. Toews said he learned about the 
incident at training camp the next year. 

“Not that it was a joke, but it was something that wasn’t taken super-
seriously at the time,” Toews said. “I thought Brad being let go or 
resigning from the organization was the way it was dealt with. ... Had I 
been more connected to the situation and known some of the more gory 
details of it, I’d like to say, yeah, I would’ve acted differently in my role as 
captain.” 

Toews defended disgraced general manager Stan Bowman and 
executive Al MacIsaac, calling them “good people” who weren’t “directly 
complicit in the activities that happened.” 

“To me, Stan and Al, make any argument you want, they’re not directly 
complicit in the activities that happened,” Toews said. “Regardless of 
mistakes that may have been made, for someone like Stan, who has 
done so much for the Blackhawks — and Al, as well — to lose everything 
they care about and their livelihoods as well ... I don’t understand how 
that makes it go away, to just delete them from existence and [say], 
‘That’s it, we’ll never hear from them again.’” 
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Kane took a more nuanced approach, thanking Bowman for helping his 
career but describing the Hawks moving on from him as “necessary” and 
“right.” 

Kane also said he knew Beach from Beach’s time at various Hawks 
training camps; Kane, Beach and Akim Aliu would often hang out 
together. 

“I don’t know if he wants to hear from us or not, but I’d like to reach out to 
him and say that I wish I knew more at that time in that situation, if I 
could’ve done anything to help him out,” Kane said. “Obviously, he’s 
been living with this a long time, and it takes a lot of courage by him to 
put his name behind the story.” 

Toews and Kane said they didn’t witness any homophobic slurs directed 
at Beach during his stints in the NHL. 

On the ice Wednesday, Alex DeBrincat — who earlier in the day called 
Bowman’s resignation “a change that needed to happen” — almost 
single-handedly willed the Hawks to victory. 

But the Leafs rallied from 2-0 down, tying the game on ex-Hawks forward 
David Kampf’s backhand and winning on William Nylander’s breakaway 
goal. 
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Kyle Beach reveals he’s Blackhawks’ sexual-assault victim: ‘The healing 
process is just beginning’ 

 

Ben Pope 

4-5 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Hearing the Blackhawks executives who covered up the alleged sexual 
assault for 11 years finally censured Tuesday, Kyle Beach felt 
overwhelmed by emotions. 

“I cried, I smiled, I laughed, I cried some more,” Beach said. “Following it, 
[I had] just a great feeling of relief, vindication, and it was no longer my 
word against everybody else’s.” 

Beach revealed himself as the previously anonymous ex-Hawk whom 
former video coach Brad Aldrich allegedly sexually assaulted during the 
team’s 2010 Stanley Cup run on a Canadian TV interview Wednesday 
with TSN’s Rick Westhead. 

Beach, the No. 11 overall pick in the 2008 NHL Draft, was considered 
one of the larger draft busts in Hawks history. It has become clear that 
irresponsible team executives at the time ruined Beach’s career through 
their inaction. 

“When they won [the Cup], to see [Aldrich] paraded around, lifting a Cup 
at the parade, at the team pictures, at the celebrations, it made me feel 
like nothing,” Beach said. “It made me feel like I didn’t exist. It made me 
feel like I wasn’t important. It made me feel like he was in the right, and I 
was wrong.” 

For the 2010 playoffs, Beach was a Black Ace — a prospect called up to 
accompany the NHL team and gain experience. He’d never been in the 
NHL before and had only played 10 AHL games by that point, leaving 
him eager to prove himself. 

Aldrich exploited that vulnerability, the Jenner & Block investigation into 
the Hawks’ cover-up revealed, by giving Beach and other Black Aces 
inside information about lineups yet telling them he could “bury” their 
careers if they wronged him. 

After the alleged sexual assault — which took place on a night when 
Aldrich invited Beach over to supposedly watch hockey videos, then 
forcibly performed oral sex on him, according to the investigation — 
Aldrich’s previous threats kept Beach quiet. 

“I felt like I was alone and there was nothing I could do and nobody I 
could turn to for help, and I didn’t know what to do,” Beach said on TSN. 
“As a 20-year-old [at the time], you could never imagine being put in this 
situation by somebody that’s supposed to be there to help you and make 
you a better hockey player and continue to build your career.” 

Kyle Beach remained an AHL player for the Blackhawks through 2014, 
attending community events such as this 2012 alumni softball game. 

Beach told his family only once, he said, then tried to never think about 
the assault again, using alcohol and drugs in the process. He played 173 
games for the Rockford IceHogs through 2013-14, then moved overseas. 
Now 31, he plays for a third-division German club. 

Recently googling Aldrich’s name and learning of Aldrich’s sexual assault 
of a still-anonymous Michigan high schooler in 2013 shocked him into 
action. 

“Because of what happened to him, it gave me the power and the sense 
of urgency to take action — to make sure it wouldn’t happen to anybody 
else,” Beach said, breaking down in tears on TSN. “I hope at some point, 
down the road, if he’s open to it, I would love to meet [the other victim].” 

Beach said he witnessed meetings discussing Aldrich’s assault in coach 
Joel Quenneville’s office — “There’s absolutely no way he can deny 
knowing it,” he added. He also said he fully believes the Hawks’ NHL 
roster knew about the assault because “word spread pretty quick” — he 
was bullied with comments about it in the locker room and on the ice. 

But he’s now ready to try to recover his life after telling his story publicly. 

“The healing process is just beginning,” he said. “But the one thing that I 
want to make sure comes from this is change. . . . I would love to be a 
part of a group that comes up [with] and designs a system to make sure 
that there is a safe place in the sports world [for all abuse victims].” 
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Blackhawks scandal” Hard to celebrate the 2010 Stanley Cup title — now 
or later 

 

Rick Morrissey 

5-6 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

We love our anniversaries in sports, don’t we? A team wins a 
championship, and 20 or 25 years later, there’s a celebration of the 
achievement. Players and coaches return to the scene of the wonderful 
time and take turns waving to a stadium full of adoring fans. Stories are 
told and smiles shared. 

Few things are warmer in life than good memories. 

The 20th anniversary of the Blackhawks’ 2010 Stanley Cup title is less 
than 10 years off, and it’s going to be very difficult to honor an 
accomplishment that now carries so much pain and ugliness. 

How can you separate that championship and the organizational cover-
up of an alleged sexual assault perpetrated by a Hawks video coach on a 
young hockey player that season? You can’t. And you won’t be able to in 
2030, either, not if you’re a feeling human being. 
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Legacies are ruined, as they should be. The sin of choosing to protect a 
brand over players’ safety should be written in indelible ink on the 
foreheads of all involved. That includes former team president John 
McDonough, former general manager Stan Bowman and former coach 
Joel Quenneville. According to the team’s own investigation, the three 
men knew that Kyle Beach, a prospect accompanying the team during 
the playoffs that year, had accused former video coach Brad Aldrich of 
sexually assaulting him, yet the matter was buried until the season was 
over. Why? They didn’t want it negatively affecting the team’s pursuit of a 
Stanley Cup. 

That’s beyond sickening. 

Bowman was a first-year general manager that season, which doesn’t 
excuse his silence on the allegation back then, but he did make it clear in 
his statement Tuesday that he had relied on McDonough to take action. 
McDonough didn’t report Aldrich’s conduct to the Hawks’ human-
resources department until three weeks after a May 23, 2010, meeting in 
which McDonough, Bowman, Quenneville and other team officials 
discussed the alleged sexual assault. 

“I promptly reported the matter to the then-president and CEO who 
committed to handling the matter,’’ Bowman said. “I learned this year that 
the inappropriate behavior involved a serious allegation of sexual assault. 
I relied on the direction of my superior that he would take appropriate 
action. Looking back, now knowing he did not handle the matter 
promptly, I regret assuming he would do so.’’ 

I’m sure a lot of the people involved have a lot of regrets, and they’re 
going to have to live with them. But if you’re vile enough to try to cover up 
something like this, even temporarily, is it more likely you regret the 
decision to do so or that the cover-up was revealed? I’d argue for the 
latter. 

Let’s not forget that after Aldrich resigned on June 16, 2010, he allegedly 
went on to assault two young men at Miami University and then a 16-
year-old boy at a Michigan high school. Whether the Hawks provided 
Aldrich with a positive reference that allowed him to get jobs at those two 
stops is a point of contention between the franchise and lawyers for the 
alleged victims. 

Still, put it all together, and a likable team, the one that created so many 
good memories in Chicago, isn’t so likable anymore. 

Maybe some of you will be able to look back fondly on the 2010 
championship and the two other titles that followed. You’ll focus on the 
players who made it all possible — Jonathan Toews, Patrick Kane, 
Duncan Keith, Corey Crawford, etc. You’ll ignore the possibility that the 
players knew what had happened to Beach at the hands of Aldrich. You’ll 
ignore the possibility that those players could have spoken up but didn’t. 
Beach won’t. 

But how will you forget that Quenneville, as beloved a coach as there has 
been in this city, was part of the dirty business of hiding the truth, 
according to the team’s investigation? Do you want him, McDonough and 
Bowman at a public reunion of the 2010 team? 

Oh, and another question for you: Is Quenneville, a lock for the Hall of 
Fame before the facts of this case came out, still a certainty for 
enshrinement? Depends how bad a look you think a conspiracy is. 

Time has a way of healing wounds or numbing pain, so I’ll leave open the 
possibility that I’m wrong about the difficulty of separating the 2010 team 
from this scandal. I’ve seen American fan bases forgive all sorts of 
terrible behavior. 

But the clear thinking among us, the ones whose tolerance for bad 
behavior ends at abuse of any kind, won’t forget. I’m certain Beach won’t. 
If there’s an anniversary to celebrate that Stanley Cup team in coming 
years, will he show up to honor an organization that let him and others 
down? I sure wouldn’t. 
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Blackhawks lawsuits: Settlement talks to begin next week 

 

Ben Pope 
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On Tuesday, Blackhawks CEO Danny Wirtz, discussing the results of an 
investigation into the organization’s handling of an alleged 2010 sexual 
assault, said he had instructed Hawks lawyers to reach a “fair resolution” 
in two related lawsuits. 

Hours later, facing coincidentally timed Tuesday court deadlines, Hawks 
lawyers nonetheless filed new documents supporting their already-
pending motions to dismiss both lawsuits. 

But the team insists those filings were simply legal requirements, and 
they’ve already scheduled settlement talks with Susan Loggans, the 
lawyer representing two victims of former Hawks video coach Brad 
Aldrich — former Hawks player Kyle Beach and a Michigan high school 
student. 

“Consistent with Danny Wirtz’s public statement, Blackhawks litigation 
counsel reached out to Ms. Loggans yesterday to begin discussions, 
[and] a call is scheduled for early next week,” the Hawks said in a 
statement Wednesday to the Chicago Sun-Times. 

“As to the filings yesterday, in compliance with the court’s established 
briefing schedule, we filed our replies in support of our pending motions 
to dismiss in the ongoing lawsuit on yesterday’s deadline. Both cases 
remain pending, but we will engage in good-faith efforts to fairly resolve 
these matters to rectify the harm John Does have suffered to the extent 
possible.” 

The Hawks’ filings acknowledge receipt of the investigation report but 
claim in footnotes it “actually strengthens [the Hawks’] statute-of-
limitations defense” in the Beach case and “strengthens [the Hawks’] 
defense that [they] did not provide a job recommendation to Houghton 
High School” in the other case. 

The new filing footnotes also include the following language, however, 
subtly hinting at the team’s shift away from endlessly battling the cases 
over legal technicalities in court. 

“The overall conduct described is not acceptable to [the Hawks], and [the 
Hawks’] response to the alleged sexual misconduct did not live up to the 
team’s values or standards,” the filing states. “[The Hawks have] 
implemented organizational and administrative safeguards to ensure that 
these values and standards are observed.” 

Quenneville still with Panthers 

Former Hawks coach Joel Quenneville, whom the investigation 
determined helped cover up Aldrich’s alleged assault of Beach in 2010, 
was allowed to coach in the Panthers’ 4-1 victory Wednesday against the 
visiting Bruins. 

Quenneville told reporters before the game that he has a meeting 
scheduled Thursday in New York with NHL commissioner Gary Bettman 
but tried to “eliminate all distractions” for the game. 

Bettman will then meet on Monday with Jets general manager Kevin 
Cheveldayoff, a Hawks assistant GM in 2010 who also was implicated in 
the cover-up in the investigation. 

The fact that Quenneville and Cheveldayoff have continued in their roles 
with other organizations is surprising, especially considering the Hawks’ 
swift removals of Stan Bowman and Al MacIsaac on Tuesday. 
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Maple Leafs snap losing streak in 3-2 OT win over Blackhawks 
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CHICAGO -- William Nylander scored in overtime to lift the Toronto 
Maple Leafs over the Chicago Blackhawks 3-2 on Wednesday. 

The Leafs snapped a four-game losing streak with the victory, and 
extended the Blackhawks' record to 0-6-1 since the start of the season. 

John Tavares and David Kampf also scored for Toronto, and Jack 
Campbell stopped 25 shots. Chicago got 36 saves from Kevin Lankinen, 
and goals from Kirby Dach and Alex DeBrincat. 

Nylander broke in on a 2-on-0 and snapped a wrist shot past Lankinen in 
in OT. 

The Maple Leafs outplayed Chicago as the game went on, but the 
Blackhawks ended one streak early, taking the lead for the first time this 
season when Dach beat Campbell with a power-play wrist shot over the 
glove side 5:44 in. 

The Blackhawks had been tied or trailed for more than six games at that 
point, the longest such streak in the NHL since 1979-80. 

Alex DeBrincat scored at even-strength for a 2-0 Chicago lead at 11:48 
of the first, accepting Seth Jones' long pass following Toronto 
defenseman Justin Holl's turnover. DeBrincat's shot sailed over 
Campbell's shoulder. 

Tavares cut the lead to 2-1 at 6:14 in the second, outmuscling Jonathan 
Toews in the slot and backhanding a shot over Lankinen's glove hand. 

Kampf, a former Blackhawk whom the Leafs signed as a free agent in 
July, tied the game at 2, beating Lankinen on a sneaky backhand from 
the slot with 7:29 left in regulation. Kampf took a pass from Rasmus 
Sandin on the boards and barely looked at Lankinen as he let the shot 
go. 

NOTES: Chicago's Patrick Kane, Henrik Borgstrom, Jujhar Khaira and 
Riley Stillman remain in COVID-19 protocol and missed the game. 
Toews tested negative earlier on Wednesday and was put back on the 
active roster. '» The non-sellout crowd in the United Center was 
noticeably subdued in the day after revelations that team executives in 
2010 failed to take allegations of sexual assault by then-assistant coach 
Brad Aldrich against a backup player to authorities. The player, Kyle 
Beach, came forward in a Canadian television interview on Wednesday. 
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Ex-Blackhawk speaks about sexual assault, how claims were handled: 
'It's destroyed me' 

 

John Dietz 
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Kyle Beach, in a 25-minute bombshell interview with TSN's Rick 
Westhead, came forward and revealed that he was the player sexually 
abused by Bradley Aldrich during the Blackhawks' 2010 Stanley Cup 
playoff run. 

An emotional and tearful Beach broke down at times as he thanked 
Westhead for his reporting, former skills coach Paul Vincent for his 
perseverance and former players Brent Sopel and Nick Boynton for their 
honesty. 

Beach also spoke about how he felt betrayed by coach Joel Quenneville, 
John McDonough, Stan Bowman, Al MacIsaac and former skills coach 
James Gary. 

"I buried this for 10 years, 11 years and it's destroyed me from the inside 
out," Beach said in the interview. "And I want everybody to know in the 
sports world and in the world that you're not alone. That, if these things 
happen to you, you need to speak up because there (are) support 
systems." 

The interview came one day after the law firm Jenner & Block released 
the findings of their four-month investigation. Bowman and MacIsaac are 
both no longer part of the organization. 

"Yesterday was a day of many emotions," Beach said. "I cried. I smiled. I 
laughed. I cried some more. My girlfriend and I, we didn't really know how 
to feel, we didn't really know how to think. We just held each other and 
supported each other. ... 

"It was no longer my word against everyone else's. ... I really felt like 
there was a lot of lies told in the media, and it was very special and 
important to me to have that truth come out." 

Beach was drafted 11th overall by the Hawks in 2008 and spent the next 
two seasons playing in Canada's Western Hockey League (juniors). At 
the end of the 2009-10 season, Beach was promoted to the Rockford 
IceHogs, the Hawks' minor-league affiliate. 

After the IceHogs' season ended he was called up to the Hawks to be 
one of the Black Aces. Those players practice with the team but rarely 
see action in postseason games. 

"It was an extremely special moment for me and my family, and kind of 
the next step of pursuing my NHL dream," Beach said. "Unfortunately, a 
couple weeks after, those memories were tainted and my life was 
changed forever." 

On May 8 or 9, Aldrich sexually assaulted Beach. In the Jenner & Block 
report, Beach said the incident was "unequivocally" nonconsensual. 
Aldrich stated the encounter was "entirely consensual." 

"I was scared mostly," Beach said when asked how he felt the following 
days. "I was fearful. I had had my career threatened. ... 

"I didn't know what to do. As a 20-year-old you can never imagine being 
put in this situation by somebody that's supposed to be there to help you 
be a better hockey player and a better person and continue to build your 
career." 

Beach reported the incident to Vincent, who brought it to the attention of 
senior management. Beach also told his family shortly thereafter. 

"My mom cried for days," Beach said. "She felt responsible and felt like 
she should have protected me. We never spoke about it again until very 
recently." 

Some of Beach's harshest comments were reserved for Quenneville, 
who helped guide the Hawks to Stanley Cup titles in 2010, 2013 and 
2015. Quenneville is now coaching the Florida Panthers and expects to 
speak with Commissioner Gary Bettman on Thursday. 
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One witness in the Jenner & Block report said McDonough and 
Quenneville "made comments about the challenge of getting to the 
Stanley Cup Finals and a desire to focus on the team and the playoffs." 

Beach was tense and emotional when addressing this subject. 

"Trying to win a Stanley Cup was more important than sexual assault," 
he said. "And I can't believe that. As a human being, I cannot believe 
that, and I cannot accept that. 

"I witnessed meetings right after I reported it to James Gary that were 
held in Joel Quenneville's office. There is absolutely no way that he can 
deny knowing it, and there is absolutely no way that Stan Bowman would 
make up a quote like that, to somebody that served his organization so 
well." 

According to former Hawks Boynton and Sopel, Beach was the subject of 
homophobic slurs during practices. Both players said everyone on the 
team knew about the incident with Aldrich. 

Patrick Kane, Jonathan Toews and former Hawks defenseman Duncan 
Keith, now playing for Edmonton, denied that Wednesday. 

"I didn't know anything at the time," Kane said. "Even today as Kyle came 
out as John Doe, that was the first time I knew it was him. As far as the 
bullying and different comments, I don't remember any of that, either." 

Said Keith: "Maybe some guys did know, but not everybody knew. Maybe 
that's hard for people to understand, but that's the truth. … I didn't know 
that was happening to that person." 

Beach disputed that in his interview with Westhead. 

"I do believe that everybody in that locker room knew about it," Beach 
said, "because the comments were made in the locker room, they were 
made on the ice, they were made around the arena -- (in the presence 
of) players, staff, media." 

Beach, now 31 and playing for the Miskolci DVTK Polar Bears in 
Germany, said that over the past years he relied on alcohol and drugs to 
help mask the pain. He is happy with the steps the Hawks took Tuesday, 
saying it is "a great step in the right direction." 

Westhead asked Beach what he believes the NHL should do to discipline 
Quenneville and/or Cheveldayoff, who is executive vice president and 
GM of the Winnipeg Jets. Cheveldayoff also was GM of the Chicago 
Wolves from 1997-2009. 

"I hope ... Gary Bettman takes this seriously and he does his due 
diligence," Beach said. "(I hope) he talks to not only them, but Bowman, 
McDonough and anybody else before he makes his decision. Because 
they already let me down. They wouldn't investigate for me, so why 
would they now?" 

The toughest part of the interview came when Beach was asked what his 
message would be to the former Michigan high school hockey player that 
Aldrich assaulted after leaving the Hawks. 

Beach bowed his head, broke down and rubbed his face before saying: 
"I'm sorry. I'm sorry I didn't do more when I could to make sure it didn't 
happen to him, to protect him. 

Beach found out about the Michigan player, 16 at the time, after Googling 
Aldrich's name. 

"Because of what happened to him, it gave me the power and the sense 
of urgency to take action, to make sure it wouldn't happen to anybody 
else," Beach continued. "So I'm sorry and I thank you. 

"I hope at some point down the road -- if he's open to it -- I would love to 
meet him because unfortunately we share something in common that's 
going to be a part of us for the rest of our lives." 
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CHICAGO -- For three weeks in 2010, they did nothing. That's how long 
it took for the leadership of the Chicago Blackhawks to act on allegations 
that an assistant coach sexually assaulted a player. 

Three weeks. Three weeks that - more than a decade later - rocked a 
once-proud franchise and raised more questions about the culture of 
sports. 

In the span of 107 pages, featuring interviews with 139 witnesses, more 
than 100 gigabytes of electronic records and 49 boxes of hard-copy 
records, a report by an outside law firm detailed how senior leaders of 
the Blackhawks seemingly ignored the sexual assault accusations raised 
with the franchise days before the team won its first Stanley Cup title 
since 1961. 

The ramifications of the independent review, commissioned by the team 
in response to two lawsuits, stretched into several corners of the NHL, 
which fined the Blackhawks $2 million for 'œthe organization's 
inadequate internal procedures and insufficient and untimely response.'  

Florida coach Joel Quenneville is slated to meet with NHL Commissioner 
Gary Bettman on Thursday, and Winnipeg general manager Kevin 
Cheveldayoff is planning to talk to the commissioner on Monday. Both 
were with the Blackhawks when the accusations by Kyle Beach were first 
reported to team leadership. 

According to the report, Donald Fehr, the leader of the NHL players' 
association, was contacted twice about allegations connected to the 
assistant coach, including by a Beach confidant. Fehr told investigators 
he couldn't recall either conversation, but did not deny that they had 
occurred. 

"In his media interview, Mr. Beach stated that several months after the 
incident he told someone at the NHLPA the details of what happened to 
him. He is referring to one of the program doctors with the NHL/NHLPA 
player assistance program. While this program is confidential between 
players and the doctors, the grave nature of this incident should have 
resulted in further action on our part. The fact that it did not was a serious 
failure. I am truly sorry, and I am committed to making changes to ensure 
it does not happen again.'  

Beach, a 2008 first-round draft pick playing professionally in Germany, 
told TSN on Wednesday he felt 'œalone and dark'  in the days following 
the alleged assault. He said he is only now beginning the healing 
process. 

Beach, 31, had been referred to as John Doe in his lawsuit against the 
team and the Blackhawks' report. The AP does not typically identify 
people who say they are victims of sexual assault unless they come 
forward publicly. 

In a statement attributed to the team, the Blackhawks commended Beach 
for his courage in coming forward, and reiterated the organization's 
'œdeepest apologies'  for what he has gone through and its failure to 
promptly respond in 2010. 

Blackhawks CEO Danny Wirtz, the son of team chairman Rocky Wirtz, 
met with current players Wednesday, a day after the graphic report was 
released, leading to the departures of President of Hockey Operations 
Stan Bowman and Al MacIsaac, another top executive. 
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'œI think the overriding message was that we, as in the organization, 
we're here for you,'  coach Jeremy Colliton said. 'œThe family is behind 
us. The organization's behind us, and we're going to do everything we 
can to move forward here.'  

Rocky Wirtz said Tuesday that he and Danny were first made aware of 
the accusations ahead of a May filing of a lawsuit by Beach alleging 
sexual assault by then-assistant coach Brad Aldrich in 2010. The team 
also is facing a second lawsuit by a former student whom Aldrich was 
convicted of assaulting in Michigan. 

The Blackhawks said their lawyers contacted Susan Loggans, an 
attorney who represents John Doe and the former student in the second 
lawsuit, on Tuesday about possible settlements. A call was set up for 
early next week. 

According to the report, the encounter between Beach, then a 20-year-
old minor leaguer called up in case the Blackhawks needed help in the 
playoffs, and Aldrich, then 27, occurred on May 8 or 9 in 2010. 

Beach told investigators that Aldrich threatened him with a souvenir 
baseball bat before forcibly performing oral sex on him and masturbating 
on the player's back, allegations that he also detailed in his lawsuit. 

Aldrich told investigators the encounter was consensual. Asked 
Wednesday about the law firm's report, Aldrich responded: 'œI have 
nothing to say.'  

About two weeks later, on May 23, 2010, right after Chicago advanced to 
the Stanley Cup Final, Bowman, MacIsaac, team president John 
McDonough, executive vice president Jay Blunk and assistant general 
manager Cheveldayoff met with Quenneville and mental skills coach Jim 
Gary to discuss the allegations. 

Former federal prosecutor Reid Schar, who led the investigation, said 
accounts of the meeting 'œvary significantly.'  But there was no 
evidence that anything was done about the accusations before 
McDonough contacted the team's director of human resources on June 
14 - a delay that violated the team's sexual harassment policy, according 
to Schar. 

During those three weeks, Aldrich continued to work for and travel with 
the team. Schar said Aldrich also 'œmade an unwanted sexual advance" 
toward a 22-year-old Blackhawks intern. 

Beach told TSN seeing Aldrich around the team made him feel sick. 

McDonough, Blunk and Gary are no longer employed in the NHL. Now 
Bowman and MacIsaac are out as well. 

But the report makes clear that 11 years ago, winning the Cup took 
priority over taking immediate action on the Aldrich allegations: Bowman 
recalled that during the May 23 meeting, McDonough and Quenneville 
talked about the challenge of reaching the Stanley Cup Final and 'œa 
desire to focus on the team and the playoffs.'  

Bowman's description of what happened was reminiscent of scandals at 
Baylor, where assault claims against football players were mishandled by 
school officials, or at USA Gymnastics, still reeling from its mishandling of 
convicted serial sex abuser and team doctor Larry Nassar. 

Loggans said she hopes what happened with Chicago leads to changes 
across sports. 

'œThere has to be a change from a mentality of complete animalism, like 
let's just completely ramp up the masculinity factor of these players and 
whatever it takes to win a game, we'll do that,'  she said. 'œThere has to 
be some context, no different than being concerned about concussions in 
football games. 

'œIt's not winning at all costs. These are human beings. They're not 
gladiators whose lives are going to be sacrificed in the game.' 
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Before Hawks fall to Toronto, Wirtz delivers message to team 

 

John Dietz5-6 minutes 10/26/2021 

Updated 10/27/2021 10:30 PM 

 

A tumultuous week continued for the Blackhawks as players and 
coaches were forced to deal with the fallout of a sexual abuse scandal 
that cost Stan Bowman and Al MacIsaac their jobs Tuesday. 

Less than 24 hours later, the team was addressed by CEO Danny Wirtz 
at the United Center as they prepared to host the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

Coach Jeremy Colliton said Wirtz's message was that the entire 
franchise is "here for you, the family's behind us, the organization is 
behind us and we're going to do everything we can to move forward 
here." 

How easy or difficult that will be remains to be seen. 

After the Hawks lost their seventh straight game to start the season 
Wednesday -- 3-2 in overtime to Toronto -- Jonathan Toews and Patrick 
Kane talked about the fallout from the scandal. Neither had seen Kyle 
Beach come forward on TSN as the player who was abused by Brad 
Aldrich in 2010. That interview took place about 30 minutes before puck 
drop against the Maple Leafs. 

Kane and Toews both said they did not know about the assault until 
recently and also denied hearing homophobic slurs hurled at Beach at 
any time. 

"Not that it was a joke, but it was something that wasn't taken super 
seriously at the time," Toews said. "I thought Brad being let go or 
resigning from the organization was the way it was dealt with. To me, it 
was water under the bridge. 

"Had I been more connected with the situation and known some of the 
more gory details of it, I would like to say, yeah, I would've acted 
differently in my role as captain, for sure." 

The report laid out details about Quenneville and then-CEO John 
McDonough talking about how the allegations should be tabled while the 
Hawks attempted to win the Stanley Cup. McDonough did not report the 
matter to human resources until June 14, four days after the Hawks 
claimed the title. 

Toews, taken third overall in the 2006 draft, was in his third season with 
the Hawks when the assault occurred. He worked closely with Bowman, 
MacIsaac and Quenneville for many years and was asked if the 
revelations changed his opinion of any them. 

"Stan and Al, make any argument you want, they're not directly complicit 
in the activities that happened," Toews said. "I just know them as people 
and have had a relationship and friendship with them for a long time. ... 

"How the situation went down, what the timeline was, what they knew, I 
can't really comment on that. It's obviously a tough day, regardless of the 
mistakes that may have been made for someone like Stan -- who's done 
so much for the Blackhawks -- and Al as well to lose everything they care 
about and their livelihoods as well. 

"I don't understand how that makes it go away, to just delete them from 
existence and that's it -- we'll never hear from them again. They're good 
people." 

Colliton did not want to go into detail about his conversation with 
Bowman on Tuesday, but it was obviously difficult for the fourth-year 
coach to see his "mentor" depart. Bowman hired Colliton to coach the 
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Rockford IceHogs, then tabbed him as Quenneville's successor in 
November 2018. 

"I feel bad for him, obviously," Colliton said. "What's in the report, it's 
tough to read. We don't stand for that. The Stan that I know and I've been 
dealing with, that's not his values. So it's hard to separate the two. 

"I just think that you feel for him, while also understanding hockey culture, 
we need to make sure we're doing the right things." 

In Wednesday's game, the Hawks (0-5-2) lost despite taking a 2-0 lead 
on first-period goals by Kirby Dach and Alex DeBrincat. William Nylander 
won it for Toronto (3-4-1) when he slid the puck through Kevin Lankinen's 
legs at 1:58 of overtime. 

It will be interesting to see how the organization moves on. Connor 
Murphy had a message for fans who aren't abandoning the team. 

"I would say, thank you for sticking with us," he said. "We're going to 
work our hardest to move forward and come together and play and make 
them proud. We're all very honored to be representing Chicago on this 
team. 

"We're going to show up every day, put our best foot forward to getting 
better, growing as individuals and a team and we'll get through tough 
times to make them better." 

 

CHICAGO 
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Hockey takes a backseat in Blackhawks’ OT loss 

 

BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS 

 

The Blackhawks played a hockey game at the United Center on 
Wednesday night. They scored the first goal for the first time all season 
and held their first lead in 366:41 minutes. They picked up a point but 
dropped their seventh straight. 

And yet, whether it was a win or a loss, the result didn't feel very high on 
the list of things that were important, given the last 36 hours. Especially 
when you factored in the latest development. 

An hour and a half before puck drop, former Blackhawks first-round pick 
(No. 11 overall) in 2008 Kyle Beach revealed himself as John Doe in the 
lawsuit against the Blackhawks. The independent investigation by Jenner 
& Block was made public on Tuesday in a 107-page report and detailed 
the sexual assault allegations against former video coach Bradley Aldrich 
and the mishandling of the matters by the organization. 

Beach opened up to TSN's Rick Westhead in a 25-minute interview, and 
it was raw and emotional from start to finish. 

"Yesterday was a day of many emotions," Beach said. "I cried, I smiled, I 
laughed, I cried some more. ... And following it, just a great feeling of 
relief and vindication, and it was no longer my word against everybody 
else’s. Because a lot of things were made public, a lot of people were 
interviewed, and I really felt like there was a lot of lies told in the media. 
And it was very special and important to me to have that truth come out 
yesterday." 

Beach showed tremendous courage and bravery by revealing his 
identity. He tried to suppress the memories for so long but decided to 
share his story for one reason. 

"It’s destroyed me from the inside out, and I want everybody to know in 
the sports world and in the world that you’re not alone," Beach said. 
"That if these things happen to you, you need to speak up. ... I hope that 

this entire process can make a systematic change to make sure this 
never happens again. Because it not only affected me as a young adult 
and now as a 31-year-old man, but it also affected kids because it was 
not handled in a correct way." 

It infuriates you, even more, when you hear the words come directly from 
Beach's mouth. He felt betrayed. Nobody took his side. And after long 11 
years, he finally has some sort of justice, although it doesn't exactly feel 
like that because his entire life changed from the events. 

From an organizational perspective, the Blackhawks' culture needs to 
change and that process is already underway. Every executive from the 
2010 Stanley Cup team is no longer with the franchise after Stan 
Bowman stepped down as President/GM and Al MacIsaac was removed 
from his role as senior VP of hockey operations. 

"I think that the step the Blackhawks took yesterday is a great step in the 
right direction," Beach said. "They accepted accountability and they took 
actions necessary, albeit too late. And the denials until yesterday, I 
commend them for what they did." 

Inside the locker room, the Blackhawks addressed the events after 
Wednesday's morning skate. CEO Danny Wirtz spoke to the team and 
the message was clear. 

"The main message was to not let this happen again and treat everyone 
with respect in the organization," Alex DeBrincat said. "It’s a horrible 
story. I don’t think that will happen again." 

For Beach, the healing process is just beginning. Speaking out was the 
first step. Now sharing his story and impacting the lives of others will be 
his life-long mission. 

"The one thing I want to make sure comes from this is change," Beach 
said. "I want to make sure in any way possible that this does not happen 
to somebody else. Because it will happen again, I will not be the only 
one. Whether it’s in hockey, soccer, any sport, any business, any 
company, there needs to be a system in place that it gets dealt with. And 
that it’s somebody making the decision to deal with it, that has no skin in 
the game. 

"I would love to be able to help, I would love to be able to advocate. I 
would love to be able to support survivors in coming out and coming 
forward, I’d love to be there in any way possible and I would love to be a 
part of a group that really comes up and designs a system to make sure 
that there is a safe place in the sports world and there’s a safe place that 
every child or adult, male or female can go if they’re in trouble or if they 
feel uncomfortable, where they won’t be judged and they won’t have to 
go through what I did." 
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Hawks release statement after Beach reveals identity 

 

by Stephanie Stremplewski 

 

he Chicago Blackhawks released a statement Wednesday after former 
player Kyle Beach came forward as 'John Doe' in the team's sexual 
assault investigation.T 

In the statement, the Blackhawks apologized to Beach for mishandling 
the sexual allegations made against a former staff member. The team 
said it realizes it was "inexcusable" for the then-executives of the team to 
"delay taking action regarding the reported sexual misconduct". Beach 
claimed that the team ignored his and another teammate's revelation of 
former video coach Brad Aldrich's sexual assault in 2010. 
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Here is the team's full statement: 

“First, we would like to acknowledge and commend Kyle Beach’s 
courage in coming forward. As an organization, the Chicago Blackhawks 
reiterate our deepest apologies to him for what he has gone through and 
for the organization’s failure to promptly respond when he bravely 
brought this matter to light in 2010. It was inexcusable for the then-
executives of the Blackhawks organization to delay taking action 
regarding the reported sexual misconduct. No playoff game or 
championship is more important than protecting our players and staff 
from predatory behavior. 

"The Blackhawks have implemented numerous changes and 
improvements within the organization, including hiring a new leadership 
team that is committed to winning championships while adhering to the 
highest ethical, professional, and athletic standards.” 

The statement comes one day after findings of an independent 
investigation into sexual assault allegations from the 2010 Stanley Cup 
team were released. After the release, CEO Danny Wirtz announced that 
Stan Bowman, president of hockey operations and general manager, 
"stepped aside" from the organization. 

TRENDING 

The investigation found senior management in the Hawks organization 
held a meeting to discuss the report of sexual assault by Aldrich. That 
group did not act for three weeks, after team's 2010 Stanley Cup victory 
and celebration. 

Aldrich resigned from the team in June 2010 after meeting with 
Blackhawks' director of Human Relations where he was reportedly told 
he would either have to take leave or that he would be further 
investigated. 
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Hawks' Toews removed from NHL's COVID-19 protocol 

 

BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS 

 

Jonathan Toews was removed from the NHL's COVID-19 protocol and 
will be in the lineup for Wednesday's game against the Toronto Maple 
Leafs, the Blackhawks announced before warmups. He skated on a line 
with Ryan Carpenter and Brandon Hagel. 

Toews was placed in the protocol on Tuesday and did not practice with 
the team. He also didn't participate in Wednesday's morning skate. 

Chicago's captain is coming off a two-assist performance in Sunday's 6-3 
loss to the Detroit Red Wings. He went pointless in his first five games. 

Henrik Borgstrom, Patrick Kane, Jujhar Khaira and Riley Stillman remain 
in the protocol, along with assistant coaches Marc Crawford and Tomas 
Mitell and goaltending coach Jimmy Waite. 
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Lazerus: Kyle Beach's courage and humanity is in sharp contrast with the 
craven men who failed him 

 

Mark Lazerus 

9-11 minutes 10/28/2021 

 

The moment when the indefinable mix of heartbreak and anger you’re 
feeling becomes something more, something different, something almost 
animalistic, is when Kyle Beach — John Doe — squeezes his eyes shut, 
drops his head, and breaks down and says, “I’m sorry.” 

I’m sorry. 

Beach — the then-20-year-old Blackhawks “Black Ace” who said video 
coach Brad Aldrich sexually assaulted him during the 2010 Stanley Cup 
playoffs, only to watch helplessly as the men who ran the Blackhawks 
decided to sit on it for three weeks in the name of “team chemistry” and a 
shot at the hollowest of championships — felt he hadn’t done enough. 
Felt that Aldrich’s 2013 abuse of a 16-year-old in Houghton, Mich., was 
somehow his fault. 

I’m sorry. I’m sorry I didn’t do more when I could. 

It makes you want to scream. It makes you want to cry. It makes you 
want to reach through the screen and give the man a hug. It makes you 
want to slam the laptop and give up on this godforsaken game and nearly 
everyone in it forever. 

Kyle Beach is sorry. 

Stan Bowman never said he’s sorry. In one of the worst prepared 
statements in public-relations history, the former Blackhawks general 
manager said he “regret(s) assuming” that John McDonough would 
report Beach’s allegations to the proper channels. 

McDonough never said he’s sorry. The man who ruled the Blackhawks 
with an iron fist hasn’t spoken publicly since he was fired a year and a 
half ago. 

Al MacIsaac never said he’s sorry. He disappeared from the organization 
as quietly as he ruled it for nearly two decades, not even mentioned by 
name in Danny Wirtz’s housecleaning on Tuesday. Kevin Cheveldayoff 
hasn’t said he’s sorry. He’s still running the Winnipeg Jets, claiming 
ignorance. Joel Quenneville hasn’t said he’s sorry. He was inexplicably 
behind the bench for the Florida Panthers on Wednesday night, a day 
before he was scheduled to fly to New York to meet with NHL 
commissioner Gary Bettman, a mustachioed symbol of how little the NHL 
truly has learned, how little the NHL truly has progressed. None of 
Beach’s prominent 2010 teammates have said they’re sorry, memories 
and timelines suddenly hazy and disturbing allegations of homophobic 
bullying on the ice and in the locker room hand-waved away as never 
having happened. 

Kyle Beach — whose life was forever altered, whose promising career 
was derailed, who was forced to watch as Aldrich celebrated with the 
Stanley Cup, enjoyed the parade, got his day with the Cup —  
apologized. In an interview with TSN’s Rick Westhead, Beach spoke his 
truth and laid his soul bare, the soul of those who truly failed already 
exposed as rotten. 

“I’m sorry,” Beach said when Westhead asked what he would say to the 
victim in Houghton. “I’m sorry I didn’t do more when I could. To make 
sure it didn’t happen to him. To protect him. But I also want to say thank 
you to him. Because when I decided after a teammate asked me about it 
when I was playing overseas, and I decided to Google Brad Aldrich’s 
name, that’s when I found out about the Michigan individual, the 
Michigan teen. And because of what happened to him, it gave the power 
and the sense of urgency to take action. To make sure it wouldn’t happen 
to anybody else. So I’m sorry and I thank you. And I hope at some point, 
down the road, if he’s open to it, I would love to meet him because, 
unfortunately, we share something in common that’s going to be a part of 
us for the rest of our lives.” 

The interview is as important to watch as it is difficult to watch. Beach’s 
courage and humanity shine through, sharply contrasting with the lack of 
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both that the men charged with shepherding his career and protecting 
him showed 11 years ago. Beach is a former first-round pick of the 
Blackhawks who never played an NHL game and whose failure to do so 
was blamed on nebulous hockey terms like “character” issues, attitude, a 
lack of a motor. Now at 31 years old, he’s still chasing his dream, playing 
on a team called the Black Dragons in a third-tier league in Germany. 

He talked about the wild mix of emotions he and his girlfriend felt on 
Tuesday as Blackhawks CEO Danny Wirtz — son of owner Rocky Wirtz 
but not a part of the hockey side of the business back in 2010 — 
acknowledged and directly apologized for the institutional and moral 
failure of the team. “A great step in the right direction,” Beach called it. 
But it’s worth remembering that just five months earlier, the Blackhawks 
dismissed the lawsuits out of hand, calling them baseless, and then 
spent months trying to lawyer their way out of them with technicalities 
and loopholes. 

Beach talked about the fear and darkness he felt after the assault and 
Aldrich’s threat to ruin his career if he told anyone about it, how he felt 
“just scared and alone with no idea what to do.” 

He talked about how his mom felt responsible and “cried for days” when 
he told her about the assault. 

He talked about how he turned to alcohol and drugs to numb the pain, 
how he “acted out” and “snapped” and “did things that I never could 
imagine doing.” 

He talked about how management let him down. About how James Gary, 
the Blackhawks’ mental skills coach, let him down, convincing him the 
assault was somehow Beach’s own fault. About how Don Fehr, the 
executive director of the NHL Players Association, let him down. About 
how Quenneville — who issued a statement over the summer saying he 
didn’t know anything about it, and then stood by that statement on 
Wednesday even after the Jenner & Block report placed him in the fateful 
May 23 meeting — let him down. 

“Stan Bowman has quoted Joel Quenneville saying — and this is not a 
quote, this is my words — saying that the playoffs, the Stanley Cup 
playoffs and trying to win a Stanley Cup, was more important than sexual 
assault,” Beach told Westhead. “And I can’t believe that. As a human 
being, I cannot believe that, and I cannot accept that. I’ve witnessed 
meetings, right after I reported it to James Gary, that were held in Joel 
Quenneville’s office. There’s absolutely no way that he can deny knowing 
it and there’s absolutely no way that Stan Bowman would make up a 
quote like that, to somebody who served his organization and his team 
so well.” 

Beach also talked about how former teammates Nick Boynton and Brent 
Sopel stood by him. About how former assistant coach John Torchetti 
did, too. About how skills coach Paul Vincent was an “amazing man” 
whose integrity and insistence helped bring the allegations to light and 
bring about the reckoning now facing the Blackhawks and the league at 
large. 

Yes, there are good people in hockey, too. Good people in the 
Blackhawks organization. There just weren’t nearly enough of them. 
Certainly not in the front office in 2010, certainly not in that meeting on 
May 23, an hour after the Blackhawks won the Western Conference final. 

“The NHL is inclusive,” Beach said. “The NHL includes everybody. And 
they let me down and they’ve let others down, as well. But they continue 
to try and protect their name over the health and the well-being of the 
people who put their lives on the line every day to make the NHL what it 
is.” 

The hockey world — well, outside of the league office and the Panthers 
organization, it seems — is in near-universal agreement that Quenneville 
had no business coaching Wednesday night. That he should have been 
put on leave until his meeting with Bettman yielded some sort of a 
decision on his future. 

But Beach was understandably skeptical that Bettman’s discussion with 
Quenneville will amount to much. Or that Bettman will go after Bowman 

and McDonough and “anybody else that has information to offer before 
he makes his decision.” 

And who can blame him? After everything he’s endured? After all the 
people who’ve failed him? 

“They already let me down,” he said. “They wouldn’t investigate for me. 
So why would they now?” 

Eleven and a half years ago, Beach’s future was wide open. He had the 
pedigree, the talent, the determination to become what he always 
dreamed of, an NHL star. Life, a vile predator, and feckless men in power 
got in the way. 

But Beach’s name is now known throughout the hockey world and 
beyond. The righteous anger and devastation his words elicit in so many 
of us should echo throughout the sports world for years to come, and — 
hopefully — make that world a better, safer, more welcoming place. 
Professional sports have shown us time and again that winning is all that 
matters, that ruthlessness and callousness are assets to be coveted. 
Beach has shown us another way, a better way. That humanity and 
courage win in the end. 
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On Day 1 without Stan Bowman, Blackhawks players and Jeremy 
Colliton react to investigation, organizational changes 

 

Scott Powers 

8-10 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Late into the Blackhawks morning skate Wednesday, Kyle Davidson 
emerged from the United Center concourse along with Mark Bernard and 
Brian Campbell, walked up a short flight of stairs and sat down in the last 
row of Section 100 seats. 

It’s where the Blackhawks hockey operations staff usually watches the 
team during its morning skates. Davidson has sat in that exact row, 
possibly that exact same seat, and watched a morning skate hundreds of 
times during his tenure with the Blackhawks. 

But this time was different. This one was notable because of who was 
and wasn’t present. Missing was Stan Bowman, the Blackhawks general 
manager since 2009, who left the organization Tuesday for his role in 
how sexual assault allegations were handled by the organization in 2010. 
Present was Davidson, who was named interim general manager in 
Bowman’s place. It was the first real sign of the changes Blackhawks 
chairman Rocky Wirtz and CEO Danny Wirtz announced Tuesday in 
conjunction with the completed independent report of how the 
Blackhawks handled those allegations. 

Blackhawks players and head coach Jeremy Colliton were still 
processing details of the 107-page report and the changes to the hockey 
operations staff, which included Bowman and Al MacIsaac leaving the 
organization, a day later. Blackhawks alternate captains Connor Murphy 
and Alex DeBrincat and Colliton were the first organizational members to 
take questions from the media about the report and those staff changes 
on Wednesday. Rocky and Danny Wirtz did not take questions on 
Tuesday and all team media availability was canceled after Tuesday’s 
practice. A team spokesperson said Davidson was not expected to speak 
to the media on Wednesday. 

Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews, the two players still remaining from 
the 2010 team, also did not speak on Wednesday. Both are currently in 
the league’s COVID-19 protocol. 
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Murphy, DeBrincat and Colliton expressed their sorrow for what occurred 
in the organization’s past and their feelings for what they believe the 
Blackhawks stand for now. 

“It was a very sad day to see that release and to hear the story,” Murphy 
said after the morning skate. “Your heart goes out to the victims. It 
definitely hits you hard. It’s a very serious thing that’s just very sad and 
tragic that happened. We were just made aware of it and it was 
addressed by the organization with us. They made a decision to move 
forward. Obviously, it’s never easy to go through that. I think just as 
present players, we’re very lucky with the state of the organization has 
been the past few years. Personally, I’ve been here to see the core 
values of the organization and culture are first class. Definitely proud to 
be on the Blackhawks with how we’ve been treated and handled since 
I’ve been here. It’s just very tragic to see that happened in the past.” 

DeBrincat shared similar thoughts. 

“Hearing the stories, pretty disturbing,” DeBrincat said. “Obviously never 
something you want to hear that goes on. But I think going through it 
yesterday, it’s tough to see people get treated like that. I think we got 
addressed today, the team addressed us and I think we cannot move on 
from it, but learn from it and really come together as a team and make 
sure that doesn’t happen again, as an organization as well. I think my 
time here, we’ve never had anything like that happen. You know, the 
values we have here are very strong, and I think I’ve been treated with 
nothing but respect since I’ve been here, so hopefully nothing like that 
goes on anymore.” 

Bowman’s departure was the biggest change among Tuesday’s moves. 
He had been with the organization since 2001 and had been the general 
manager since 2009. He drafted, signed or acquired nearly every player 
in the organization. He hand-picked Colliton to replace Joel Quenneville 
as coach. 

“First of all, Stan’s the one who gave me a chance to come to the 
organization in Rockford, first of all, and then here in Chicago,” Colliton 
said. “He’s been a great mentor for me, someone to learn from. 
Obviously, he’s got so much experience, so it’s hard to see. … I feel bad 
for him, obviously. What’s in the report, it’s tough to read. As an 
organization, we don’t stand for that. I can say that the Stan that I know 
and I’ve been dealing with, that’s not his values. So, it’s hard to separate 
the two. But personally, I just think that you feel for him, while also 
understanding that hockey culture, we got to make sure we’re doing the 
right things, and the values we’re coming to work with every day, they got 
to be the right ones.” 

DeBrincat, whom Bowman drafted, understood why Bowman needed to 
go: As the report said, Bowman and other Blackhawks leaders put the 
team’s performance above doing what was right for the alleged victim. 

“It’s a big change, probably a change that needed to happen,” DeBrincat 
said of Bowman. “I understand why the Blackhawks and him had to part 
ways. I get it. My time with Stan, he’s been nothing but great to me. But 
like I said, I understand the reasoning. Everything that happened, it’s 
probably a good thing we parted ways. I think we can just learn from it 
and get better as an organization.” 

The players and Colliton said Wednesday that they believe the present 
Blackhawks have instilled a different culture. DeBrincat said Danny Wirtz 
spoke to the team Wednesday morning and described the main message 
as not letting anything like this happen again and how everyone in the 
organization must be respected. 

Colliton acknowledged hockey culture doesn’t always focus on those 
things and it’s on the organization’s leadership to create an environment 
where everyone feels they can openly express themselves and be 
respected. 

“I think, ultimately, it’s just about doing the right thing,” Colliton said. 
“Treat people how you want to be treated. You support them. You want 
them to feel that if you’re in a leadership position, you want the people 
you lead to feel they can come to you and talk to you at any time. I think 

that’s just the right thing to do. For most people, that’s pretty standard. 
Sometimes in hockey, it becomes about, it’s all business and it’s a results 
focus. I actually don’t think that’s how you get results. I think you get 
results from doing the right thing and taking care of each other. To me, 
that’s what it boils down to. Whatever issue you want to talk about, those 
values will take care of you, I believe.” 

Colliton said he has spoken with Davidson since he was named interim 
general manager and has a past working relationship with him. 

“For me, working with Kyle is not a new thing,” Colliton said. “Kyle’s been 
involved with the management group here and someone I speak to 
regularly, obviously now even more so. So we’ve had a bunch of 
conversations already and he’s around this morning and we’re getting 
ready for a game tonight.” 

And, yes, the Blackhawks still have hockey to play with the Toronto 
Maple Leafs in town. They’re off to a 0-5-1 start, which is tied for the 
seventh-longest losing streak to begin a season. Four other teams have 
lost seven consecutive games to begin a season, one had an eight-game 
losing streak, and the 1943-44 New York Rangers opened the season 
with 11 losses. 

Colliton didn’t divulge his lineup for Wednesday’s game, but he could be 
without Toews, Kane, Riley Stillman, Henrik Borgstrom and Jujhar 
Khaira, who were all in still COVID protocol as of Wednesday morning. 
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Blackhawks general manager search: Potential candidates to replace 
Stan Bowman in Chicago 

 

Mark Lazerus, Scott Powers 

6-7 minutes 10/27/2021 

 

Only three NHL general managers had held their post for longer than 
Stan Bowman, who was promoted to GM in July of 2009 after Dale 
Tallon was undone by a missed qualifying-offer deadline that cost the 
Blackhawks millions and who stepped down from his role Tuesday. 
However, the Blackhawks did just go through an extensive search for a 
new team president, which eventually was split into three positions — 
CEO, held by Danny Wirtz (who helmed the search), president of 
business operations, held by Jaime Faulkner, and president of hockey 
operations, which Bowman assumed on top of his general manager 
duties. 

The Blackhawks may look for someone to fill both roles again, but it’s 
also possible they search for two people, one for each role. 

Here are some potential candidates for the jobs, presented in 
alphabetical order: 

Patrick Burke: The NHL’s senior director of player safety — he’s been 
part of the department for eight years now — is known to have GM 
aspirations, and is well-known and well-liked in the hockey world. As the 
co-founder of the You Can Play project, Burke also brings a modern 
mindset and credibility as an ambassador to underserved portions of the 
fan base, something that certainly would appeal to Danny Wirtz. After all, 
the Blackhawks could probably use a lawyer with a track record of 
diversity and inclusion. 

Meghan Chayka: Chayka is one of the most respected people in the 
analytics community. She was someone mentioned when the 
Blackhawks were looking for a president of hockey operations before, 
too. 
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Kyle Davidson: It makes sense for the Blackhawks to name Davidson as 
the interim general manager. He was seemingly being prepared by the 
Blackhawks to be a general manager someday. He’s done a little bit of 
everything within the organization from balancing the salary cap to 
scouting. He’s currently the Blackhawks vice president of hockey strategy 
and analytics. One league source described him Tuesday as the best 
internal candidate to replace Bowman as GM. 

Mark Eaton: Eaton was promoted to assistant general manager last year 
in a hockey operations reshuffling. He handles the Blackhawks player 
development, which means he also has an in-depth knowledge of most 
of the organization’s players. 

Michael Futa: The former Kings assistant general manager was part of 
the front office that assembled the 2012 and 2014 Stanley Cup 
champions. Perhaps the Blackhawks would be interested in a package 
deal with Mark Yanetti as assistant GM. Futa and Yanetti were the 
driving forces behind the Kings’ terrific draft record in recent seasons. 

Mike Gillis: Gillis’ name seems to come up in most major hockey 
operations’ openings. He spoke with The Athletic about the Blackhawks 
president opening in 2020. 

Jeff Gorton: The former Rangers general manager was abruptly fired last 
spring, but rebuilt New York’s roster into one that is generally viewed as 
an up-and-coming contender. He’s currently working at NHL Network, 
which usually means someone who is very available. 

Ryan Hardy: Hardy turned the Chicago Steel into one of the premier 
major junior organizations in North America. He was hired to be the 
Toronto Marlies general manager this past offseason, so it would require 
the Blackhawks to ask for permission to interview him. He is thought of 
by many as one of the game’s brightest up-and-coming minds. 

Meghan Hunter: Hunter has moved up the ladder step by step within the 
Blackhawks’ hockey operations department. She’s currently the director 
of hockey administration and an amateur scout. If the Blackhawks hire 
internally, you’d expect her to gain some consideration. With whatever 
changes come for the Blackhawks, she’s at least in line for more 
responsibility. 

Norm Maciver: Maciver once had a major say in the Blackhawks’ 
decisions as assistant general manager. His voice became less valued 
as Bowman added more people to his inner circle. Maciver was 
eventually iced out and left the Blackhawks to join the Seattle Kraken last 
season. If there’s a time to return, this would be it. He knows the 
organization inside and out. 

Eddie Olczyk: Is there anyone who knows and cares about the 
organization more than Olczyk? If so, there aren’t many. He would 
certainly have the fans’ ears. He has interviewed for hockey operations 
positions in other organizations in recent years, including Philadelphia 
and New Jersey, so there would likely be an interest. He might be better 
suited for president of hockey operations. 

Ryan Stewart: Stewart was promoted to assistant general manager last 
year along with Davidson and Eaton. Stewart has also carried a number 
of different titles with the Blackhawks. He’s been leading their pro 
evaluation group in recent years. He was previously a general manager 
at the ECHL level. 

Eric Tulsky: Tulsky is one of the darlings of the analytics community, an 
assistant general manager of the Carolina Hurricanes, a shrewdly built 
and perennially successful team. Widely respected in the hockey world, 
Tulsky would be a top choice for a number of teams. But as he’s under 
contract, the Blackhawks would have to get Carolina’s permission to 
even speak to him, and it’s fair to wonder if the Hurricanes would grant it, 
given how much they value Tulsky. 

Kevin Weekes: The hardest working man in showbiz, perhaps no analyst 
logs more air time than Weekes, who is on ESPN or NHL Network nearly 
every night, so he has detailed knowledge of all 32 teams and their 
personnel. One of the most affable and plugged-in people in the league, 

Weekes would bring that blend of old school and new school that could 
appeal to Wirtz. 
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Quenneville coaches, doesn't talk to reporters 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

Florida Panthers coach Joel Quenneville was behind the bench for their 
4-1 home win over the Boston Bruins on Wednesday night, but was 
nowhere to be found in the postgame news conference. 

Quenneville has a meeting scheduled with NHL commissioner Gary 
Bettman at 2 p.m. Thursday in New York to discuss his involvement in 
the Chicago Blackhawks sexual abuse case. 

Rather than the coach, general manager Bill Zito met the media after the 
game. 

"In light of this afternoon's news, we felt it appropriate that I address you 
all," Zito said. "Joel will be meeting with commissioner Gary Bettman 
tomorrow. He has no comments prior to that meeting." 

Earlier Wednesday, Kyle Beach came forward as "John Doe," the former 
Blackhawks player who filed a lawsuit against the team for mishandling 
his sexual assault allegations. The suit led the Blackhawks to 
commission an investigation by the law firm Jenner & Block, which 
looked into the allegations that former video coach Brad Aldrich sexually 
assaulted and harassed Beach during the team's 2010 Stanley Cup run. 

The investigation, which was made public Tuesday, revealed that 
Quenneville was aware of the situation and took part in at least one 
meeting regarding the allegations during the 2010 postseason. 
Quenneville had previously said he only learned of the allegations in the 
summer of 2021 "through the media." 

In an interview with TSN on Wednesday, Beach said there was no way 
Quenneville was unaware of the allegations. 

"I've witnessed meetings, right after I reported it to [Blackhawks mental 
skills coach] James Gary, that were held in Joel Quenneville's office. 
There's absolutely no way that he can deny knowing it," Beach said. 

Zito praised Beach for coming forward and said the details of the 
investigation were troubling. 

"As an organization, we commend Kyle Beach for his courage in coming 
forward this evening, to bring to light the pain he endured during his time 
in Chicago," he said. "The information that has recently become available 
is deeply troubling. There's no question that the events described in 
yesterday's report are serious and severe. 

"We're working closely with the National Hockey League to assist with 
the ongoing process, and with respect to that, will not comment further 
until after the commissioner's meeting with Joel." 

Florida captain Aleksander Barkov said the players were told Wednesday 
morning that there would be a meeting between Quenneville and 
Bettman, but that their focus was on the game against the Bruins. 

"As players, we just want to concentrate on the game. That's what we do, 
what we want to do and why we're here," he said. "We know what 
happened during the game on the ice, not off the ice." 

The Panthers moved to 7-0-0 under Quenneville this season. 
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Toews, Kane: Wish we did more to help Beach 

 

Emily Kaplan 

 

Chicago Blackhawks captain Jonathan Toews said he wishes he and the 
team could have done something differently to help Kyle Beach in 2010. 

Teammate Patrick Kane said he didn't know that Beach was the "John 
Doe" who filed a lawsuit accusing the Blackhawks of mishandling his 
sexual assault allegations until Beach publicly came forward earlier 
Wednesday. 

Toews and Kane, the last two holdover players from the 2010 Stanley 
Cup-winning team, both made their first public comments Wednesday 
since the sexual abuse scandal broke. 

"We wish we could have done something differently, myself included," 
said Toews, who was also captain of the 2010 team. "My heart goes out 
to Kyle for what he dealt with. Wish I could have done something. It's not 
an excuse looking back, but the truth is a lot of us were focused on just 
playing hockey." 

In an interview with TSN on Wednesday, Beach said he believed that 
everyone in the Blackhawks locker room knew what he alleged Brad 
Aldrich -- the team's video coach at the time -- of doing and "word spread 
pretty quick." 

"Because the comments were made in the locker room, they were made 
on the ice, they were made around the arena with all different people of 
all different backgrounds -- players, staff, media in the presence," Beach 
said. 

An investigation by the law firm Jenner & Block, commissioned by the 
Blackhawks, was made public Tuesday. The report concluded that 
"nothing was done" by senior leaders in Blackhawks coaching and 
management in 2010, after Beach reported that Aldrich sexually 
assaulted and harassed him. 

In the report, witnesses say that Beach endured some bullying from 
Blackhawks players, including anti-gay comments, after he made the 
allegations. 

Kane is still in COVID-19 protocol, but asked the team's PR staff to join in 
a postgame videoconference on Wednesday night. 

"I knew Kyle pretty well from a couple different training camps," Kane 
said. "He seemed like a happy-go-lucky guy ... I wish back then we 
could've done some different things or known some different things to 
help him." 

Toews said he first heard of the allegations ahead of training camp in 
2010-11. He said he didn't know more of "the gory details of it," and it 
was moreso just players sharing rumors. 

"At the end of the day, I don't wish to exonerate myself in this situation in 
any way by saying I didn't know, but the truth is I did not hear about it 
until training camp the next year," Toews said. "At the end of the day, 
that doesn't change what happened, that doesn't make it go away." 

On Tuesday, the NHL fined the Blackhawks $2 million for their handling 
of the situation, and general manager Stan Bowman resigned. 

Toews on Wednesday defended Bowman, as well as Al MacIsaac, the 
team's senior director of hockey administration who also was ousted as 
part of the fallout Tuesday. 

"To me, Stan and Al, make any argument you want, they're not directly 
complicit in the activities that happened," Toews said. "Regardless of 
mistakes that may have been made, for someone like Stan, who has 
done so much for the Blackhawks -- and Al as well -- to lose everything 
they care about and their livelihoods as well... I don't understand how that 
makes it go away, to just delete them from existence and (say), 'That's it, 
we'll never hear from them again.'" 

Kane lived with Bowman when the Blackhawks first drafted him. He 
called Bowman "a great man who did a lot of things for me personally," 
but said he and MacIsaac's exits were "necessary" and "right" moves. 

Kane said he would like to reach out to Beach. 

"Obviously he's been living with this for a long time, and it takes a lot of 
courage for him to put his name behind the story," Kane said. 
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'John Doe' revealed as ex-Blackhawk Kyle Beach 

 

Emily Kaplan 

 

Kyle Beach has come forward as "John Doe," the former Chicago 
Blackhawks player who filed a lawsuit against the team for mishandling 
his sexual assault allegations. 

Beach, now 31 and playing professionally in Germany, revealed himself 
in an emotional interview on TSN on Wednesday, saying he felt "relief 
and vindication" and "it was no longer my word against everybody 
else's." 

An investigation by the law firm Jenner & Block, commissioned by the 
Blackhawks, was made public Tuesday. The report concluded that 
"nothing was done" by senior leaders in Blackhawks coaching and 
management in 2010 after Beach reported that Brad Aldrich, then the 
team's video coach, sexually assaulted and harassed him. 

"[Tuesday,] it was a day of many emotions," Beach said. "I cried, I 
smiled, I laughed, I cried some more. My girlfriend and I, we didn't really 
know how to feel, we didn't really know how to think." 

Beach said he "buried this" secret for 11 years "and it destroyed me from 
the inside out." He also said he believed that everyone in the Blackhawks 
locker room knew what he alleged Aldrich of doing and "word spread 
pretty quick." 

"Because the comments were made in the locker room, they were made 
on the ice, they were made around the arena with all different people of 
all different backgrounds -- players, staff, media in the presence," Beach 
said. 

Beach was what's known around the NHL as a "Black Ace" -- a minor-
league player called up to the parent team for the postseason often used 
for practices. Beach said the first person he mentioned the incident to 
was Paul Vincent, the former Blackhawks skill coach. Beach met with 
Vincent at the team hotel in San Jose during the 2010 playoffs, and told 
the coach that he was sexually assaulted by Aldrich. 

Vincent reported the incident to members of the Blackhawks front office, 
but ultimately they allowed Aldrich to stay with the team through the 
Stanley Cup run -- and even let Aldrich get a day with the Stanley Cup -- 
before he resigned. When asked by TSN how it made him feel to see 
Aldrich remain with the team, Beach said: "The only way I could describe 
it was that I felt sick, I felt sick to my stomach." 
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"I reported this and I was made aware that it made it all the way up the 
chain of command by Doc [James] Gary and nothing happened," Beach 
said. "It was like his life was the same as the day before. Same every 
day. And then when they won, to see him paraded around lifting the Cup, 
at the parade, at the team pictures, at celebrations, it made me feel like 
nothing. 

"It made me feel like I didn't exist. It made me feel like, that I wasn't 
important and ... it made me feel like he was in the right and I was wrong. 
And that's also what Doc Gary told me, that it was my fault because I put 
myself in that situation. And the combination of these and him being 
paraded around, then letting him take the Stanley Cup to a high school 
with kids after they knew what had happened." 

Moments after the interview aired, the Blackhawks issued a statement. 

"First, we would like to acknowledge and commend Kyle Beach's 
courage in coming forward," the team said. "As an organization, the 
Chicago Blackhawks reiterate our deepest apologies to him for what he 
has gone through and for the organization's failure to promptly respond 
when he bravely brought this matter to light in 2010. It was inexcusable 
for the then-executives of the Blackhawks organization to delay taking 
action regarding the reported sexual misconduct. No playoff game or 
championship is more important than protecting our players and staff 
from predatory behavior. 

"The Blackhawks have implemented numerous changes and 
improvements within the organization, including hiring a new leadership 
team that is committed to winning championships while adhering to the 
highest ethical, professional, and athletic standards." 

Beach called Vincent "an amazing man" and said "I don't have the words 
to express my appreciation. He tried to do everything he could back then. 
And when this came to public light, he stood his ground and spoke his 
truth." 

However, Beach recalled how difficult it was for him in the immediate 
days following his conversation with Vincent, because he could see the 
team wasn't taking his allegations seriously. 

"To be honest, I was scared mostly," Beach said. "I was fearful. I had my 
career threatened. I felt alone and dark. It's tough to recall these 
moments. Mostly, I felt like I was alone and there was nothing I could do 
and nobody to turn to for help ... as a 20-year-old, you could never 
imagine being put in this situation by somebody who is supposed to be 
there to help you and make you a better hockey player, and person, and 
help you build your career." 

The NHL fined the Blackhawks $2 million for the "organization's 
inadequate internal procedures and insufficient and untimely response." 
General manager Stan Bowman resigned on Tuesday and senior director 
of hockey operations Al MacIsaac was also ousted, meaning there are no 
longer any members of the 2010 Blackhawks front office still with the 
team. 

In the TSN interview, Beach broached the topic of the NHL Players 
Association and how he felt executive director Donald Fehr and the 
NHLPA turned their backs to the allegations. Later Wednesday, Fehr 
issued a statement. 

"Kyle Beach has been through a horrific experience and has shown true 
courage in telling his story," Fehr wrote. "There is no doubt that the 
system failed to support him in his time of need, and we are part of that 
system. 

"In his media interview, Mr. Beach stated that several months after the 
incident he told someone at the NHLPA the details of what happened to 
him. He is referring to one of the program doctors with the NHL/NHLPA 
player assistance program. While this program is confidential between 
players and the doctors, the grave nature of this incident should have 
resulted in further action on our part. The fact that it did not was a serious 
failure. I am truly sorry, and I am committed to making changes to ensure 
it does not happen again." 

Commissioner Gary Bettman has scheduled meetings with Panthers 
coach Joel Quenneville [then-Blackhawks head coach] and Winnipeg GM 
Kevin Cheveldayoff [then with the Blackhawks front office] to discuss 
their involvement. 

"I think that the step the Blackhawks took yesterday is a great step in the 
right direction," Beach said. "They accepted accountability and they took 
actions necessary, albeit too late. And the denials until yesterday, I 
commend them for what they did. Part of this process -- I'm not sure what 
it was, three or four months ago -- the NHL denied an investigation. They 
wanted nothing to do with it, they didn't want to touch it. USA Sport also 
denied doing an investigation. Now in statements that came out in the 
release, Stan Bowman has quoted Joel Quenneville saying -- and this is 
not a quote, this is my words -- saying that the playoffs, the Stanley Cup 
playoffs and trying to win a Stanley Cup was more important than sexual 
assault. 

"And I can't believe that. As a human being, I cannot believe that, and I 
cannot accept that." 
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Blackhawks: Bowman leaving 'needed to happen' 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

Chicago Blackhawks players were briefed by team management 
Wednesday after an investigation into a sexual abuse case led to 
president of hockey operations Stan Bowman resigning one day earlier. 

Blackhawks CEO Danny Wirtz spoke with the team. 

"The overriding message was that 'the organization is here for you,'" 
coach Jeremy Colliton said. "We're going to do everything we can to 
move forward here." 

Forward Alex DeBrincat said after hearing from management that the 
team can "not move on from it but learn from it, and make sure that 
doesn't happen again as an organization." 

An investigation by the law firm Jenner & Block, commissioned by the 
Blackhawks, concluded that "nothing was done" by senior leaders in 
Blackhawks' coaching and management in 2010 to take action against 
former video coach Brad Aldrich, who faced allegations of sexual 
harassment and misconduct with a player. 

The NHL fined the franchise $2 million for the "organization's inadequate 
internal procedures and insufficient and untimely response" to the 
incident. 

Bowman took over as general manager of the Blackhawks in 2009 and 
built three Stanley Cup-winning rosters, including one in 2010 when the 
sexual assault allegations were brought to the team's attention. He was 
promoted to president of hockey operations in 2020 while maintaining his 
GM duties. 

He "stepped aside" in Chicago on Tuesday as the report was released to 
the public, and subsequently stepped down as general manager of the 
U.S. men's Olympic ice hockey team. 

"It's probably a change that needed to happen," DeBrincat said about 
Bowman. "I understand why the Blackhawks and him had to part ways. I 
get it. My time with Stan ... he's been nothing but great to me. But I 
understand the reasoning. With everything that happened, it's probably a 
good thing that we parted ways." 
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Colliton said it was a tough day for him personally with the departure of 
Bowman, who brought him to the organization through AHL Rockford and 
made him head coach of the Blackhawks in 2018. 

"He's been a great mentor for me. Someone to learn from. He's got so 
much experience. It's hard to see ... I feel bad for him, obviously," 
Colliton said. "What's in the report was tough to read. As an organization, 
we don't stand for that. I can say the Stan that I know, that's not his 
values. So it's hard to separate the two. Personally, I feel for him, while 
also understanding that in hockey culture, we have to make sure we do 
the right things." 

Defenseman Connor Murphy indicated that the culture of the team has 
changed for the better over the years. 

"It was a very sad day to see that release and to hear those stories. Your 
heart goes out to the victims. It's a very serious thing, that's very sad and 
tragic that happened," said Murphy, who joined the Blackhawks in 2017. 
"As present players, we're very lucky with the state of the organization 
the last few years. The core values of this organization and this culture 
are first class. It's very tragic to see that happened in the past." 

Murphy said the players will try to return their focus to the ice, where the 
Blackhawks are off to an 0-5-1 start following a promising offseason. 
They host the Toronto Maple Leafs on Wednesday night. 

"Once you show up for the game, you try to flip a switch and get into the 
zone. Make sure we're aware of the job we have at hand," he said. 
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Quenneville, Bettman to meet over Hawks case 

 

Emily Kaplan 

 

Florida Panthers coach Joel Quenneville has a meeting scheduled with 
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman on Thursday in New York to discuss 
his involvement in the Chicago Blackhawks sexual abuse case. 

Quenneville said he addressed the case with the team and said he didn't 
think it would be an issue because "I think we try to eliminate all 
distractions." 

Bettman also is arranging a meeting with Winnipeg Jets general manager 
Kevin Cheveldayoff -- a Blackhawks front-office member in 2010 -- and in 
a statement on Tuesday, the commissioner said he would "reserve 
judgement" on both men until they get the chance to speak. 

"I respect you all doing your job here and have your own questions here," 
Quenneville said Wednesday morning at the Panthers' morning skate. 
"But I won't be commenting further until my meeting with the 
commissioner." 

The Panthers played host to the Boston Bruins on Wednesday night, and 
Quenneville was behind the bench for Florida's 4-1 win. However, he was 
not made available to reporters after the game. General manager Bill Zito 
read a statement instead, commending Kyle Beach for coming forward 
and saying the team would have no further comment until after 
Quenneville meets with Bettman. 

Over the summer, Quenneville publicly said he was not aware of the 
sexual assault allegations against then-video coach Brad Aldrich in 2010, 
as Chicago was on a Stanley Cup run. 

But an investigation by the law firm Jenner & Block, commissioned by the 
Blackhawks, revealed that Quenneville was in fact aware of the situation 

and was looped into a meeting where the Aldrich allegations were 
addressed. 

Quenneville was one of the 139 people Jenner & Block interviewed for 
the investigation. The report states that Quenneville was not present for 
the first portion of the meeting but was called in midway through it. 

According to former GM Stan Bowman's recollection in the report, after 
learning of the Aldrich allegations, Quenneville "shook his head and said 
that it was hard for the team to get to where they were [the playoffs] and 
they could not deal with this issue now." 

Aldrich stayed with the team through the Stanley Cup celebrations. 
Aldrich then was given an option by human resources to resign or 
participate in an investigation. He resigned. 
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Arizona Coyotes heading to Tampa Bay seeking first win of season 

 

José M. Romero 

 

Arizona Coyotes at Tampa Bay Lightning, 4 p.m. Thursday,AMALIE 
Arena, Bally Sports Arizona, ESPN 620 AM — The Coyotes (0-5-1) seek 
their first win of the season and will play their next three games in a span 
of less than four full days, with their first back-to-back series of the 
season against Tampa Bay and the Washington Capitals on Friday in 
D.C. Forward Clayton Keller's six career goals against the Lightning are 
his highest total against an Eastern Conference club, and he's expected 
to play in his 300th career game on Thursday. The Coyotes will be 
without the service of goalie Carter Hutton, defenseman Conor Timmins 
and forward Ryan Dzingel, all who were placed on injured reserve 
Wednesday, and forward Nick Schmaltz, who is day to day with an upper 
body injury. Now with the Coyotes after being called up Tuesday are 
forward Barrett Hayton, goalie Ivan Prosvetov and defenseman Cam 
Dineen. Head coach André Tourigny said Hayton has a good training 
camp and will play on a line with Lawson Crouse and Keller on the wings. 
With several games in a short time span, Prosvetov could see action 
soon. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Kyle Beach identifies himself as John Doe in Chicago 
Blackhawks scandal 

 

Sportsnet Staff@SportsnetOctober 27, 2021, 6:04 PM 

 

Kyle Beach has identified himself as one of the victims alleging he was 
sexually assaulted by a former Chicago Blackhawks video coach. 

Beach, who was identified as John Doe in legal filings, revealed his 
identity in an interview with TSN's Rick Westhead on Wednesday night. 
The accusations have not been heard or proven in court. 

"I’ve suppressed this memory and buried this memory to chase my 
dreams and pursue the career that I loved and the game that I love of 
hockey," Beach said. "And the healing process is just beginning and 
yesterday was a huge step in that process. But until very recently, I did 
not talk about it, I did not discuss it, I didn’t think about it. And now that 
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I’m beginning to heal, I begin to look back and it definitely had impacts on 
my life. I did stupid things, I acted out, I snapped … I did things that I 
never could imagine doing. I relied on alcohol, I relied on drugs and … 
I’m just so relieved with the news that came out yesterday, that I’ve been 
vindicated, and I can truly begin the healing process." 

An independent review in response to two lawsuits filed against the 
franchise was revealed on Tuesday. The lawsuits allege former video 
coach Brad Aldrich sexually assaulted a player during the Blackhawks' 
run to the Stanley Cup in 2010. 

Seeing Aldrich remain with the team during the Cup celebrations after the 
incident was reported was particularly hard for Beach to accept. 

"The only way I could describe it was that I felt sick, I felt sick to my 
stomach," he said. "It was like his life was the same as the day before. 
Same every day. And then when they won, to see him paraded around 
lifting the Cup, at the parade, at the team pictures, at celebrations, it 
made me feel like nothing. It made me feel like I didn’t exist. It made me 
feel like, that I wasn’t important and … it made me feel like he was in the 
right and I was wrong." 

The 31-year-old Beach was a member of the Blackhawks' AHL affiliate in 
2010 and was called up to skate with the NHL squad. The native of 
Kelowna, B.C., was a first-round pick (11th overall) of the Blackhawks in 
the 2008 NHL Draft. 

The forward stayed with Rockford through the first part of the 2013-14 
season before heading to Sweden to play. He never suited up for the 
Blackhawks in a regular season or playoff game. 

Telling his family the summer after it happened was also extremely 
difficult, Beach said. 

"My mom cried for days," he said. "She felt responsible, like she should 
have protected me and there was nothing could do. After that first 
conversation with them, we never spoke about it again until very recently. 
I never brought it up and they respected my privacy. They asked if I was 
OK and let me talk about what I wanted to talk about. 

"I did what I thought I had to do to survive, to continue chasing my dream 
and it was to not think about it, to not talk about it, ignore it, and that’s all 
I could do. I was threatened and my career was on the line. And if I had 
that in my head, there was no way I was gonna perform at the top of my 
capabilities." 

The team issued a statement after the interview aired, commending 
Beach's "courage" for coming forward. 

Earlier, the Chicago Sun-Times reported the Blackhawks will begin 
settlement talks with Susan Loggans, the lawyer representing Beach, 
next week. 

The Blackhawks filed documents to dismiss two lawsuits on Wednesday, 
but the team told the Sun-Times it was simply following legal protocol. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Blackhawks scandal not over as many questions remain 
unanswered 

 

Elliotte Friedman@FriedgeHNICOctober 27, 2021, 12:45 PM 

 

It’s not over yet. There are a lot of questions that need answers. 

First because it’s the most time-sensitive: shouldn’t everyone involved 
get on a call and agree it’s a good idea to give Joel Quenneville the night 
off? The coach said this morning he will meet with commissioner Gary 
Bettman Thursday in the aftermath of the painful Chicago investigation 
released Tuesday. 

The Boston Globe’s Matt Porter reported that Quenneville was asked if 
he stood by the statement he released in July — that he first learned of 

the Chicago allegations last summer? Quenneville answered yes, but 
wouldn’t comment further. 

That is in direct disagreement with the investigation, which stated he was 
worried about it becoming a distraction prior to the 2010 Stanley Cup 
Final, and wrote a positive performance evaluation for Brad Aldrich after 
the victory. 

Remaining Time -0:55 

Quenneville won't comment on Blackhawks report until after meeting with 
Bettman 

Undoubtedly, Quenneville feels coaching is his job and he will do it until 
he’s told he can’t. Fine, but now that there is a completed investigation — 
with the Blackhawks accepting its results — the gravity of the outcome 
demands sensitivity. 

If there’s something Thursday that explains the discrepancy, by all 
means let’s hear it. But let’s hear that first. 

As this is written Wednesday morning, the commissioner’s interview with 
Winnipeg GM Kevin Cheveldayoff is yet to be scheduled. Cheveldayoff’s 
statement included, “I had no knowledge of any allegations involving Mr. 
Aldrich until asked if I was aware of anything just prior to the conclusion 
of his employment with the Chicago Blackhawks. After confirming that I 
had no prior knowledge of anything, I had no further involvement.” 

It’s obvious a lawyer wrote it, because — by a purely legal definition — 
it’s accurate. But, learning yesterday that Cheveldayoff was included in 
the meeting where allegations were first discussed among senior 
management was jarring, based on that statement. It feels misleading 
and I can understand why people are upset by it. 

Also: 

Are punishments severe enough to make sure no future individual is 
harmed by a “failure to report?” From pages 68-69 of the investigation: 
“What is clear is that, after being informed of Aldrich’s alleged sexual 
harassment and misconduct with a player, no action was taken for three 
weeks…The failure to promptly and thoroughly investigate the matter and 
the decision to take no action from May 23 to June 14 had 
consequences. During that period, Aldrich continued to work with and 
travel with the team. Aldrich engaged in an unwanted sexual advance on 
a Blackhawks intern — physically grabbing the intern in a sexual 
manner.” 

Those 107 pages are a hard, painful read. Some information was 
expected. Other bits were not. That one was new, and it stung. Inactivity 
led to assault, and it’s unacceptable. Fruit of an extremely poisonous 
tree. 

The $2M fine isn’t enough. The individual consequences? Maybe. Two 
who attended the original high-level meeting — CEO John McDonough 
and Executive Vice-President Jay Blunk — were already out. GM Stan 
Bowman and Senior Vice-President of Hockey Operations Al MacIsaac 
were removed Tuesday. Commissioner Gary Bettman’s statement 
indicated all will have to meet with him before any potential return to the 
NHL. We will see what happens in Florida and Winnipeg. 

Also: 

• While the report disputes that all of the players knew during the chase 
for the 2010 Stanley Cup, there is an accusation John Doe was 
disgracefully taunted by at least one then-Blackhawk in the aftermath. 
We haven’t heard the last of this. Someone compared this to an iceberg, 
that most of it is underwater and we don’t see everything yet. 

• Will any names come off the Stanley Cup? 

• Will the Blackhawks try to re-collect any of McDonough’s severance? 

• How do the team’s fans react? On-ice, it’s been ugly. Now, there’s off-
ice pain. Next home game is Wednesday night versus Toronto. 

• It’s a very small part of the report, but, on some level, NHLPA Executive 
Director Donald Fehr was notified about what happened. Where does 
that part of the story go? 

• What are the unexpected ramifications and aftershocks? 
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The report is written, placed where everyone can see it. But the story is 
far from finished. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs trying everything possible to help slumping 
Mitch Marner 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukeboxOctober 27, 2021, 3:40 PM 

 

CHICAGO – God bless Wayne Simmonds for floating a little fun in this 
sea of misery. 

Asked Wednesday about the damage an errant Ian Cole stick has done 
to Mitch Marner’s smile, the rugged and scared Simmonds flashed his 
own tooth-deprived grin. 

"He's a little bit of a pretty boy, eh?” Simmonds cracked. 

“He looks a little bit funny with the one big tooth and the other jagged one 
there. It just happens. You get in the corners, you get some elbows, 
sticks, whatever, fists. I think he's doing OK with it.” 

Ironically, Marner prides himself on keeping things light. But it’s clear the 
weight of his longest goal (15 games) and assist (six games) droughts 
since 2017 is a heavy load to carry. 

The laughter Simmonds elicited inside the bowels of United Center on 
the first game day of Chicago’s post-Stan Bowman era served brief relief 
from two dressing rooms that feel unusually tense for October. 

The Maple Leafs are doing anything they can to ease the pressure on 
their $10.9-million superstar. 

“It’s the Toronto market, and obviously we’re not playing the best right 
now. We’re going to hear it from every different angle,” said Simmonds, 
shrugging off the bad reviews like the veteran he is. 

“We’re not really listening to what the naysayers are saying. You can say 
whatever you want, but we’ve got full belief in ourselves and the guys 
who sit next to us.” 

More than anyone on the Leafs bench, the naysayers have targeted 
Marner during the club’s offensive vanishing act. 

It’s now Marner’s name, not William Nylander’s, that pops up when radio 
analysts ponder breaking up the Core Four. 

The eye test and statistics have given critics enough ammo for both 
barrels. 

Marner’s absence of production has been compounded with a sluggish 
start to his new bumper role on a maligned power-play. He’s been a 
minus-4 during his point drought and has not finished one night as a plus 
in nine games. It’s been five games now since he’s registered more than 
two shots on net. 

“I mean, I don't think we can be concerned. We're still early in the 
season,” Marner said Saturday in Pittsburgh, the last time he met with 
reporters. “[If] we get frustrated, it's not gonna help anyone. It's not gonna 
help our team. 

“I mean, I've been through sections like this. So just realize that it's 
gonna end. Just stay patient in my game, stay doing the right thing.” 

What Happened to Joyful Marner? 

To a man, the Maple Leafs maintain Marner has been upbeat and 
optimistic through this dip, but his on-ice body language and on-camera 
tone tells a different story. 

Nathan MacKinnon won a silver medal alongside Marner with Canada’s 
national team at the 2017 world championships and skated on a line with 
him during a BioSteel camp in Montreal in the off-season. 

The two stars had a conversation about dealing with the haters and 
keyboard warriors, who danced on the 2020-21 Maple Leafs’ grave 
following their seven-game collapse to the Canadiens. 

“From the outside, I just think he just can’t care. He just can’t care. It’s a 
hard league, you know. What if they win that [series], then he has six 
goals in seven games in the next series?” MacKinnon told 32 Thoughts: 
The Podcast. 

“For Marns, he’s just gotta keep going. People forget – wasn’t he first 
team all-star in the NHL? That’s not too bad. It sucks the way he was 
ripped. People coming after his family and stuff, it’s pretty pathetic. He’s 
going to bounce back. He’s such a positive guy. He’s a fun guy to be 
around.” 

Coach Sheldon Keefe has pulled plenty of levers over the past week in 
attempt to get more from No. 16. 

Because if Marner isn’t an offensive engine, the Maple Leafs can’t get 
revving. 

The coach has tried the stick: 

He deflected some Nick Ritchie criticism to Marner's and Auston 
Matthews’ way after Friday’s loss to San Jose. He split Matthews and 
Marner up after Saturday’s debacle in Pittsburgh – something he refused 
to do as things unravelled in the playoffs. 

And now the coach is trying the carrot: 

Keefe gave the power-play a tweak during Tuesday’s practice, trying 
Marner back on the flank, where he’s more comfortable. 

What can the staff do to help Marner dig himself out of this rut? 

“You got to talk to him and reassure him of the good things that he's 
doing. Give him opportunities to succeed in terms of his ice time and the 
situations you're putting him in,” Keefe said. “But, really, the focus when 
I'm talking to any of our players that are looking to break out here, it's just 
putting bringing it back to the team and relying on our structure and 
playing together as a group. Then opportunities come from there. 

“It's not to put too much on yourself. Recognize your role, your 
responsibility in each area of the ice, and do your job for the team. And 
then the players, whether it’s Mitch or any of our other guys, they're just 
too good to not break out.” 

Simmonds smiles again and calls them “autogoals,” what Marner and 
Matthews produce when they’re in the flow — as Marner’s 67 points in 55 
games last season would attest. 

Wednesday night in Chicago seems a prime opportunity for a return what 
was once automatic. 

The Blackhawks are down Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews (COVID 
protocol) and could be distracted by the sexual-abuse bombshell that 
rocked their franchise. 

Chicago (0-5-1) hasn’t grabbed a lead in any game this season and is 
averaging 4.5 goals against. 

This is the type of disorganized group the real Marner would sink his 
teeth into. 

“In Mitch’s case, the puck didn’t go in for him and his linemates early in 
the season, but I thought he was playing well and producing a lot for us. 
And then now, all of a sudden it snowballs, right? It starts to grow a little 
bit here, and that dynamic changes,” Keefe said. 

“So, we're trying to just help support Mitch, and our team’s trying to 
support each other all the way through.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Analyzing the factors behind Toronto's slow start to the 
season 
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The start of the Maple Leafs' 2021-22 campaign has been defined by 
disappointing losses. While it’s early in the season, the pressure is 
quickly mounting in Toronto. Each step back only casts more doubt on 
their long-term hopes and whether they have what it takes to actually 
make a lengthy playoff run, let alone win it all. 

Losing what could become pivotal points is concerning; the Maple Leafs 
have only claimed five out of a possible 14 points so far. But does their 2-
4-1 record truly reflect their level of play to open the season? 

At their core, the Maple Leafs just aren’t scoring nearly as much as they 
should be. 

Before Tuesday night’s matchups, the Maple Leafs led the league in 
puck possession time spent in the offensive zone at 5-on-5. Even when 
pro-rating that to account for their seven games played (versus the four 
matches others had played at this point), they only slip down to second, 
just behind the Florida Panthers. 

Within the offensive zone, Toronto is generating one of the highest rates 
of shot attempts and creating a lot from the slot — a rate of 7.52 shots 
per 60, which puts them fourth in the league. About 37 per cent of their 
shots are coming from that slot area, as the heat map below helps show. 
It’s also where most of their few 5-on-5 goals have been scored. 

So, what’s going wrong? 

As much as Toronto is shooting, it’s not always translating to shots on 
goal. Few teams have missed as many attempts at the net, or seen as 
many of their shots get blocked. 

Still, based on the quality of their shots, without the added factor of their 
shooting ability, the Maple Leafs are expected to score at one of the 
highest rates in the league to open the season. But they’ve managed a 
lowly 1.79 goals for per 60 at 5-on-5 thus far. In fact, the differential 
between their expected goal rate and actual goal rate is the worst in the 
league at 1.53. 

An average shooting team would be expected to have about nine more 
goals than Toronto currently does. This team has quite a few elite and 
top-tier offensive talents -- they just aren’t finishing. 

The Maple Leafs’ scoring woes start at, but aren’t limited to, the top of 
their lineup. Just three goals at 5-on-5 have been scored between their 
core four offensive stars in Auston Matthews, Mitch Marner, William 
Nylander, and John Tavares. But that group is expected to be closer to 
seven tallies. 

Nylander, at least, has been standing out elsewhere -- from his 
transitional play to his shooting to start the year. Matthews, of course, 
missed the first few games while recovering from wrist surgery. Since his 
return, though, a lower percentage of his shots have come from the slot 
compared to last season. And Marner’s attempted a higher rate of 
passes to the slot, but has had less success connecting. On the whole, 
this team obviously needs more from their best. 

Ideally, when a team’s top players are struggling, the rest of the team can 
pick up the slack. But they too have been falling shy of expectations 
(although, combined, not to the same extent as the Leafs’ best). When 
the losses add up so early in the season as a result of that lack of 
scoring, especially in Toronto, it puts their start under a microscope. 

Making matters worse is that their scoring deficit has trickled on to the 
power play as well. 

Here, the Leafs aren’t shooting at the highest rate in the league. They 
are, however, shooting from the slot and inner slot more often than most. 
But they’re still not converting, scoring about four goals fewer than 
expected. 

What’s hurting their case even more is their play at the other end of the 
ice. Jake Muzzin, TJ Brodie, and Justin Holl are among the defenders in 
Toronto who have gotten off to a particularly rough start. 

Last year, as a whole, the Maple Leafs limited their opponents to a rate 
of just 2.10 expected goals against at 5-on-5 as they protected the net-

front area to support their goaltenders. This season, on the other hand, 
they’ve conceded a higher rate of quality shots expected (2.88 expected 
goals against per 60) and left their netminders exposed to more slot 
shots against than most of the league. 

With those defensive deficits to start the season, it amps up the need for 
more offence to overcome it, and right now, they simply can't seem to 
outscore those weaknesses. 

What comes next? 

Toronto’s last two losses have been their worst. Against Pittsburgh, the 
Maple Leafs may have out-attempted their opponent, but they passed to 
the slot less, and created fewer chances from that dangerous area of the 
ice. 

Then when facing off against one of their strongest opponents yet in the 
Hurricanes, Toronto shot the puck less and generated fewer scoring 
chances than their opponent, hence the lower expected goal total once 
again. Of all their losses, this may have been their most understandable 
given the strength of Carolina. 

But it stands out that Toronto couldn’t get past the Sharks, who aren’t 
projected to go far this season, or the Sidney Crosby-less Penguins. 

It’s possible that the early losses are just weighing on them and led to 
collapses in their last two games. As much as a team could be doing 
what appears to be the right thing offensively, eventually enough losses 
are going to shake their confidence -- maybe even more so with the 
pressure of last season still influencing them. 

Still, the Leafs should find their footing sooner than later. And these next 
few games provide their best opportunity yet. First, against a Blackhawks 
team that’s an absolute disaster on and off the ice, and missing quite a 
few players in COVID-19 protocol. Then Saturday, against a Red Wings 
team that shouldn’t be underestimated especially with rookie Lucas 
Raymond’s line on the ice, but isn’t particularly deep. 

Sometimes, a team just needs the bounces to go their way so they can 
fully breakout offensively, and that seems true for the Maple Leafs — 
although, it’s clearly not all they need to get to the level that’s expected of 
them. While losing these points could bite them later, it also helps to work 
out these woes now and not during the most crucial points in the season, 
or post-season. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Wednesday Wagers: Will Oilers' McDavid set new 
personal record? 

 

Mike Johnston@MikeyJ_MMAOctober 27, 2021, 3:10 PM 

 

Suffice it to say there won’t be a shortage of talking points on Scotiabank 
Wednesday Night Hockey this week. 

The featured game sees the Toronto Maple Leafs and a horde of hockey 
media descend upon the United Center for a game against a Chicago 
Blackhawks team marred in off-ice controversy and on-ice 
disappointment. 

How will Chicago respond just one day after the findings of an ongoing 
sexual misconduct investigation were released, resulting in significant 
upheaval within the franchise? 

The national audience can also enjoy Connor McDavid and the 
Edmonton Oilers hosting the Philadelphia Flyers on Sportsnet 360. There 
are five games in total with Boston vs. Florida, Vegas vs. Dallas and 
Detroit vs. Washington available to watch on SN NOW Premium. 

With all that in mind, here are a handful of player prop bets to keep an 
eye on during Wednesday’s slate of games. 

Stream the NHL season with Sportsnet NOW 
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Stream over 1,000 games blackout-free, including the 2022 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs, with a subscription to SN NOW PREMIUM. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

Can Matthews build off first goal? 

Austin Matthew scored Toronto’s lone goal in a 4-1 loss to Carolina 
earlier this week. It was his 200th career tally and he scored it on a nice 
wraparound move against his friend and former teammate Frederik 
Andersen. 

The Maple Leafs could use some more of that from their top star forward 
with Wednesday presenting a solid opportunity against an opponent in 
turmoil. 

Matthews has the shortest odds of any player on either team to score a 
goal Wednesday at +100 – Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat have the 
next-best odds at +150 followed by William Nylander at +175. 

Matthews had six separate multi-game goal streaks last season en route 
to leading the league with 41 goals in 52 games played. 

The reigning “Rocket” Richard Trophy winner has five goals in eight 
career games against Chicago – three of those were scored during the 
2018-19 season. 

Remaining Time -0:57 

Gotta See It: Auston Matthews scores 200th goal of his career 

Can McDavid extend his multi-point streak? 

The Edmonton Oilers are off to a 5-0-0 start for second time in the past 
three seasons and fittingly Connor McDavid is on a five-game point 
streak to open a season for the second time in three years. 

McDavid is brimming with confidence and why wouldn’t he be? He’s off 
to a blistering start with six goals, seven assists for a league-leading 13 
points. 

The 24-year-old superstar already has three scoring titles and is the 
odds-on favourite to receive his fourth in 2022, however McDavid has 
never started a season with points in six consecutive games. McDavid 
recorded four goals and eight assists in his first five games of 2019-20 
before he went pointless in his sixth game. 

McDavid’s odds to record at least one point against Philly is listed as 
heavy -400 chalk (separate odds have McDavid anytime assist at -250 
and McDavid anytime goal at +100) and if you’re wagering that McDavid 
will extend his multi-point streak it’s also favoured to hit at -135 odds. 

If you’re thinking two points isn’t enough for McDavid on Wednesday 
then there’s +160 value on a three-point outing (McDavid had 18 games 
last season with at least three points), +438 for a four-point night and 
huge +1067 odds if McDavid notches five points in a game for the first 
time since Feb. 20. Another multi-point effort would bring McDavid to 
within one game of tying Wayne Gretzky's franchise record set in 1983-
84 when The Great One began that season with seven consecutive 
multi-point games. 

McDavid recorded at least one point in the final eight regular-season 
games of 2020-21, so when you add that to his 2021-22 start, he has 11 
goals and 23 assists for 34 points during his current 13-game regular-
season point streak. 

Sign up for NHL newsletters 

Get the best of our NHL coverage and exclusives delivered directly to 
your inbox! 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

BARGAIN HUNTING 

You’re not likely to get great value when betting on streaking star players, 
which is why it can often benefit a bettor to chase value and seek out 
players on slumps or those flying under the radar. 

Here are a few players in action Wednesday with interesting matchups 
and juicy odds. 

Anthony Mantha anytime goal +250: It’s the first time Mantha is playing 
the Red Wings, the team that drafted him 20th overall in 2013, since the 
Capitals acquired him in a trade that sent Jakub Vrana, Richard Panik 
and two high draft picks back the other way. 

Jamie Benn anytime point +100, anytime goal +300: It has been goose 
eggs across the board for the Stars captain since his one-assist season 
debut. Benn hasn’t had too much regular-season success against Vegas 
(just two goals, zero assists in seven games) but he did score three times 
in five playoff games in 2020 during the Dallas-Vegas conference final 
series. 

Joe Thornton anytime assist +300: Even at age 42, It’s not crazy to think 
Jumbo Joe remains more than capable of producing at least one assist 
every five games – even in a reduced role at age 42. Thornton has one 
goal and zero assists in four games this season. An anytime assist 
against the team that drafted him first overall more than 20 years ago at 
three-to-one odds could be worth a shot. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens attempt to exorcise California demons with 
season on life support 

 

Eric Engels@EricEngelsOctober 27, 2021, 2:11 PM 

 

SAN JOSE, Calif. -- Ah, the Golden State. With sunshine beaming down 
and palm trees swaying, it’s a beautiful place. 

It’s a place where people go to make their dreams come true. 

For the Montreal Canadiens, however, it could be the place where any 
dreams of making the playoffs officially get buried. They’ve already dug 
the hole with a 1-6-0 start to the 2021-22 season -- which was deepened 
by an embarrassing 5-1 loss to the Seattle Kraken on Tuesday -- and 
now they’re standing on the edge of it and hoping not to be dealt a death 
blow by three teams who have historically killed them on home ice. 

On Thursday, at SAP Arena, the Canadiens will attempt to win a game 
for the first time since Ricky Martin last topped the charts. They haven’t 
won any of the 12 they’ve played against the Sharks in San Jose since 
squeaking out a 3-2 overtime win in 1999, and they’ve been shut out in a 
quarter of them and outscored 50-24 on aggregate. After that, this 
coming weekend’s back-to-back matinees in Los Angeles and Anaheim 
will see the Canadiens try to beat the Kings in their own building for just 
the third time in their last seven attempts and the Ducks at the Honda 
Center for the first time in as many tries. 

We don’t love their chances. Especially after reviewing the tape from 
Monday’s game in Seattle, where all the good feelings from Montreal’s 
first win of the season --a 6-1, soul-soothing beatdown of the Detroit Red 
Wings -- evaporated before 10 minutes of the second period were 
played. 

Sign up for NHL newsletters 

Get the best of our NHL coverage and exclusives delivered directly to 
your inbox! 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

It wasn’t so much that the Canadiens lost, but how they did against a 
Kraken team they knew were chasing their first-ever win at Climate 
Pledge Arena and were hungry to begin reversing their own rough start 
to their inaugural season. It looked very much the same as their 5-1 loss 
to the Buffalo Sabres in Game 2 of the season, and just as similar as 
their 5-0 loss to the Sharks at the Bell Centre a week prior. 

Jeff Petry said afterwards that it didn’t just look that way. 

“It’s the same game we played in Buffalo, same game we played at home 
against the Sharks,” he said, “and it doesn’t work and it’s frustrating.” 
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It’s perplexing. 

The Canadiens have spent days talking about eliminating the bad 
patterns in their game -- the early goals surrendered, the sloppy 
turnovers in the neutral zone, not being aggressive enough in front of the 
net and in battles for the puck, and not adhering to the system for long 
stretches of games -- but have done little to change them. 

On Monday, they gave up the game’s first goal for the sixth time in seven 
games, and it was scored only 1:02 into the first period. They fed a team 
that came into the game having generated the least rush chances per 60 
in the NHL five goals off the rush. And when the chances were on their 
sticks, they either hit Kraken goaltender Philipp Grubauer with them or 
fired them wide of the net. 

“I don’t know what to tell you,” said a deflated Josh Anderson after the 
game. “I really don’t.” 

“Tonight, we didn’t deserve to win at all,” he added. 

Remaining Time -0:41 

Kraken unveil Seattle Metropolitans Stanley Cup banner 

On the troublesome patterns in the Canadiens’ play in general, Ben 
Chiarot said the biggest concern is how they defend. 

“We just look a little out of sorts, not on the same page,” he said. “We 
give the other team too much time and too much space to skate, and that 
gets us on our heels, gets us running around. That seems to be a 
common theme when we have these kinds of games.” 

Petry pointed out what has been obvious to anyone watching these 
losses pile up. 

“We’re skating away from guys with the puck,” he said. “We’re not close 
to support, we’re not second into battles, we’re just disconnected. 

“I think everyone’s working hard, (but) I think we’ve got to work smarter 
and execute.” 

The Canadiens have reached emergency status on that front. 

They’ve got one of four CBA-mandated days off this month on 
Wednesday, and then they’ll resume skating Thursday morning before 
attempting to bounce back immediately and notch their first win in San 
Jose in over two decades. 

It’s going to be a particular challenge against a Sharks team that may 
have lost its last two games but won its first four and appears much 
better than most people gave them credit for heading into the season. 

Even with the Kings and Ducks combining for just three wins in 13 games 
since the season started, it won’t get any easier for the Canadiens when 
they fly south. 

“At the end of the day, we’ve got to find a way,” said Anderson. “We’ve 
got to get ourselves together here.” 

With their season already on life support, the Canadiens don’t have a 
choice. Their slim playoff hopes could be none by the time they pack up 
and leave California. 
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TSN.CA / With Leafs struggling to score, Keefe shifts focus to defence 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs held an optional skate at the United Center in Chicago 
on Wednesday.  

The Leafs have scored just 13 goals in seven games this season (27th in 
the NHL), but Sheldon Keefe believes improving defensively is the key to 
snapping an early season slump. 

"We've given up too much in the last few games," the coach said. "The 
biggest takeaway for me the other night in Carolina is we gave up too 
much easy access to our crease and to our goaltender and got none the 
other way, and that's really the recipe we're looking for … That's what it 
should feel like playing against us and it hasn't been the case." 

Jason Spezza says Toronto's defensive detail started slipping after the 
team ran into some hot goalies. The current four-game winless skid (0-3-
1) started when Igor Shesterkin stopped 40 of 41 shots during an 
overtime win by the Rangers in Toronto. Wayne Simmonds, another 
veteran forward, senses the same thing. 

"In trying to get that offensive game going we've kind of left ourselves 
wide open defensively," Simmonds said. "We got to be comfortable 
winning games 2-1, 3-1, 1-0, whatever it is, until our offence gets going. 
There's no shame in that. We got a lot of firepower on this team. We 
know it will come around. We have to stick to the foundation of our 
game." 

Since Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner joined the Leafs, offence has 
rarely been an issue. Toronto averaged 3.3 goals per game (third overall) 
in their first five seasons in the league. During that same stretch, the 
Leafs allowed 2.91 goals per game (19th overall). The key reason the 
team was able to take a step forward in the regular season and finish first 
in the North Division last year was because they clamped down 
defensively, allowing just 2.64 goals per game (sixth in the NHL).  

"We got to stick to what we were doing last year and get back and not 
cheat for offence," said Simmonds.  

"It's not necessarily cheating so much as it is the mindset," Keefe noted. 
"You're so focused on where the puck might go next offensively that you 
give up some of your defensive posture."  

This season, the Leafs have allowed 3.29 goals per game (21st overall).  

What are the biggest areas of concern for the Leafs right now? 

TSN Hockey analyst Mike Johnson, who breaks down what he's most 
concerned with when it comes to Toronto's tumultuous start to the 
season. 

--- 

Like during the playoffs, Marner has become the face of Toronto's 
struggling offensive play. Remarkably, he has not been on the ice for an 
even-strength goal by the Leafs this season.  

"It's a long year," Simmonds stressed. "People have dry spells here and 
there, but that doesn't make your year. It should make you a little more 
focused to do other things in the game well. I think those guys know 
that." 

Marner's point drought extended to six games on Monday in Raleigh, 
where he also took a stick to the face and lost a tooth. It's given the 
winger a different look.  

"He's a little bit of a pretty boy," Simmonds said with a chuckle. "He looks 
a little bit funny with that one big tooth and the other, like, jagged one is 
there, but ... He's dealing okay with it." 

Keefe is more concerned about what's going on between Marner's ears.  

"You got to talk to him and reassure him of the good things that he's 
doing, give him opportunities to succeed in terms of his ice time and the 
situations you're putting him in," the coach said. "The focus when I'm 
talking to any of our players that are looking to break out here is bringing 
it back to the team and relying on our structure and playing together as a 
group and then opportunities come from there. The players are just too 
good to not produce over time, so [don't] put too much on yourself. 
Recognize your role and responsibility in each area of the ice and do 
your job for the team." 

Marner has not spoken with the media since Monday's loss.  

Leafs Ice Chips: Marner, Nylander flip spots as PP tries new look 

Toronto's power play has yet to get in a groove this season, prompting 
head coach Sheldon Keefe to try a new look at practice in an effort to get 
the team going. Mark Masters has more on the changes to the PP. 
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--- 

It's only the eighth game of the regular season, but it feels like this is 
already a huge moment for the Leafs.  

"I think we have to win," said centre David Kampf, who is returning to 
Chicago after playing the last four seasons with the Blackhawks. "It's a 
big game for us and hopefully we will do it. We are ready. We had a good 
practice yesterday."  

"We just got to win," said Simmonds. "It's a big one." 

"Urgency is high," said Keefe. "I think the guys recognize what's going on 
here." 

The Blackhawks are in worse shape than the Leafs these days. Chicago 
hasn't won yet this season (0-5-1). They haven't even held a lead.  

A loss tonight and the Leafs will face a deluge of negativity when they 
return to Toronto to start preparing for Saturday's home game against the 
Detroit Red Wings.  

"We're not playing the best right now and we're going hear it from every 
different angle," said Simmonds, a Toronto native. "We know what we 
got in that room. We got full belief in ourselves and that's it. We're not 
really listening to what the naysayers are saying. You can say whatever 
you want, but we got full belief in ourselves and the guys who are sitting 
next to us, so that's what we're going with. We're going to play for one 
another." 

'We have to win': Sense of urgency high for slumping Leafs 

Mired in a four-game slide, the Leafs discuss how the urgency to win is at 
a high right now ahead of tonight's game against the Blackhawks, who 
remain winless on the season. 

--- 

The Blackhawks are missing several key players, including captain 
Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane, who are in the COVID protocol. It 
also appears like the Leafs will avoid Vezina Trophy winner Marc-Andre 
Fleury tonight. Backup goalie Kevin Lankinen was first off the ice at the 
morning skate and is the projected starter.  

"We look no further than the start of this trip in Pittsburgh and it's very 
clear that any team in the league, regardless of who's in or who's out, is 
capable of beating you if your own game is not in order," Keefe said.  

The Penguins embarrassed the Leafs 7-1 on Saturday despite playing 
without Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Jeff Carter, Bryan Rust and Kris 
Letang.  

Will the Leafs ever learn from their ‘lessons’? 

Bryan Hayes, Jamie McLennan and Jeff O’Neill discuss the Maple Leafs’ 
loss to the Hurricanes and break down head coach Sheldon Keefe’s 
comments saying the team learned valuable lessons in the game. 

--- 

Keefe confirmed he will not be making any lineup changes tonight.  

Projected Leafs lines for Wednesday's game:  

Bunting - Matthews - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Marner  

Engvall - Kampf - Kase 

Ritchie - Spezza - Simmonds 

Rielly - Brodie  

Muzzin - Holl 

Sandin - Dermott  

Campbell starts  

Hutchinson 
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USA TODAY / Blackhawks captain Jonathan Toews says executives out 
in wake of investigation are 'good people' 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

Jonathan Toews remembers Kyle Beach as a happy-go-lucky kid who 
had a mean streak in junior hockey and didn't fear stirring things up with 
a rougher style on the ice.  

The Chicago Blackhawks captain didn't know Beach well and was at 
training camp a few months removed from hoisting his first Stanley Cup 
in 2010 when he heard rumors that former video coach Brad Aldrich had 
a sexual encounter with the prospect during that championship run. 

"It wasn’t something that was taken super seriously at the time," said 
Toews, who came off the COVID-19 list Wednesday prior to the 
Blackhawks' 3-2 overtime loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs. "I thought 
Brad being let go or resigning from the organization was the way that it 
was dealt with. To me, it was water under the bridge."  

Beach, now 31, came forward Wednesday as "John Doe," the accuser in 
the report released by former federal prosecutor Reid J. Schar through 
the law firm Jenner & Block. He says the incident with Aldrich, who was 
later imprisoned in Michigan for sexual conduct with a student following 
his time with the Blackhawks, was not consensual; Aldrich maintains it 
was. 

In an emotional interview with TSN, Beach said news of what happened 
in May 2010 spread quickly and that he was subjected to bullying by 
teammates. As a 22-year-old captain in 2010, Toews said he and 
everyone on the team wishes things went differently.  

"Had I been connected to the situation and known some of the more gory 
details of it, I’d like to say yeah," he said, "I would have acted differently 
in my role as captain, yeah. 

“It puts things in perspective. When you’re chasing your dream of a 
Stanley Cup it becomes the only thing. They say winning is everything. It 
just consumes your whole world. It’s a special memory in a lot of ways, 
but when something like this tarnishes it, it definitely makes you realize 
that there’s more to life than hockey. In so many ways it’s an unfortunate 
situation. Winning the Stanley Cup that year is beside the point."  

The report said a contingent of then-coach Joel Quenneville (now 
coaching the Florida Panthers), former general manager Stan Bowman 
and other members of the front office discussed what Beach had told the 
team's skills coach (Paul Vincent) and mental skills coach (Jim "Doc" 
Gary) about his encounter with Aldrich. 

Bowman and Al MacIsaac stepped away from their roles Tuesday, while 
Gary, Vincent and then-president John McDonough are out of hockey. 
Toews questioned what losing their jobs – in the case of Bowman and 
MacIsaac – might accomplish.  

"Make any argument you want, they’re not directly complicit in the 
activities that happened," Toews said. "It’s not up to me to comment on 
whether they would like to deal with it differently or not. I just know them 
as people and I’ve had a relationship and friendship with them for a long 
time as being part of the Blackhawks family. 

"How this situation went down, what the timeline was, what they knew, I 
can’t really comment on that. It’s obviously a tough day. Regardless of 
the mistakes that may have been made, for someone like Stan who has 
done so much for the Blackhawks, and Al as well, to lose everything they 
care about and their livelihoods as well, I don’t understand how that 
makes it go away – just delete them from existence and that’s it, we’ll 
never hear from them. So I have a lot of respect for them as people. 
They're good people." 

'I'm a survivor':Former Chicago player Kyle Beach is John Doe in 
Blackhawks investigation 
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Kyle Beach:Former Blackhawks player Kyle Beach: NHL 'let me down 
and they've let others down' 

Toews took part in the Jenner & Block investigation, he said. He told 
them what he recalled: teammates were talking outside of the hotel 
before training camp started the following season. 

“Just kind of briefly telling the story,” he said.  

It was the first time he heard it. 

Toews added: “Beyond that, it was all speculation. And that was as best 
as I could remember and I’m sure everyone did the same to share what 
they could to be helpful in the investigation.” 
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USA TODAY / Former Blackhawks player Kyle Beach: NHL 'let me down 
and they've let others down' 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

After revealing his identity as "John Doe" in a damning report released 
Tuesday that revealed inaction by the Chicago Blackhawks management 
when presented with sexual assault allegations, Kyle Beach had strong 
words for the league and its leaders. 

That included current Florida Panthers coach Joel Quenneville, the 
coach of the Blackhawks in 2010 when the alleged incident between 
Beach and former video coach Brad Aldrich occurred.   

Beach said on TSN Wednesday that meetings took place in 
Quenneville’s office regarding what he told mental skills coach Jim "Doc" 
Gary and skills coach Paul Vincent after he reported to them what Aldrich 
allegedly did. Quenneville has publicly said he never knew of the 
allegations, although the report – compiled by Jenner & Block – said a 
contingent including Qunneville, former general manager Stan Bowman 
and other members of the front office discussed it.  

Beach referenced the statement from Bowman, who stepped aside as 
GM and president on Tuesday, in which he said he was made aware of 
"potential inappropriate behavior." The report, compiled by former 
prosecutor Reid Schar at Jenner & Block law firm, said Quenneville and 
former team president John McDonough wanted to keep the focus on the 
team during their playoff run. No action was taken against Aldrich until he 
signed a separation agreement after celebrating the team's Stanley Cup 
victory.  

"There’s absolutely no way (Quenneville) can deny knowing it," Beach 
told TSN. "And there’s absolutely no way Stan Bowman would make up a 
quote like that."  

Beach also accused the NHL and the U.S. Center for SafeSport of 
denying an investigation. 

“(The NHL) let me down and they’ve let others down as well," he said. 
"But they continue to try and protect their name over the health and well-
being of the people who put their lives on the line every day to make the 
NHL what it is." 

Quenneville coached the Panthers' game Wednesday night against the 
Boston Bruins. He and then-Blackhawks assistant general manager 
Kevin Cheveldayoff, now general manager of the Winnipeg Jets, are 
expected to meet with commissioner Gary Bettman in the near future. 
Bettman and Quenneville will meet at roughly 2 p.m. ET on Thursday in 
New York, Panthers general manager Bill Zito said.  

Quenneville ignored his post-game media responsibilities following 
Florida's 4-1 victory over the Boston Bruins. Instead, Zito read a prepared 
statement:  

"Joel will be meeting with Commissioner Gary Bettman (Thursday) and 
he has no comments prior to that meeting. As an organization we 

commend Kyle Beach for his courage in coming forward this evening to 
bring to light the pain he endured during his time in Chicago. Information 
that has recently become available is deeply troubling. There's no 
question the events described in (Tuesday's) report are serious and 
severe. We are working closely with the National Hockey League to 
assist with the ongoing process and with respect to that will not comment 
further until after the commissioner's meeting tomorrow with Joel."    

“I hope through and through that Gary Bettman takes this seriously and 
that he does his due diligence,” Beach said. 

But he remains skeptical. 

“They already let me down. They wouldn’t investigate for me. So why 
now?” 

Beach had equally strong words for NHL Players' Association executive 
director Donald Fehr. Beach said at least two people at the union spoke 
to Fehr about what had happened to him, and he reported details to a 
union representative himself, he said. 

"For him to turn his back on players when his one job is to protect the 
players at all costs," Beach said, "I don’t know how that could be your 
leader." 

Fehr apologized for the "serious failure" of the NHLPA to pursue further 
action at the time in a statement late Wednesday night: 

“Kyle Beach has been through a horrific experience and has shown true 
courage in telling his story. There is no doubt that the system failed to 
support him in his time of need, and we are part of that system. 

"In his media interview, Mr. Beach stated that several months after the 
incident he told someone at the NHLPA the details of what happened to 
him. He is referring to one of the program doctors with the NHL/NHLPA 
player assistance program. While this program is confidential between 
players and the doctors, the grave nature of this incident should have 
resulted in further action on our part. The fact that it did not was a serious 
failure. I am truly sorry, and I am committed to making changes to ensure 
it does not happen again."  

The NHL did not responded to USA TODAY Sports' request for 
comment.  

Had Beach's claims reached the ears of a powerful entity outside of the 
organization, he thinks the situation would have played out differently.  

“If this would have been reported to somebody other than (team leaders), 
that didn’t have skin in the game of winning in the Stanley Cup, it would 
have been dealt with," Beach said, "and it would have protected the 
survivors that came after me.” 
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USA TODAY / 'I'm a survivor': Former Chicago player Kyle Beach is John 
Doe in Blackhawks investigation 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

"John Doe" has come forward.  

Kyle Beach revealed his identity Wednesday on TSN in Canada as the 
former Chicago Blackhawks player former video coordinator Brad Aldrich 
allegedly sexually assaulted during the team's Stanley Cup run in 2010.  

Beach, 20 years old at the time of the incident, was part of the 
Blackhawks' group of prospects who spent that postseason with the team 
in case of an injury or suspension. The 2008 11th overall pick never 
appeared in an NHL game. 

Beach had previously been anonymous, but his identity became 
apparent thanks to several details in the report released Tuesday by the 
law firm conducting the investigation for the Blackhawks, Jenner & Block.  
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"Just a great feeling of relief, vindication," said Beach, who has played 
overseas since 2015. "It was no longer my word against everybody 
else's."  

The investigation followed a lawsuit filed earlier this year by Beach, which 
led to Stan Bowman stepping aside as the Blackhawks general manager 
and president of hockey operations Tuesday. Bowman also relinquished 
his duties as Team USA men's ice hockey GM for the Beijing Olympics. 
Al MacIsaac, senior vice president of hockey operations, also left the 
team.  

The NHL fined the Blackhawks $2 million for “the organization’s 
inadequate internal procedures and insufficient and untimely response.” 
CEO Danny Wirtz addressed the team Wednesday.  

Former coach Joel Quenneville (now coaching the Florida Panthers) and 
ex-assistant general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff (now general manager 
of the Winnipeg Jets) were apparently aware of Beach's claim but also 
did not adequately respond. Quenneville coached the Panthers' game 
Wednesday ahead of his meeting with commissioner Gary Bettman. He 
did not speak to the media after Florida's 4-1 win. Instead GM Bill Zito 
did, and he said Quenneville will meet with Bettman at roughly 2 p.m. ET 
Thursday.   

"We would like to acknowledge and commend Kyle Beach's courage in 
coming forward," the Blackhawks said in a statement. The organization 
extended its "deepest apologies" to him for not properly responding after 
he brought the charges to light 11 years ago. 

"It was inexcusable for the then-executives of the Blackhawks 
organization to delay taking action regarding the reported sexual 
misconduct. No playoff game or championship is more important than 
protecting our players and staff from predatory behavior."  

The 2010 Stanley Cup run was supposed to be a moment of pride for the 
Vancouver, Canada, native. Instead, Beach's memories of that time are 
forever tainted, he said.  

“To be honest, I was scared, mostly. I was fearful. I had had my career 
threatened.” 

Blackhawks' brass, including former president John McDonough and 
mental skills coach Jim "Doc" Gary, were apparently all aware of the 
allegations, the report determined. The accounts of the conversations 
about the alleged incident between Aldrich and Beach differed, according 
to the report. Aldrich has since been convicted of assaulting a high 
school student in Michigan. 

“You can never imagine being put in a situation by somebody who is 
supposed to be there to help you and to make you a better hockey player 
and a better person and continue to build your career,” Beach said.  

The first person he told was Paul Vincent, a former Chicago skills coach 
who Beach praised for believing and fighting for him. He informed his 
family that summer. His mother cried for days. They didn’t speak about it 
again until recently. 

“I never brought it up and they respected my privacy," Beach said. "They 
would ask if I was OK and let me talk about what I wanted to talk about. I 
did what I thought I had to do to survive, to continue chasing my dream. 
And that was not think about it, not talk about it, to ignore it. That’s all I 
could do, because I was threatened and my career was on the line." 

Seeing Aldrich celebrate the Stanley Cup with the team throughout June 
2010 made him feel “sick to (his) stomach.” Aldrich signed a separation 
agreement shortly after the Blackhawks won their first of three Stanley 
Cups during Bowman's tenure. 

“It made me feel like nothing. It made me feel like I didn’t exist. It made 
me feel like I wasn’t important. It made me feel like he was in the right 
and I was wrong. That’s also what Doc Gary told me. Was that it was my 
fault because I put myself in that situation.” 

Gary, a licensed medical professional, no longer works in the NHL. The 
Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation has opened 
an investigation into Gary, according to TSN.  

Beach said he suppressed his memories and developed addictions as 
his hockey career in North America faltered.  

"I relied on alcohol. I relied on drugs," he said. "I’m just so relieved with 
the news that came out yesterday that I’ve been vindicated."  

He also believes every player in the Blackhawks locker room that 
postseason knew about the incident. That includes current players and 
organization stalwarts Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane. 

“I am a survivor. I know I’m not alone, male or female," Beach said. "And 
I buried this for 10 years, 11 years. And it’s destroyed me from the inside 
out. And I want everybody to know in the sports world and in the world 
that you are not alone. You need to speak up. Because there (are) 
support systems.” 
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USA TODAY / Blackhawks react to scandal, departure of GM: 'Probably 
change that needed to happen' 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

Chicago Blackhawks CEO Danny Wirtz addressed the team Wednesday 
morning after the findings of a sexual abuse investigation within the 
organization, leading to the resignation of general manager Stan 
Bowman, were released Tuesday. 

The team-commissioned investigation, conducted by the law firm Jenner 
& Block, discovered team leaders including Bowman, former coach Joel 
Quenneville (now coaching the Florida Panthers) and ex-assistant 
general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff (now general manager of the 
Winnipeg Jets), did nothing when a player alleged then-video coach Brad 
Aldrich sexually assaulted him.  

Quenneville is set to meet with NHL commissioner Gary Bettman on 
Thursday and a meeting between Bettman and Cheveldayoff is being set 
up, according to ESPN, to discuss each of their roles in the case. 

Blackhawks forward Alex DeBrincat supported moving on from Bowman.  

OPINION:Blackhawks sexual assault scandal yet another grim reminder 
of hockey's culture problem 

"It's a big change, I think probably change that needed to happen," he 
told reporters Wednesday. "I understand why him and the Blackhawks 
had to part ways. I get it. My time with Stan, he's been nothing but great 
to me. But, like I said, I understand the reasoning. With everything that 
happened, it's probably a good thing that we parted ways."  

Said defenseman Connor Murphy, according to ESPN: "It was a very sad 
day to see that release and to hear those stories. Your heart goes out to 
the victims. It's a very serious thing, that's very sad and tragic that 
happened." 

The NHL fined the team $2 million for “the organization’s inadequate 
internal procedures and insufficient and untimely response.” 

DeBrincat said the organization addressed the situation with the players. 
He added that he's been treated with nothing but respect from the team 
in his time there. 

"The overriding message was that 'the organization is here for you," 
coach Jeremy Colliton said. 

Bowman became the Blackhawks general manager in 2009 and the team 
won three Stanley Cups during his tenure. He also resigned as general 
manager of the U.S. men's Olympic hockey team, nearly 100 days away 
from the Beijing Games.   
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